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PREFACE

Self-tnowferfge requires that we understand other cultures. Daily fife
increasing& lanai:41s it. The world our children live and wort in will seem
even smaller than the one we tno-.v now. Its parts will be even more tight&
linter( by technology; its citizens, more interdependent.

Lynne V. Cheney, American Memory

In these morally responsible times, a corps of Russian
language teachers who have intensely studied Russian literature,
intellectual history, culture, and everyday life in an atmosphere of
shared intellectual inquiry is needed. In the words of Andrej
Sinjayskij, Russian writer, literary critic and former political prisoner:
"The USSR is like a 'huge metallic garage filled with combustible
materials ready to blow up." To quote a Moscow high school student
who spent a month studying at Friends School and living with a
Baltimore family: "Everything is upside down now. Nothing is
steady. Eastern Europe is on fire A new era is coming." The hope
for making the new era work to the greatest benefit of both nations is
to have a generation of young people who are linguistically and
culturally prepared to meet the challenges. To accomplish this goal
the United States needs teachers of Russian with high language skills
and cultural awareness and who are properly supported in their use of
the best methodologies and up-to-date materials. The goal of the three
(1987, 1988, 1989) Summer NEH Institutes in Russian Language and
Culture, a NEH National Network, and a Symposium was to serve
these needs.

The Symposium "Significant Russian/Soviet Cultural and
Pedagogical Developments of the 1980s: Educating American
Students for the Year 2000" was held at Bryn Mawr College in May,
1990. The Symposium united the participants and staff from the three
Institutes.

The revised papers published in this volume reelect the varying
interests and concerns of the NEH Institutes in Russian Language and
Culture, the National Network and the Symposium.

Current affairs in the Soviet Union and the social psychology
of Russians as perceived in May, 1990 are the focus of papers which

t) iii



were presented by S. Frederick Starr and Greg Guroff, the
Symposium's Keynote Address and Banquet speakers, respectively.

The Soviet literary scene, with emphasis on the last two
decades, is examined in the papers of Maria Lekic, Helen Segall and
Kathleen Parthe, while a reexamination of the past from the
perspective of the Gorbachev era is the focus of Katerina Clark's
paper.

Attention to questions of methodology and language learning
is given in the papers by Irene Thompson and the collective authors
Richard D. Brecht, Dan E. Davidson, and Ralph B. Ginsberg, who
examine the Proficiency Movement and Language Proficiency Gain in
Study Abroad programs.

An overview of the Institutes and the NEH National Network
is presented by Zita D. Dabars. The volume concludes with reports by
four NEH Institute participants who spearheaded discussion groups at
the Symposium.

The Institutes and the National Network were funded by a
substantial grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities to
the Center of Russian Language and Culture (CORLAC) of Friends
School of Baltimore, Inc. in collaboration with Bryn Mawr College
and the American Council of Teachers of Russian (ACTR). The
Symposium existed solely by means of support from the National
Endowment for the Humanities, the Geraldine R. Do ("ge Foundation
and the Ford Foundation. Grateful thanks goes to these foundations
and to Stephanie Katz and Angela Iovino at NEH, Scott McVay and
Valerie Peed at the Geraldine R. Dodge Foundation, and Peter Stanley
at the Ford Foundation for the support they extended to the Russian
teaching profession. These foundations have seen the Symposium to
its conclusion with the publication of this volume. Institute Co-
Directors Dan E. Davidson and I are most grateful to them.

To our host institution, Bryn Mawr College, its administration,
faculty, and staff go thanks for attentive service within a peaceful
atmosphere and a beautiful setting which was conducive to studying
and reflecting. At CORLAC of Friends School, I am grateful for the
assistance of Cheryl Draves, Olga Hutchins, Janet Innes, and
Curriculum Consultant Irina Dementeva for their attention to details
inherent in publishing this volume. To Friends School's Headmaster,
W. Byron Forbush, II, appreciation is extended for founding
CORLAC in 1984 and for making possible projects such as the NEH
Institutes to further the teaching of Russian nationwide.

iv

Zita D. Dabars
Project Director of NEH Grant
CORLAC, Friends School of Baltimore
April, 1991
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SYSTEM OF TRANSLITERATION

Aa Aa Pp R r
55 Bb Cc S s
B B Vv TT T t
Fr G g Y y U u

oDi A Dd cl) cp F f
Ee Ee X x Kh Ich

Ee Jo jo
1-(11 Ts ts

Zh zh 1-1 xi Ch ch
33 Z z Alm Sh sh
14 14 I i

111111 Shch shch
H Pi J j b b I,

KK Kk bl bI Y y
11.71 L I bb
MM Mm 33 Ee
HH Nn 10[o Juju
00 0o RA Ja ja
11 n PP

This system of transliteration is used in all texts, quotes and notes
except in the case of words whose spelling has been standardized in
popular usage.
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The USSR: A New Psychology
S. Frederick Starr, President, Oberlin College

Keynote Address

T he USSR: A New Psychology
May 25, 1990

S. Frederick Starr, President, Oberlin College

I will be speaking about a subject that is undeniably
significantthe social psychology of Russiansbut of which little is
really known, neither by scholars in general nor by me in particular.
Several years ago members of the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee invited me to speak to them on a subject of my choice. I
chose the social psychology of the Russian people. I suggested that
the reform process in the USSR would succeed not because of the
cleverness of a particular leader, the subtlety of new laws, or even the
fate of the economy, but because a new psychology in the Russian
public supports change. If people have really changed in their view of
themselves, their relation to each other, and their views of authority,
then reform will work. If they have not, it will not. I argued that such
a change has in fact already occurred, and that this gives grounds for
optimism over the long-term prospects for political and economic
change in the USSR.

The best that can be said of the senators' response was that it
was polite. To suggest in Washington that change ultimately depends
on factors over which politicians have little control is heresy. Yet I
would suggest that this is the case. Unfortunately, the field of social



The USSR: A New Psychology
S. Frederick Starr, President, Oberlin College

psychology is poorly developed. It lacks Newtonian laws and even
general principles that have stood the test of time. In the end, the most
interesting insights on the Russian national character come not from
social psychologists but from novelists, poets and theologians.

Dostoevskij was preoccupied with the question of the Russian
national character, as was Lev Tolstoj, Alexander Herzen, and
virtually every other major prose writer. For sheer boldness, few have
surpassed the theologian Nicholas Berdjaev who began Chapter One
of The Russian Idea as follows:

The attempt to define the national type and the
individuality of the people is a matter of very great
difficulty .... What will interest me in the following
pages is not so much the question of what has Russia
been from the empirical point of view, as the question
what was the thought of the Creator about Russia.

Clearly, Berdjaev wanted to make a difficult problem more difficult.
But he goes on with a more earth-bound observation:

There is that in the Russian soul which corresponds to
the immensity, the vagueness, the infinitude of the
Russian landspiritual geography corresponds to the
physical. in the Russian soul there is a sort of
immensity of vagueness, a predilection to the infinite
such as is suggested by a great Russian plain. For this
reason the Russian people have found difficulty in
achieving mastery over these vast expanses and in
reducing them to orderly shapes. There has been a vast
elemental strength in the Russian people combined
with a comparatively weak sense of form.

Others have continued this grand tradition, albeit in slightly
more concrete form. Ronald Hingley's The Russian Mind traces
Russian character to communication systems:

The workings of a mind, whether individual or
collective, can only be studied in terms of the signal
words, grunts, gesticulations, and so onwhich it
transmits. And it is therefore necessary to consider the
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techniques whereby Russians communicate with each
other.

A clever approach, but it did not take Hingley very far.
i nthropologist Margaret Mead also wrote on what she called

the "modal personality" of Russianswhat most of us call "your
typical Russian." She ended up surprisingly close to Berdjaev,
probably because she took him as her point of departure.

What are some of the generalizations regarding the personality
of Russians and their national character? After looking at them, we
can then turn to the basic question: Have the Russian personality and
national character changed in recent years; and, if so, what are the
implications of these changes for political and economic reform in the
USSR?

First, let me review some of the prevailing generalizations
about the Russian social psychology. They can be summarized in
often-asked questions: Why is their music so sad? Why does their
army march to songs that celebrate defeat rather than victory? Why is
the language so weak in key concepts such as privacy?

Some of these questions themselves have a history. Under
Nicholas I (1825-55), Russia adopted an official ideology based on the
notions of "autocracy, orthodoxy and co6optiocrb (sobornost')." The
third word refers to the collectivity of the Orthodox Christian Church
and has generally been equated with an anti-individualistic social
psychology. This was in turn linked with the peasant village
commune, an institution w aich existed throughout Europe in earlier
days but which lived on in the mere backward Russian areas and was
actually extended through governmental action. German Catholic
writers saw the commune as peculiarly Russian. Russian Slavophiles
used the Germans' example as the basis of their claim that Russians'
social psychology left them immune to individualism, which was
perceived as Western, and destined them for some distinctive future.

This idea is linked with what is thought to be Russians'
peculiarly casual attitude toward law. According to romantic lore,
Russians are all crypto-Quakers who shun formal rules and procedures
and who prefer to work by consensus.

Every one of these generalizations somehow coexists with its
opposite. Thus, we hear much about the democratic spirit of Russians
as exemplified by their village community, and yet we are also told
that elders within those communities exercise dictatorial powers. Lest
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notions of authority go too far, however, there is readily at hand the
view that the Russian social psychology stresses CTHXHRHOCTb (unruly
spontaneity). There is something condescending in this view of
spontaneity, for it virtually turns Russians into noble Rousseauian
savages who are somehow unfit for modern life because of their
simple virtues.

My intention is not to dismiss these generalizations. The
juxtaposition of authoritarianism and spontaneity, for example, has
often been linked with the figures of Lenhi versus Bakunin, the
founder of European anarchism. The fact that the most radical
representatives of both views are Russian cannot be casually
dismissed.

Yet one should not read too much meaning into this fact,
either. Much tortured writing on the social psychology of Russians
has been devoted to explaining things that may not really exist. I
know of at least five major Russian writers who have written,
oftentimes full essays, on Russians' supposedly distinctive addiction
to white lies. Both Dostoevskij and Andreev considered the problem
of spaHhe (lying), as if this particular people had never quite accepted
a strict binary distinction between truth and falsehood.

I have noted that many of these alleged features of the Russian
social psychology supposedly come in pairs: regimentation versus
spontaneity, patriotism versus cosmopolitanism, collectivism versus
individual caprice. Sometimes the two opposites are deftly combined
in a single person. Typical would be the poet Pushkin whose nasty
fulminations against "the slanderers of Russia" somehow coexisted
nicely with his purported cosmopolitanism. All this should make one
suspicious as to whether the true nature of Russian social psychology
has ever been pinned down at all.

Yet let us accept for now all these various statements with their
many contradictions. What they have in common is a set of features
blatantly at odds with the personality type necessary to sustain a
complex, modem civil society founded on a recognition of individual
rights (as opposed to duties), participatory democracy and a market
economy. Stated differently, for all their contradictions, the prevailing
generalizations about the Russian mind are all starkly at odds with
what all sides acknowledge to be the requirements of perestroika in
the USSR today.

This brings us to the question I raised at the outset: Have these
traditional features of Russian character evolved in recent years? If

4
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so, have they changed in ways that make Russia more likely to be able
to enter the modern world, or less likely?

I would assert that such a change has in fact occurred; and that
its root.; can be traced not to Gorbachev's initiatives or even to the
"Thaw" period under Khrushchev, but to the late 19th and early 20th
centuries. I urge you to reread Turgenev's novels and the plays of
Chekhov. There you will find aliveand well a new social psychology
based upon recognition of the individual, resistance to
authoritarianism, and respect for civil society. True, people
representing this new order are often in conflict with that other Russia
we have been discussing, but they are nonetheless present.

Many at the time viewed this change with extreme discomfort.
Dostoevskij certainly did, as did Tolstoj (his figure of Levin in Anna
Karenina, for example) and Gorkij. Not surprisingly, Western fanciers
of the mysterious Russian soul take such writers as these to be
genuinely Russian and tend to reject Turgenev and Chekhov as
suspicious transplants from Paris, London or Dresden.

No one viewed the new and modern personality types with
deeper suspicion than Lenin. Strange to say, Lenin himself came from
a family which rejected Russian traditionalism and strove fervently to
be modern. Suffice it to note that Lenin's own training was in law,
and that he graduated first in his law school class. Yet Lenin could
summon boundless invective against his own kind of people. Nor
does he limit his criticism to economic individualism. Rather, he
again and again attacks the psychology of what he called the
"bourgeoisie, using Marxism to bludgeon this new class in favor of
some largely hypothetical "proletarian society." GorbacheV had
publicly to admit in 1986 that Lenin left only the most general
statements about the new society to the creation of which he dedicated :43

his life. The reason for this is that Lenin understood far better what he
hated than what he purported to love.

In spite of Lenin's vagueness, a picture of the new world was"
eventually created and can be found especially in the voluminous 'L
popular novels issued in the 1930s and '40s. I once found a batch of -t
these novels in a midwestem bookstore -,d, after buying them all for
twenty dollars, became addicted to reading them. In accordance. with ')
the principles of socialist realism, they present "positive heroes" who
are in fact models for a new social psychology. What is striking about
these positive heroes, however, is not their modernity but the degree to ;'
which they reaffirm many of ..ae old literary and philosophical
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generalizations about that simpler and purer Russian world which was
supposedly disrupted by the early phases of industrialization in the
19th and early 20th centuries. They present idealized portraits of
builders of the new world who combine heavy doses of positivism
with even stronger features resurrected from the most idealized
literary portraits of traditional Russian communitarianism

Today even the most die-hard believers in the "progressive"
mission of the Bolshevik Revolution admit that for thirty-five years
Russia was awash with blood. Yet to the extent that this savagery had
any purpose at all, it was to remove impediments to the spread of a
non-Western, non-bourgeois, non-capitalist, non-individualist
personalityin other words, to impose by force the personality type
conjured up by a century of Russian and Western writing about the
Russian mind. Something similar occurred in Hitler's Germany. In A
Sorrow Beyond Dreams the Austrian writer Peter Handke wrote a
brilliant sketch of his mother who joined the Nazi party so that she
would feel at home everywhere. In this formulation she subscribed to
the same kind of romantic alternative to alienation which was being
propagated by force in Russia during the same years.

I am suggesting that the great experiment of the Communist
era was based not on some rational analysis of what had been and
what should be, but rather on the acceptance by Communists of a
largely romantic view of a Russian traditional psychologya
psychology which the new government thought it could revive and
modernize.

But did it happen? Was this "new Soviet man" actually
created? In answering this, it is useful for everyone with Russian
friends to review them one by one. Many will call to mind older
Russians who truly believed in the Party's ideal and tried to reorganize
their own psychological world in accordance with its precepts. Yet I
would submit that such people were few. Far more numerous were
those who simply swam with the tide. And behind them, largely out
of sight but nonetheless present in large numbers, were those who paid
lip service to what was being forced upon them but who otherwise
used every conceivable device to maintain quite different values in
their private worlds. Sometimes they were extraordinarily resourceful
in their efforts to maintain in a private realm the human values,
spiritual affirmations, and psychological truths to which their personal
experience had led them. Like termites, they worked invisibly, quietly
gnawing away at the psychological palace erected by Lenin and
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Stalin. Ilya Ehrenburg's term orrerreim (Thaw) is therefore quite
inaccurate, for large parts of Russian society had never really frozen,
notwithstanding the Party's claims to the contrary.

During the two generations between the death of Stalin and the
present, the termites continued to eat and at times showed themselves
in the light of day. Western observers treated their appearance with
surprise and amazement. Here were Soviet citizens representing a
psychological type sharply at odds with the image of the positive hero
drawn in official novels. Some were scruffy artists, others modestly
pious Christians, still others flamboyant jazz musicians, and others yet
Jews who wanted out. Here were strongly etched individuals who
stood out from the gray crowds like bright bandanas at an old-time
Methodist convention. These people were for the most part urban,
had benefited from some education, and had access to information on
matters of interest to them from unofficial sources throughout the
USSR and abroad.

This much we observed in the 1970s and '80s, but we failed to
draw the right conclusions. What we failed adequately to perceive
was the way in which such new personalities spread into the official
world itself. Recall the photographs and portraits of officials which
appeared in virtually every issue of Pravda: gray men and women
with fleshy faces and inert eyes. Now in the last three years we have
been bombarded with a completely different kind of picture showing
lively-eyed men and women looking boldly at the camera as
autonomous citizens rather than subjects in a bland collectivity. What
we failed to realize is that many of these people had in fact
emancipated themselves in their private life many years ago, even
while maintaining the conformist facade. Having failed to look
behind that facade, many Western observers were surprised at the
rapidity with which a large and seemingly new group of independent-
minded leaders emerged within and outside the government in the late
1980s.

For example, despite empty Soviet clothing stores, the streets
are full of lively-dressed people who are using homemade and rare
imported clothing to make a statement about themselves. Having
changed earlier, they have now reached a point at which they feel able
to bring into their public life parts of their identity and their
psychology which heretofore had been confined to their private
worlds. The Orthodox believer, the practicing Jew, the independent
artist, the black marketeerall of these people are proclaiming their
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arrival to the civil society and, in the process, are fragmenting what
was formerly a single "we." Suddenly the individuals who made up
that former "we" are visible everywhere: in the newspapers, on the
street, throughout the public realm. Strongly individuated
personalities which formerly emerged only in the privacy of dinner
table conversations suddenly impinge on public life. Institutions
which formerly dealt only with people in their official personce now
have to deal with them as they truly areoutspoken citizens rather
than passive subjects. It is quite impossible, of course, for most
institutions created by Lenin and Stalin to reckon with these new
circumstances without fundamental change. Many are resisting, as is
evident from the recalcitrance of Communist Party bodies during the
past several years to approve new legislation on voluntary
associations, political parties, private property, independent business
and the press.

The point that bears stressing is that while the legislative
initiatives being promoted by Gorbachev and other reformers will
hasten change in the national psychology, they are to an even greater
degree a response to attitudinal changes that have already taken place.
I have argued here that these changes are very old in origin, tracing
their roots to the 19th century. I have suggested that individuated and
independent personalities continued not only to exist under the darkest
years of Stalinism but even to proliferate, thanks to advances in
urbanization, education and communications. Long obscured from
view by the crust of official orthodoxies, the individuated,
autonomous, activist, and democratic personality type has now
emerged fully into the open, due to the breakdown of the Communist
order. Henceforth the challenge will be to create institutions
compatible with Russians as they actually are today, rather 'han to
remake Russians in accordance with some idealized notion of how
they were in the past or how they ought to be in some mythic future.
Thus, the new social psychology has become the cause of
fundamental change in the USSR, rather than its effect.

8
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Greg Guroff

Banquet Address

T he Changing Soviet Scene
May 25, 1990

Greg Guroff'

I want to talk about three topics this evening. First, I'd like to
talk about the political developments in the Soviet Union, then some
about the underlying economic problems, and finally a little about
exchanges. And then we can talk about whatever you wantor you
can all go off and have a beer. I appear here this evening in my
private capacity as a scholar. My remarks represent my own views
and should in no way be construed to represent an official U.S.
Government point of view.

What has become increasingly clear is that we judge the Soviet
Union by a standard we do not apply to most countries, and we judge
it for a variety of reasons. I'm not here to either condemn that nor to
justify it. I think it is quite clear. We place on the Soviet Union
conditions for behavior. We place on the Soviet Union requirements
for our "good relations" which we rarely place on others. This is
frustrating both in the policy world as well as for those of us involved
in trying to figure out where the Soviet Union is goingand I assume
it is equally frustrating for the Soviets.

*Dr. Guroff appeared as a private scholar at the Symposium; he serves as Coordinator,
President's US-Soviet Exchange Initiative United States Information Agency.
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The Coming
Greg Guroff

Washington observers were struck by the fact that when
President Havel came to the United States and was asked what the
United States might do for Eastern Europe, he told us that we should
help Gorbachevand the same was true of the acting president of
Hungary. This brought a kind of awareness in Washington which I
think had begun to escape us. For us the events in the Soviet Union
had begun to pale by contrast to the rapidity of events in Eastern
Europe, and Gorbachev and the Soviet experience began to look pretty
mild and pretty conservative compared to what was happening in
Eastern Europe.

I think Havel put a stop to that kind of thinking for much of the
analytic community and brought us back to a sense that, dramatic as
the events may be in the overthrow of the government, this is the first
stage of transformationnot the last stage. And, as we have seen in
the last couple of days in Rumania, as we are seeing in Poland with
the threat of a railroad strike, as we are seeing in Hungarydespite all
of the reformsserious economic problems exist and the standard of
living is not improving rapidly. Despite the euphoria which hit when
the Berlin Wall came tumbling down, it distracted us from the very
serious and long-term problems that Eastern Europe faces. It also put
in more perspective the difficulties which the Soviet leadership has
now and will continue to have in trying to transform a society.

For those of you who are regular visitors to the Soviet Union,
it seems to me that if you have not noticed dramatic changes on each
of your respective visits, you have not been looking. The country is
unrecognizable from what it was three years ago. Unrecognizable
both for the better and for the worse. Unrecognizable in the fact that
people speak openly; that the mediatelevision, films, radio
broadcastshas a distinctly open, critical, if not condemnatory tone
toward the regime; that Russians have now gone through a period of
public self-flagellation about their past and about their faults. There is
nothing we can say that Soviets have not said about themselves. But I
see this as a transition: This is not yet a battle won; there are
numerous danger signals on the horizon, for the institutional
protections and popular acceptance are not yet there to protect the
freedom of the press.

One is struck, on the negative side, that the standard of living
continues to decline. This has been accompanied by a significant rise
in violence and crime which is not simply interethnic. The advice we
used to give people going for any stay in the Soviet Union we can no
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longer give. We have to advise young people that there are threats of
violence on the street, that they may not be safe in their dormitories,
that they have to be careful when they go out. For a Soviet citizen this
is perhaps the most marked change. For people who are used to
bringing up their children with safe streets and safe public
transportation, I would say that in the last year and a half the lifestyle
in Moscow has been almost totally reversed. It is not a joke when
Andrei Voznesenskij says to you: "I do not have an audience after
9:30 because people rush to get home while there are still lots of
people in the streets."

At the same time, the Soviet Union has begun to suffer from
the problems of long-repressed, interethnic hostilities; and they will
not go away. They will not go away in Eastern Europe, either. The
fact that there are no longer Communist regimes in Hungary and
Rumania does not make Hungarians and Rumanians any better
friends. The fact that Todor Zhivkov is gone does not make relations
between Bulgarians and Turks any better.

These are problems which one man in the Soviet Union has
had to deal with. I am extremely critical of my colleagues in
Sovietology who have failed to figure out what country they are
studying. But some continue to predict that Gorbachev will go into
demise in six months. Eventually, as everyone was correct about
Brezhnev, they will be correct about Gorbachev. At some point he
will leave power. He has now been in power for over five years,
which is actually quite a long time; and he has transformed the Soviet
Union.

What we are witnessing now is the coming of politics to an
authoritarian state. The issue which Soviets face is not where to go,
because most have an answer for that, but how to get there. This issue
is one with which we can give them very little help. Unfortunately,
however, we are a little bit too arrogant to understand that we cannot
help, since we have prescribed formulas for everybody on how they
ought to live. How do you take a society that is well-formed and
crystallized under an authoritarian planned system and produce
different values? How do you handle the transition? There is no
experience. And the experience of Eastern Europe, 1 ,would contend,
is not relevant to what is going on in the Soviet Union.

The fact that the experiences of Eastern Europe are not
relevant to the Soviet Union is true for a variety of reasons. First, on
the economic side, Eastern European economies are open economies.
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They are small enough that they can be rescued. The East Germans
are not a case of interest in looking at the Soviet Union. They will
become the Unreconstructed South for West Germany. We may have
everybody from East Germany still trying to go to West Germany
though the West Germans are now trying to restrict this movement.
Poland is a basket case and may continue to be a basket case. There is
no person of Russian descent who possesses money on the scale of
Barbara Johnson. There is nobody to go and buy Uralmash as Mrs.
Johnson has sought to purchase the shipyards in Gdansk.
Nonetheless, even at that, Western aid to Poland is a significant part of
the economy.

For the Soviet Union, which remains an autarchic economy, as
it will continue to be in the foreseeable future, Western aid is not very
significant. In fact, Soviet economists have long 3ince concluded that
the pattern of the 1970s was wrong-headed. Wha they need to do is
transform their society and not steal and import Western technology.
They must produce the infrastructure to support technological change
and not try simply to bypass the stages.

On the political side, we have an even more complicated
situation. The probability exists that tomorrow morning we shall
awaken to find that Boris Yeltsin has been elected Chairman of the
Supreme Soviet of the RFSFR. For me this phenomenon is very
scary. I think many people confuse what Yeltsin stands for and who
he is and continue to talk as only Western political scientists persist in
doingin terms of left and right. They have never figured out that
politics is a three-dimensional subject and that left and right really
have little relevance to what is going on in the Soviet Union.

What we are seeing in the Soviet Union under the tutelage of
Mikhail Gorbachev, however, is the emergence of a political society in
a society which has no traditional politics. It is not even just a
question of democracy. They have no tradition of participant politics.
We are seeing a society which has really no concept of law as a
normative subject attempting to create a Rechtsstaata society ruled
by laws. The reactions of Soviet citizens to what is going on is
general bewilderment and confusion as to how to move and what to
accept and what to do. What we observed from the legions of Soviets
coming to the United States is that the questions they are asking about
the organization of a democratic society are so elementary and so
fundamental to society, that it is clear they are beginning in 1789.
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Five years into perestroika and glasnost and a year and a half
after the first major elections, they are not quite sure how a society can
function. The fears exist that traditional values will continue to hang
on and defeat any efforts to move to a democratic society. I do not use
the term "democratic" as a synonym for "American," which is what
most people in Washington talk about. If one says democratic, it
means you have a bicameral legislaturea house, senate, supreme
court, bill of rightsif you do not have that it is not "democratic."
Soviets do not mean democracy in those terms.

Let me give you a couple of examples. For one, there is the
debate over the press law which has now gone on for nearly a year.
Americans say to the Soviets: "The press law is easy. We've got it in
two lines in the Bill of Rights. You say the press is free. That's it.
Anything less is not democratic." Well, that is interesting. The
problem remains that the Soviet Union is already a formed society.
There is a shortage of paper. The State controls the paper. If you
declare the presses free tomorrow, who gets the paper? Who gets ink?
Who gets access to the presses? Who has money? How do you
collect it?

An interesting debate has now erupted, and I will give you one
example. The Russian Writers' Union has its own magazine called
orml6pb (Oktjabr'). The Russian writers' organization is a very
conservative organization. The editor of oKTR6pb is quite a
revolutionary figure. The Presidium of the Russian Writers' Union
has fired him. He is still in place. Westerners are all cheered by this.
Anaev is a liberal figurehe is good for Russia. But you have to ask
yourself: if you are going to have a legal society, and the owners of
the magazine fire you; then you leave. But if he is forced out, we
would see this as a failure of democracy.

We were visited by a group of people including a series of
editorsleading journalists from around the Soviet Union. We had a
long discussion about this, and they could not quite figure out what
was going on. They all supported Anaev: "How dare anybody insult
our freedom of the press?" We asked, "But whom do you work for?"
Well, one works for the journal 3fialme (Znanie). Another works for
the Moscow City Soviet. There is no concept of responsibility within
that system.

On the one hand, if you were a political figure trying to bring
some sanity and reason and some sense of responsibility of law to this
debate, you would be very frustrated. You would find yourself in the
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particular situation that now exists arguing against the more liberating
forces in the society and for the more conservative, established
institutions. On the other hand, if you were a classic liberal, you
would say: "Fine, Mr. Anaev, if you don't like the Russian Writers'
Union, gather together a bunch of people and go form your own
journal somewhere else." And of course the answer would be, "I can't
do it," because the only way you can form a journal right now is to
have an organization behind you. But if you do form a new
organization, it is not part of the quota for newsprint.

And so, as you look at each of these issues, rather than being
able to give the classic American one-line answer to how you
democratize a society, you begin to find that prying out of the old
society and moving into a new society is not simple. It is only when
you begin to look at these problems, I would argue, that you are able
to appreciate just how much has changed.

The most significant change politically remains that
Gorbachev has systematically moved to destroy the power of the Party
and to move the base of power to elected governments. The Congress
of People's Deputies is a creation of Gorbachev. Open elections are a
creation of Gorbachev. We can argue that there are other people
involved. We can discuss the classic "does history make the man, or
the man make history" or the "part of a generation" arguments, but
Gorbachev is the symbol of that change. You can sense the scope of
the changes when you look at how far he has moved that society, yet
nevertheless he is now considered a very conservative force by a large
part of the Moscow intelligentsia. He is under attackunder attack
not only by Yeltsin, but also by Popov and by Sobchak, all of whom
now have real power bases from which to operate. Sobchak was
yesterday elected Mayor of Leningrad.

I feel great concern as I look at these elections because now all
the people I know who are great at giving speeches are actually going
to have to do something. I am not a believer that intellectuals are
necessarily great administrators. Thousands of academic deans have
proven this over and over again.

Part of our problem in analyzing the USSR has been that most
students of the Soviet Union have never understood the Soviet Union.
And so we are surprised to find things in Soviet society we did not
know existed. Because we did not know they existed, we assumed
they did not exist. It reminds me of when I was in Moscow and we
used to say, "To the best of our knowledge, Brezhnev is not dead."
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When it was translated, it came out as "Brezhnev is not dead because
we do not know if he is." It seemed to me there must be some
objective standard by which this could be measured, but what
happened was that if Americans did not know it existed, it did not
exist. We have had this attitude with other countries as well, SUth as
with those to the south of the Soviet Union where conservative
opposition to the liberalizing Shah did not exist, according to the US.
We declared it did not exist, therefore it did not, and we had a policy
built on that belief.

Most of you who have spent time in the Soviet Union prior to
1985 and who left the confines of your dormitories recognized that an
enormous amount of social and economic entrepreneurial activity was
going on in Soviet society. People were becoming wealthy. Many
people lived better than many other people. And despite shortages
many people lived very well. Developed distribution systems existed.
There were sources of income. (I would not say black market but
rather gray markets. Many years ago a wonderful article was written
by Aaron Katsenelinboigen on the many-colored markets of the Soviet
Union.)

Gorbachev understood all this, and what he tried to do very
early on was to find a way to bring that activity which was buried in
society to the surface and to legalize it. He wanted to grab onto it.
And, by and large, he has failed. This is true for a variety of reasons
which are not easily evident. He has been largely unsuccessful so far
in substantially changing the attitudes of the Russian masses about
entrepreneurial activity. The old slogans"Let us be poor, but ,aaR
5or (God forbid) they shouldn't be rich!"still exist. This lack of
success is explicable in part because the first signs of entrepreneurial
activity existed in service industries and not in productive co-ops. It
was in restaurants where the average Soviet said: "I paid three rubles
a kilo for this kind of meat but they're charging twelve and it's
speculation." "Speculation" became the byword for negative
evaluation of entrepreneurship.

Most activities have been visible in this way. The production
co-ops have been less visible, but they have been more successful in
people's minds. Because they have been less visible, however, they
have been completely destroyed in many cases by the existing
bureaucracy. For example, a house builder I know managed to
leverage leasing a brick factory, but he could not make a breakthrough
to get the wood he needed to build houses even though wood is
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available. His lack of success was in part due to the bureaucracy
which understood that if he obtained the wood, he would be successful
in building houses for people. They could not let that happen. And it
was not simply the people in the timber industry but also those in the
Party and in the City Soviet of Novgorod who did him in. Perhaps he
will rise again; perhaps he will become successful.

By and large, however, attitudes have not shifted significantly
enough to allow changes in the economic behavior within the Soviet
Union. The demagogues are beginning to play on that. What the
economists now understand is that democracy may be a wonderful
system of political values, but it is not great for development
economics. If they had wanted to transform the society radically, they
should have moved to do so three years ago.

Now everything passes through the Supreme Soviet. The first
economic bill submitted to the Supreme Soviet tried to take into
account the enormous budget deficit. Proportionately, their budget
deficit is three to four times the size of ours. They made a move to
raise taxes on cigarettes, alcohol and some luxury goods. It was
defeated resoundingly. There was no debate, no discussion of what it
would be, or what the economic benefit was; it was a simple "no more
taxes" response. From now on every economic bill that is going to be
presented will be subject to political debate in a society with little
political responsibility. Prime Minister Ryzhkov has presented his
economic program which people may not like. It may not be fast
enough. But I am convinced that it is going to receive very little
airing in a serious discussion of economics but rather a great deal of
jockeying for position and posturing between Yeltsin, Ryzhkov,
Gorbachev and others. The net result is the probability, if it goes the
way I think it will, that Ryzhkov will be discredited and will resign.
Then they will lose another six months or a year in beginning to make
the economic changes in their society that they have to make.

Economic changes are important, I believe, not only because
they underlie political discontent in the society but also because they
have enormously aggravated ethnic relations. The one area which
Gorbachev, I think, absolutely does not understand is interethnic
relations. When I was in Moscow last July, Gorbachev held a plenum
of the Central Committee on nationalities. We know some of what
went on, but what we know most about is the fact that on July 7
Gorbachev gave an address to the nation on nationality policy.
Usually when he speaks, you hear something of great interest and
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some indication of where the society is going and some analytic
treatment of the problems. When he spoke about nationalities, it
could have been a speech written for Leonid Brezhnev. There was
nothing there. He said: "We have to pull togetherwithout each
other we are weaker." And he was talking to people who no longer
cared.

I-Ye went out to Lithuania to argue for staying within the Union,
and he simply did not understand the terms of the debate. It was with
an audience which was totally disillusioned with the present situation
and which would not waitin Gorbachev's termsuntil he could
figure out what to do; and he had no proposal. His proposal was
simply: "Stay with us for another three years, and you will see."

Maybe there is nothing he could have done in the Baltics to
preserve the Union. But what he did propose was simply not in the
same ballpark as was the debate. There had been a great deal of
discussion of a confederationof the creation of a real confederacy of
states. Maybe it would not work, but it suggested a very different set
of relationships between the constituent republics and the center. A
very great transformation of the center had been talked about, but it
died. And what we now see is not any broad and understanding
approach to the nationalities issues, but rather a totally tactical battle
being fought out in terms of what Gorbachev's positions can be.
While Boris Yeltsin may speak about the rights of the Lithuanians to
secede, all of the evidence suggests that the Russian population is
opposed to the secession of Lithuania and is very unsympathetic to
their complaints. This has very much constrained Gorbachev's ability
to move. The situation in the Baltics has been very calm and orderly
compared to the prospects for violence which exist in the republics in
the Caucasus and in Central Asia.

This entire problem has created a sort of schizophrenic
reaction throughout institutions in the Soviet Union. Two or three
years ago we thought of the Soviet Union as an enormously repressive
autocratic force which, ironically, cannot now mobilize itself to
control civil disobedience. It cannot figure out how to deal with
crowds. It cannot figure out how to deal with pogromsI can only
categorize Baku and Sumgait as pogroms. One may understand
where the violence comes from, but the idea that the Soviet Union
cannot mobilize enough legitimate force to keep people from killing
each other in public is a shocking discovery for Russians who have
thought of themselves as a docile and controlled population.
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In an aside to this topic, I think the full extent of what has been
going on in Azerbaijan and Armenia is not very clear to the outside
world in part because we understand the Armenian side of the story
and not the Azerbaijani side. This does not excuse it or make it any
better. One has to understand, for example, that when the riots broke
out in Baku, there were over two hundred thousand Azerbaijani
refugees in Baku who had been forced out of Armenia. Now this fact
does not justify murdering Armenians, but it does give one a slightly
different understanding of what the causes of this entire situation are
and where the solutions lie.

The economic conditions not only aggravate the ethnic issues
and the political issues, but now they have also begun to affect
strategic issues. The Soviet Union is not joking when it says it cannot
withdraw its troops as rapidly as it would like from Eastern Europe
because it cannot house them. Demobilized Soviet officers have a
right to housing provided by the state, and in the past nobody jumped
up and down when a hundred demobilized officers were put in a town
and given apartments. Major cities across the Soviet Union have
refused to do that now. The net result is the announcement by the
Soviet government that they will have to leave more than one hundred
thousand troops, which is more than they want to leave, because they
cannot house them in the Soviet Union. This is beginning to have an
impact. I think, moreover, the fact that American policies toward the
Soviet Union have been ambivalentnot in the sense that we do not
support Gorbachev but in the sense of deciding how to reward the
Soviets for changehas made us in some ways less of a player than
we might have been. At the same time, I remain convinced that while
we can affect some areas of Soviet life, it is really up to the Soviets
themselves to make the changes.

We are eventually going to sign a new trade agreement with
the Soviet Union. We have been working on it for a long time. In the
1970s we told the Soviets we would not grant them most-favored-
nation status, which is tied up in the trade treaty, until they allowed
people to emigrate. What we had in mind was not people in general
but Jews in particular and for a while also Armenians and certain
dissidents. We did not mean for them to open all borders to Russians
and Ukrainians. It was simply a quota proposal. But then, the Soviets
played a very dirty trick on us. They said okay.

Consequently, as you all know, we now have very new
immigration rules for Soviets leaving the Soviet Union with the
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intention of coming to the United States. These are immigration rules
which we impose. I find it offensive. I do not know that my view is
very popular within the American government. It is one thing to tell
populations that we have immigration rules and not everyone can
come in. I understand that; and while I might not like it, I accept it.
But there is no other population in the world to wh::.1 we hai'm said for
forty years: "If you can get out, we'll take you." Nowhere elk have
we created the demand to come to the United States. We said this not
just forty years ago but up until last year. And then suddenly when we
saw people coming, we said: "Wait a secondwe have a new
interpretation. (That's the magic word!) We didn't mean immigration.
We meant emigration."

In any case, over the last few years we have watched one of
the most dramatic revolutions of modern history. We have watched
the transformation of a society of 280 million people. We have
watched the shifting of power in that society. We have watched things
come about that I think none of us would have believed would ever
happen in our lifetime. We have watched the Soviet Unionthe
autocratic, repressive, imperialist, expanding Soviet Unionallow its
empire to fall without firing a shot. We have witnessed an American
Secretary of State who virtually invited the Soviet Union to intervene
in Eastern Europe to save lives in Rumania. We have watched a
Soviet Foreign Minister tell us that the invasion of Afghanistan by the
Soviet Union was not only wrong, but morally wrong. We have
watched a people reject its history. We have watched the Soviet
Union confess to crimes against humanity. We have watched the
Soviet Union after fifty years take responsibility for the massacres, in
the Katyn Forest. We have watched the virtual de-Stalinization of a
society.

How many of us would have thought three or four years ago
that the Berlin Wall would come down? And with joy on both sides?
With 350,000 Soviet troops standing by and doing nothing?

Therefore I would suggest to you that we have not only
witnessed a revolution, but that we are also about to witness more of
it. And I think that if the history of revolutions teaches us anything, it
teaches us that revolutions rarely turn out the way the people who
started them thought they would. Anyone who tells yoi that they
know where the Soviet Union is going to be a year or two from now
ought to have a bit more modesty. I object very strongly to what I
consider as irresponsible pontification and arrogance toward ttie-
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Soviet Union. I object to people who, among other things, cannot
speak the language but think they can fool people about it. I object to
people who pass through Moscow and talk to George Arbatov and
think they understand the society.

Fundamentally, I think that American scholarship on the
Soviet Union has been lazy. I do not think there is any way around
that statement. Neither do I make many friends in the profession by
saying that; but in my own capacity, I have to read and seriously
consider everything people write. And some of it not only annoys me
but it saddens me. It saddens me that there is so much intellectual
irresponsibility. This irresponsibility has in part been created by the
media in how people are paid to go on television. I understand that if
you say what everybody else is saying, no one is going to invite you
on television. So the media looks around for people who disagree
with each other; and if the people do not disagree with each other,
they make themselves disagree with each other. I find this situation to
be tragic in the respect that little enough wisdom informs politics and
the decision-making process and the community. Rather than
providing wisdom, in many ways we have created a caricature of
scholarship of contemporary issues. Why, as I turn to exchanges, I am
so intent on transforming high school teaching of Russian and the
exchanges in general is that I believe in Santayana and I do not want
the next generation to repeat the mistakes we have made. That in and
of itself is half-educating people to deal with society.

One does not develop proficiency in Russian at the university.
In my judgment, we have perverted the teaching of language. Nobody
cares about the teaching of language in colleges. They care about the
teaching if literature and the publishing of articles. There is nothing
wrong with that. And there is nothing wrong with scholarship.
Scholarship is very important. But, as you all know, if one wants to
becoine a specialist on language and on the teaching of language, then
there is no place for you in a major university. The standards are not
geared towards that, which is nice for preserving the profession, but it
is death to the field. And I have been in this business a long time. I
learned Russian not at home and not from native Russian speakers. It
took me many, many years of hard fighting and having a fluent
Russian grandmother who told me, "What the hell are you doing?
You're my grandson. Why don't you speak the language?" I have
suffered through the ociroptlaetime (insult) of relatives telling me that I
didn't understand the language and that I didn't do very well.
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I object to the way in which we have gone about creating the
entire field of study of the Soviet Union. What I find most lacking in
the field is people who have a feel for the way the society functions. I
do not mean a lot of book learning, nor a lot of diagrammed analysis
of institutions, but actually a feel for the way people think about the
world and the way people live in society. I do mean people who are
interested in: What concerns people? What is the nature of the
traditions in the society? What is Gorbachev up against? What kind
of society is he trying to transform? On the other hand, some people
have a sense that there is only Gorbachev along with all these political
models. And who says these people have a clue as to what makes that
society tick?

Now, I think we should transform the way we teach about
society. We should introduce children at a very early age to the idea
that there are real people out there, not statistics or ciphers. They
should know that not all people want to own Chevrolets. They should
know this so that when they begin to look at the society and to write
about it, they can do so from a very different perspective.

Zita Dabars and other teachers involved in the US-USSR High
School Academic Program have to raise a great deal of money each
year. I wish this was not the case, and I have a scheme. It may not
work, but I do have a scheme. What has happened, very briefly, in
exchanges? This year we shall distribute about 100,000 visas to
Soviet citizens. This figure compares to 11,000 visas distributed in
1987 The largest, most significant change in the profile of Soviet
citizens traveling to the United States is in age and in type of program.
Let me give you a few examples. In 1986 we had ten or eleven
undergraduates here for a period of a semester of study. Our guess is
that we shall have 200 here this year.

Next week we shall propose and hopefully sign an agreement
to increase by a factor of 1,000 in the next four years the number of
undergraduates traveling between the United States and the Soviet
Union. We actually may have some money to help this exchange, and
colleges will have to raise some of the money themselves. This
exchange does not involve study tours, but a semester or more of
study of a subject matter, and not of language itself. The study
program can be language combined with another subject, but it has to
be something more than simply the study of a language.

We may open this plan up to competition and democratize it.
Statistics, we are told, confirm that 4,000 undergraduates in this
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country study Russian beyond the second year. This is a relatively
limited pool from which to produce 1,000 kids. If the high school
program does not succeed, then the university program will not last
very long. Two years ago we had no high school students here on
anything that approached an academic program. We had Peace Child
and we hr.d this and we had that and some kids floated through, but
this year we should have over 1,000 children going in each direction
on academic-related programs-700 of whom are in high school
partner programs and a variety of others with individual high schools.
The New York Consortium of Schools has also become involved. All
this is not a lot, but it is a dramatic change from zero.

The profile in terms of the kinds of people who are coming has
to do with their reasons for coming and the geography of their
distribution in the Soviet Union. In 1986 we had one functioning
Sister Cities relationship Seattle and Tashkent. This year we have
56, and probably by the end of the year we shall have about 100 Sister
Cities partnerships. These are active relationships in which
delegations actually travel back and forth; they do not simply
constitute the town mayors. Rather, it means university relationships,
high school relationships, professional relationships and artistic
relationships have developed, all under the auspices of Sister Cities.
What this has done is break down the traditional pattern in which 90
percent of the people came from Moscow and Leningrad with perhaps
a few from a couple of the republic capitals. In addition to these
relationships, it is my guess, and these figures are just approximated,
that about 30,000 of those 100,000 visas will be for private visitors.

In 1985 before I left the Embassy in Moscow, when we saw a
private visitor we were all out on the street. We all went out to make
sure the militia did not bash whomever it was coming in, that someone
from the Consulate was there to say hello, that the person received a
visa; it was all very pleasant. It was usually a babushka who lived in
the western Ukraine and whose sister or brother or nephews or nieces
went the other way at the end of the war, and they finally reestablished
contact. And now it includes everybody. We took a conference to
Tbilisi in 1988, and 120 Americans stayed in Georgian homes for six
days. My guess is that three quarters of the Georgian hosts have been
to the United States as guests of the people who stayed in their homes.
This kind of thing is happening.

People have also discovered that they can do things on private
visitors' visas tharthey cannot do on other kinds of visas, so people
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are coming in this way. Linus Kojelis, who is the former White House
Assistant for Minority Affairs, particularly for Baltic Affairs, he being
Lithuanian, wrote an article which appeared in the Post. It was a sort
of Op Ed piece about being Lithuanian these days in the United States
and about how he would get a phone call from New York saying:
"I'm here! Your mother was related to my grandmother on my
father's side twice removed through cousins who are married, and I'm
coming to Washington." And he goes on and on.

It is my experience that I used to say to everybody "my home
is your home while you're in the States" when nobody was coming.
Now they are all here. They come with not a penny. They view the
United States as the wealthiest place in the world and believe that
every American is prepared not only to put them up and to feed them
and to send them on by personalized transportation wherever else they
are going, but also to make sure that they know where to get their
VCR's and how they charge them to you!

I shall continue with one other observation about the nature of
exchanges and then make two comments on obstacles to exchanges.
We noticed last August we were receiving a series of visa
applications, and we were not quite sure what was the nature of the
programs. The visa applications turned out to be for scholars and
professors to come at the invitation of individual institutions. Part of
the problem involved in reading these applications is that the
Consulate officials, who are besieged by people wanting to come to
the United States, do not know what ACTR is. There are some who
do, but most do not. The same could be said for IREX or Fulbright or
anything else. They sit and fill out these forms, and when they get a
form stating, "I'm going to San Jose State," then San Jose State
becomes the sponsor of the exchange. Consequently, we were not
quite clear about what was going on as we saw a number of people
applying to come for a year, in some cases two years, in some cases
four years, for graduate training or for teaching or for research.

In 1987 we began to make a list of the senior scholars coming
for longer than three months or a semester, and we found that 90% of
them were covered by IREX and Fulbright. ACTR then joined the
game somewhat with the Curriculum Consultants program. I am not
sure they have anything to do with the curriculum or consulting, but
they are also senior people in our minds. In any case, we kept this
little list. And it continued growing and growing and growing. We
knew how many IREX scholars and Fulbright scholars were here, and
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they totaled to about 50 people. When the list crashed through the 700
barrier, we began to realize that something else was going on. My
guess is that there are, outside of Fulbright and IREX programs, about
750 Soviet scholars here for at least a semester this year. What that
number will be next year, I do not know. We have a list of 60 people
who have applied so far, and it is still May, for programs beginning
this summer. We shall see what happens. As you can see, therefore,
there has been an enormous diversification in all of these areas.

The obstacles to the exchanges, on which I will conclude, exist
on the American side. The major obstacle can be summed up with
just one word: funding. It is literally the case that we spend a third of
our time fundraising, a third working with the State Department to
facilitate visa issuance, and a third working on interesting things. But
funding is absolutely the critical issue on the American side. People
in the academic world do not know how to fundraise; they are not
interested in doing it, and they are angry with Dan Davidson and
myself that they have to do it. Nevertheless, it is the name of the ball
game. If you want to do anything, you must fundraise. In some areas
it is easier, because of a little form which reads: "If you want to go on
IREX, here's what you fill out"; they say "yes" or they say "no"; and
you do not have to worry about it. On the other hand, there are some
things that do not work that way.

I would contend almost any project that does not fit the
absolute traditional lines of academic grants is a whole new world for
most people. If you want these things to happen, you have got to get
out and do it. Communities have learned how to do it, and institutions
have learned how to do it, but the pool of money simply has not kept
up with the opportunities available for contact, exchanges, scholarship
and research. The agenda of foundations is five years out of date. If
you are doing studies of nuclear weapons or the reduction of nuclear
risk, you can still obtain an enormous amount of funding. This is true
despite the fact that I do not perceive these issues to be part of major
foreign policy between the Soviet Union and the United States now or
in the near future.

For most exchanges and most work it is very tough going.
This is explicable in part because business opportunities with the
Soviet Union have not expanded. At least they have not expanded to
anywhere near the level of people's expectations. The whole sector of
corporate foundations can be sold only on the kinds of projects which
occur here or can be televised here. We can raise a million dollars to
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send the New York Philharmonic to the Soviet Union, which is
approximately what it costs. The television series which we did with
Hedrick Smith cost nearly three million dollars. We can and did raise
that muchyou see all the sponsors listed at the beginning of the
program. The series we put together on Stalin cost considerably less
since it mostly consisted of archival footage. We were able to raise
the money, both here and in Britain, because there was advertising. If
you think the Mobil Foundation might give money for private,
charitable projects without any feedback for the Mobil Corporation,
you are wrong. For this reason, we have to be clever, and we have to
figure out ways in which funders will receive some recognition from
the kinds of programs in which we are involved.

The other obstacle on the American side has to do with visas.
It is a very simple issue. The Consular authorities and the American
government are simply overwhelmed with what they have to deal.
They are perfectly competent people, but they are presented with an
overwhelming situation. We have a limit to the size of our Embassy
in Moscow, and we can only devote a certain number of people to
Consular affairs. We have ten times the number of people trying to
come to the United States on non-immigrant visas, and we do not have
much more staff than we had in the 70s. In addition to that, although
we have moved the processing of emigration out of Moscow, anyone
who is emigrating to the United States has to be interviewed by the
same Consular people in Moscow. There are, at latest count, probably
600,000 people standing in line.

That number is an estimate because the people who are
processing the forms which Soviet citizens now send to Washington
cannot keep up with the demand. There are not even enough people to
open all the mail. And all those applicants have to be processed. The
truth of the matter is most of them never will be considered for
emigration to the United States. If you do not have relatives in the
United States, and you are not considered a refusenik, you may wait
50 years before you are even interviewed.

I do not know the explanation. Perhaps the people who put the
policy together simply did not understand the possibility existed for
such a great demand. Nevertheless, this is the situation. We are
talking about quotas of 50,000 a year. My understanding of the
situation is that there are indeed 600,000 people in line, and they are
all in various categories. If your uncle applies tomorrow to come to
the United States, and he is considered an immediate relative; he will
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jump the line. So if you are number 200,000, you may still be
200,000 next year and the year after that and so on. The people who
emigrate this year will be eligible in a couple of years to have their
relatives come.

It is an extraordinary situation. The point is that the burden
falls in Moscow on exactly the same people who are trying to deal
with the rise in visas. We are now treating the Soviet Union as a
normal country. This means we are turning Soviet citizens down who
request to come to the United States for a visitnot on security
grounds, which we also dobut on the grounds that they are not
leaving a sufficient number of people behind in the Soviet Union to
suggest to a Consul Officer that they will go back home. We have, if
you are a historian, the irony of the Soviet Union telling its citizens for
forty years that they could not travel abroad unless they left hostages.
Yet now the Soviet Union says citizens can travel abroad, and the
American Consul Officers have become the bad guys. Not that they
are. They are just following normal Consular regulations which state
that if one cannot demonstrate that one has enough ties in one's own
country in terms of business or property (though that is not the case in
the Soviet Union) or close enough family ties, then Consular Officers
cannot issue them visas to the United States.

On the Soviet side, the obstacles are both obvious and less
obvious. The obvious obstacle is Aeroflot. There is nothing good I
can say about Aeroflot. They have now imposed new rules which we
believe will kill exchanges; actually, then the Consular Officers will
not have to worry about it! Their newly imposed regulation is that
tickets for all foreigners travelling in the Soviet Union will have to be
paid for in hard currency. This regulation went into effect on February
15, 1990. It has been waived, however, for six months for certain
organizations like the State Committee on Education, but only until
the end of calendar year 1990. What will happen on January 1, 1991,
I do not know. As most of you know, most of our exchanges are
constructed on a non-currency basis because they do not have any
hard currency. If the State Committee on Education is faced next year
with having to transport a thousand high school students from
Moscow to their sister schools in Alma Ata and Yaroslavl and Kiev
and with having to pay hard currency for them, then that program will
fold up and go away. If they have to do the same with any of the other
exchangesor with all the exchange programs which are outside of
Moscow and Leningradthey will die.
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It is not an issue only we are fighting. It is true with all
exchanges with all parts of the world. It is also true that most of the
organizations involved with exchanges are fighting Aeroflot. In
addition, hotels are beginning to charge Soviet organizations hard
currency for keeping their guests. And on and on and on. The
Aeroflot issue has even been raised at the level of Baker and
Sheverdnadze.

An official rule exists which, as far as I can tell, is not written
anywhere and according to which any Soviet citizen travelling on a
joint Pan Am-Aeroflot flight has to pay 30 percent of his ticket in hard
currency. The irony and the tragedy of the situation is that most
Aeroflot flights travel with large numbers of empty seats, despite the
fact that they are all officially listed as sold out. It is difficult to obtain
any tickets whatsoever. Aeroflot actually does not really care if
anybody pays in rubles or not. They are just not interested. If they
can get foreigners, they are delighted. They are now conducting a big
advertising campaign. I assume you are all receiving the "Dial 1-800 -
AEROFLOT" flyers. They are also offering promotions for flying
first class.

Another aspect of the problem lies in the decentralization of
authority in the Soviet Union. We are now dealing with an absolutely
blinding dispersal of organizational interests. We do not have a clue
to whom we are talking. This afternoon I received five letters from
five respectable American organizations saying: "Who are these
people? They are all different. 'The Cooperative' (or the `Rossija,' or
the 'Semi-Rossija,' or the 'Double Rossija Cooperative') has agreed to
supply hotel rooms and the teaching of English for $1,000 plus
whatever." We have no idea who these people are. We have no idea
whether or not they can fulfill the agreements. This occurs in every
field. There are large numbers of television and film projects going on
in the Soviet Union. Half a dozen organizations have been created
between February and now, all of which promise to do wonderful
things. One problem is that most Americans who put their money
down find out that there is nothing there. They arrive to discover that
they do not have hotel rooms or that they are double-billed for hotel
rooms. The camera crews which they expected to be there are not
there; or if they brought their own equipment, their Soviet host has
somehow forgotten to obtain the right permits to bring in the
equipment. Among many American exchange organizations, there is
now a nostalgia for the past. They may have screwed you, but you
knew who was doing it.
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This has become a very serious situation. Perhaps the most
depressing development has been the fact that Soviet organizations
have access to fax machines. I go with horror to my office in the
morning. I receive, from very good friends, proposals. They all
begin, "We only need $150 or $250 thousand dollars...." It does not
matter where they come fromthey are all wonderful projects: joint
film projects to save the world, joint ecology projects to save the
world, children's art in all forms. And they all want us to ask Armand
Hammer to give them $250,000. I have been successful once in five
years in convincing Armand Hammer to put money into something
that was not named the Armand Hammer Memorial something.

People come to my office to ask me why these people want all
this money for a joint venture. "Joint venture" is the word. There is
no other word in Russian these days. I hear, "I want to found a joint
venture which will save the world from World War III." I have to tell
them that Pepsi Cola does not make decisions on that basis. There is
an assumption that they have been the guilty party all along. They
assume we are very wealthy and we are just waiting for the Soviet
Union to open up and for them to propose another conference on
global warming, or yet another conference on regional issues, or on
the teaching of transformational grammar, or other worthwhile things.

They simply do not understand that Zita Dabars and other
teachers have to go out and raise a great deal of moneyand that is
tough stuff. They have become very disappointed. How can a
wealthy country like this not be able to support all of these wonderful
things? The final word is that they then send groups like the Donetsk
Ballet, who were in Baltimore, and on which I spent three weeks of
my time raising money so that they would not be humiliated by having
to go home. The thanks I got was that when the Bim Born Circus
went belly-up in Marietta, Georgia, they called me. They said, "Save
us!" Their animals were being held hostage by the trucking company
on three tractor-trailers headed for New Jersey. I was told I must save
them. I had visions of myself hopping in a car, cornering them in a
rest stop on the New Jersey Turnpike, and facing them down. I think
they are still there on the New Jersey Turnpike. That's the reason I'm
going back to DC straight on 1-95.

Thank you very much.
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110,1117011be B Heaaetnie HaIJJH ro,abt CTB110 41151 HaC ElyTb 11H
He CHMB0110M cetera. Eibtxo4 113 170,4170116Rapoziecc,
Korophifi mar nepexofBaem yme gendpe roaa,He TO11bK0
pagocrb, Ho 11 60.71e3Hb. Cao6o,aa, 4ocrHrHyraR B
1Io417oi1be, pacriafiaeTcR Ha caery. Hacrynaer apemR
oca0 6oxe4eHHH He H3 110,4170.11b.$7, a or 110,11110.11107
o6pereHme Ky.abryphr.

AHApeR BHT0E11

It is widely believed that poetry in the USSR today has yieled
its place to newspapers and periodicals which have successfully
robbed literature of its readers. There is mounting evidence that only
the daily and weekly press, with their ability to report and interpret the
events of each day, can satisfy the demands made by readers on the
written word. While the former ideology-driven state required
literature as an adornment and as a facade, the "de-ideologized" state
has no such need which is likely to result in a radical reduction in state
support c f literature in general. Similarly, pre-glasnost, non-official
literature in the Soviet Union was always more than a literary event; it
was often the only mode of political discourse available to the literate
public, and it included the most popular poets and singers one could
mention.
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lipeAbiztyalast icynbTypHast cHTyantist 651,1Aa nocTpoeHa nO
npmumny xcecTgoR aniapHott 0111103HUHH: "OCPHLAHallbHaSI
He0OHLIHajlbHa31", xoTopart, KaK MarHHTHIAIR AHT10.71b,
BOCI1p0H3B0,13HJIaCb B Kaw,tioct TO4Ke crpykTypba. Cicaxcem, B
Colon nHcaTeneR mak H B Apyritx TaopHecimx coioaax),
06bABASUlaCb onno3Humszt "npaableneabte", 3aTem: "mono-
coa3HaH opeAaCom nHcaTexen", HeocptutHanbHasi
AHTepaTypaoico.nocommaH cpega". B cpe/le Heoclonni-
aAbHOR nicrepaTyphi 4TIeHeHH51 wJn no nprtHuHny: "He Ab3S1
nettaTaTbMO>KHO nettaTaTb". P0,414A0Cb Aaxce caoero pojla
"0ckop6.r1emte": "Te6st *e MONCHO ny6.11HkosaTbr 2

Given the changing status of literature, however, it is no longer
clear whether there could be, for example, another Vladimir Vysotskij
under the new conditions. Barring substantial change in the current
tendency, the model of operation of Russian literature will soon
resemble that of any number of Western countries where the only
constraint on literary production is that of funding and the market
place. Under these conditions one can expect the disappearance in
large part of the current network of categories of publications,
including samizdat, tamizdat, magnitizdat, as well as, for that matter,
gosizdat, the official literature of the establishment. What will remain
is a two-tiered system of commercially viable versus externally
subsidized publications primarily for select audiences. In this
connection, one may already note the emergence of private
foundations in the USSR and discusssions of a proposed public
foundation, similar to the National Endowment for the Arts, which
would be capable of supporting future poet geniuses after the model of
the MacArthur Foundation's support of losif Brodsky in recent years.

To capture the dynamics of contemporary Soviet Russian
literature is no easy task.

Tpwato CKa3aTb, 4TO H3MeHHJI0Cb: Mbi HAM apemstH KTO
Koro meHHeT. PaHbule 6but0 BaNcHo 3a111HTHTbCSIOT BHeWHHX
B11HHHHFI, CefiLtaC Bamcnee 110BAHATb Ha ApyrHx. Toraa
Jiio6oa aiccTpaaepT 6b1.11 XOTb HemHoro HHTpoaepTom,
clicpbthaH He4TO B cet5e H AAFI ce6H. Tenepb Lta*e caman
HpocTHast nponone,ab AyX0BHOCTH Hanpas.riesa K onno-
HeHTam, BOBHe.3

This fundamental change in the context of contemporary
literary production requires that the analyst be armed with more than
knowledge of writers and texts representative of the literature. Also
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necessary is the critical language adequate to describe it, including a
new critical vocabulary. To facilite- the creation of this new
language is the stated goal of a new Soviet literary periodical, BeCTHHK
Ho Bon .11ureparypbx (Vestnik novoj literatury) first published in 1990.
The periodical is published by the association "Ho Bast nicrepaTypa"
("Novaja literature ") which sees its calling in the need to embrace all
writers who express themselves in Russian regardless of their place of
residence within or without the Soviet Union. While the publication
can thus be seen as resolving the old controversy of "one literature or
two," its main thrust is the preservation and development of writing
which has had little or no success in reaching a readership through the
official publishing houses. This writing originates with a group of
writers thought of as part of the unofficial "second culture."

The emergence of new literature was predicted by Abram Tertz
(Andrej Sinjayskij) in his brilliant essay "On Socialist Realism":

Having lost our faith, we have not !ost our enthusiasm
about the metamorphoses of Goo that takes place
before our very eyes, the miraculous transformations of
His entrails and His cerebral convolutions. We don't
know where to go; but, realizing that there is nothing to
be done about it, we start to think, to set riddles, to
make assumptions. May we thus invent something
marvelous? Perhaps, but it will no longer be socialist
realism.4

Sinjayskij's words were as prophetic as they were retrospective of the
strong anti-determinist sentiments of the Silver Age, an era which the
"new literature" critics are inclined to invoke in the defense of their
own experimentation designed to remind the readers that man is not
merely a product of the environment and is not a passive object
shaped by circumstances, but is an assertive and active agent who can
change them and control his environment.

,ae310 B TOM, 4TO HCKyCCTBO BCTyllHJI0 B XX B. B ct-taciumBoct
yBepeHHOCTH, LIT° menoueic He TO..71bK0 AenHTcH 06CTOR-
TeJlbCTB3MH , HO H MO)KeT H3MeHATb HX. Ho UHKX
33MKHyJICA. flpoPipB Bce H3BeCTHble 4333131-3HIAHK.,10-
neklmmecKyto, nciixonormgecKylo, caTi4pHueckyio,
comianbrio-no.nwnitiec-Kylo, COUHallbH0-0H.TI000CDCKy10
cowia.nblio-Bnitiecicylo merojz Hcuepna.n ce6B. Bb1/10
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ACHO, tilTO HoBoe HCKyCCTBO AmnapHpyeT ce6n, xax H
paHbute B mHTHHroso-3Htutmonenpittecxort tpopme, 14TO OHO
He cmoweT *MTh 6e3 xo.n.flawa, 6yAeT CTpel4HTbCA K
yHHBepCclAbHOCT14.5

The creation of a new critical vocabulary is invariably
associated in Russian context with an awareness of the cultural
antecedents of the label. The approach itself requires a name. V.
Kataev gives it the name "Movism." Others call it counterculture or
neo-baroque. Mass consciousness calls it idiotic, sensing a deep gap
between the new method and the previous culture, as Bashart'ian
suggests, offering the following explanation:

MHp panHoHa.mbHIA pa3pywitncs, Ha nepsbal fJIaH sbluien
MHp HHTyHTHEIHMA. 3T0 Tpe6yeT coseptlieHmo Apyroro
nucaTexH: nHcaTe.nb ,noinseH Heo6bma2Ho o6Ha*HTbcn,
pacxpurrb TaKH@ ttaCTH csoero coxposeHHoro "51", xo-ropme
paHbute IWOCtIHTIDIBaJIHCb Llepe3 ymo3pHTenbHme nocrpo-
ermst. TpainnAHoHHbth ocoxer pyXHyJI. BmecTo Hero BO3HHK
cio*eT 3pb1 cpeAcTs maccoson HH(1opmatAHHclo*e-r-
KOJI/M.)1C. .TilitIHOB "A" cylsecTsyeT Ha CTIAKe pacpHHH-
posaHHog "artHrpacpomaHHH" H ro.nocoa noscenHesHocTH.6

How is one to define the term "new literature"? While it is
still too early to attempt a detailed taxonomy, one can take note of the
description of its distinctive features, as provided by the founders of
the movement.
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flpe*,se seer° 3TO o6patuenHe x HosaTopcxHm JIHHH.stm
pyccxoll mrrepaTypht, npepsarni-Im 13 30-40-e ronbt, a Tame
3mtirpawrcxocl JIHTepaTypbt, 61,13BaHHOe outymeHHem
emit-term H HenpepuBrioarn pYCCK0A3bItIHOR CA0BeCHOCTH.
He meHee sa*Ho Hcno.m3osanHe onbrra cospemeHHoro
3anaAHoro asaHrapna (cloppeartH3m, I103THica "a6cypiaa",
HOBbIA pomaH, nocTmoilepHHcrame Kortuentun4). A camoe
rnamoec-ranoszeHme "Hoson AHTeparypbi" HBOTPMBHO OT
CO3JaaHHA caoero xy,so*ecTseHHoro A3b1Ka, cnoco6Horo
Bblpa3HTb nepemeHbi B Lie.nosexe H xy.nbrype nocrie-
soeHHoro spemeHH.7

H3MCHHJIOCb npeAcTasneHHe HCKYCCTBa H A313IKaB Ty yse
cTopoHy, LITO *H3Hb: B cropoHy OCB060W,BeHHA OT
YTHJIHTapH3Nia H OpYor1HAHOCTI4, B cTopoHy camolleHHocm.
C.nencTsHe 3Toro ao3spauleHHe cp opme ee aKTHBHOrO
Taopriutero xapaxTepa, H, TeM camum, npec.rtosyTas
"C.110*HOCTb" H "HellOHATHOCTb" HOBOA JIHpHKH.8
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To capture this new language a new term has been coined That
can be traced back to a story by Evgenij Popov, whose involvethent in
the creatieu of another journal in the 1970s, merponoilb (Metrepoi),
proved to be an enterprise whose time had clearly not yet come.
94e.nosex 6w:tribal. cPyHKUHA-60pMOTaTb. Bb130140B, o6o6uteral He HaAo."9

f.

YcraHoarca Ha "6opmoTattme"yc-raHosica Ha nonHoe
nackpenouleime AwrepaTypHoro cnoaa. KoMy Hpasarrem,

myFt1T, HO MONCHO 6opmoTam 06 oitHom, H MO)KH4
n.pannenbHo o ortpyrom, H MOA(HO BeCTH cpaay Tpa cIoAceTa,
a xot-teutbH LieTupe. H tro6b1 6buta HeKoTopast
6eCCBA3HOCTb, H CBA3HOCTb B 6eCCBA3HOCTH H T.4.10

The framers of the journal assert that the tension between the
richness and complexity of Russian culture with its stereoscopic
language and pathetic social life with its banal dialect have led to
anxiety and uncertainty not only about one's present but also about
one's future What happens to a man and mass consciousness in the
period of ti..L.Lsition from a discredited system of values to one that
does not yet exist? It is the governing principle of BecritHK ft.deok 4,

.iniTeparypw not to judge and not to offer advice, but to try to
understand. It is that principle that determines the choice of
contributing authors "3a npeztenamti otlimutia.nbHoci cmoBecHocm "11 and
which so far includes: F. Erskin, D. Prigov, V. Krivulin, B. Kudrjakov,
E. Popov, E. Shvarts, P. Kozhevnikov, Vs. Hekrasov, V. Erofeev, I.
Burikhin, 3u. Mamleev.

In analyzing contemporary literary landscape, the following
salient literary movements (schools) have been suggested:

1. MOCKOBCKHR KOHL errryamiam (Moscow School of Conceptualism)
2. secTerizietuoio3Ham HJIH nocTMO.nepHHCTCKan (Non-Tendentious or

Post-Modernist Literature)
3. HexaHorth4eciat-Teruteraluo3Hasi (Non-Canonic Tendentious

Literature)

The first category not only lacks analogues in the West but also
stands in opposition to official, emigre and unofficial literature12
Apart from any differences separating representatives of this school,
their works all have one major common element: the feeling they
convey that literature is over, that it is dead. This definition
automatically calls for another one, Post-Literature.13 Some critics
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believe that all three can be differentiated by the degree of absurdity
they convey.

"MOCKOBCKHA KoHLtenryann3m" rIpOTHBOCTOHT He TO.11bK0
00HI4HaJlbH011 H 3mHrpaHrcKon, HO H He04)HUHaJlbHOPI
nwreparype. 3ro Hartpaanekme, B KOOM "ace rpaxunwombze
CI:043H pa3omialyrb1" (cKa,Kem npoutea6cyp,r1 cronpo-
u,eHreH). TaK He aBTOpla onintersopspor co6oci "KoHeu
nwreparypb1."Mbl cranKnaaemcs C reKcramm, goropbze
HaTIHCaH131 B OILWIReHHH, 4TO nwreparypa KOHLIHJIaCb." 3T0
"nocrnwreprypHoe HanpaaneHHe" nwreparype?) _14

Nontendentious literature is distinguished from meta-literature
(post-literature) by its protagonist and an overt presence of the
position of the author. It is characterized by an eccentric author and
eccentric characters.

Non-canonic tendentious literature (tendentious=meaningful)
is characterized by the lowest degree of absurdity and embraces such
authors as Krivulin, Shvarts, Mironov and Stradano-ybkij. There is
ample evidence to suggest that the source of the absurd for Russian
writing was not the invocation of a lost past or external transcendental
fear but rather the texture of Russian every day life.

3CH3Hb cnon3ana B cpapc, 3T0 14.414.1I0eb ronamn,
npocrpaHcrao 170/4.71HHHOr0 H cepbe3Horo coKpaznanocb, H
nwreparypa He morna He nottyacraoaarb, KaK o6ec1_teHH-
aaercsi 3npaBbli CMIACJI, Kai( HapacTaer KOHTpaCT meAcily
nomne3Hocrbio aceoxaarHoro flOAHTH4eCK000 Tea-ma H
3anyuleHHOCTb10 np03antlecKon AeRCTBHTeAbHOCTH, Me Ncqy
HOBbIMH BeAbM0)KaMH H A10):IbMH C yAHIAbl. Bb113aIOT
COCTOAHH54, Korzta KOJIHtleCTBO Hecoo6pa3Horo, rnynoro,
n*Hnoro, cpanbutHsoro pacrer H pacrer, nopacran no
a6cypna, H rorna 1110)21A Hepezixo cnacworcn rem, 4T0
cmeiorcs. KoHelmo, BbIXO,LIHT cmex crpaHmatl, ,aa*e KBKOR-
TO HeJlOBKI4h, noromy Liro anopy nnaKarb H cocrpanarb.
ftmH Heronoaarb, HanpHmep,}i ao3mywarbcn. A orze.nbHble
nggH ynpstmo cmeiorcn H npyriim npennaralor CMBSITbCSI H
HacmeuimmarbB0 cnaceHbe.15

This development was also anticipated by Sinjayskij in the essay on
Socialist Realism noted above:

Right now I put my hope in a phantasmagoric art, with
hypotheses instead of a Purpose, an art in which the
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grotesque will replace realistic descriptions of ordinary
life. Such an art would correspond best to the spirit of
our time. May the fantastic imagery of Hoffmann and
Dostoevskij, of Goya, Chagall, and Majakovskij (the
most socialist realist of all), and of many other realists
and nonrealists teach us how to be truthful with the aid
of the absurd and the fantastic.16

What distinguishes "new literature" from virtually all that has
gone before it is the outright absence of any overt political agenda.
By contrast, another prominent literary movement born from
perestroika finds its literary agenda to be inseparable from a political
one, an agenda which is underscored by its very name: Manifesto of
the Committee of Writers in Support of Perestroika [otherwise called
"Anpe.nb" ("Aprel")].

The Committee represents an independent organization within
the Moscow group of the Writers' Union of the Russian Federation.
They are united by a common concern for the future of perestroika
and a conviction that the Union of Soviet Writers, as an organization,
is incapable of realizing the goals of perestroika in literature. They
support an opinion, heard often at meetings of various groups of
Moscow writers, that the Writers' Union is no more and no less than a
"ministry of literature," a part of the country-wide command system of
the Soviet bureaucracy. They assert that the Writers' Union is no more
the property of the Union apparatus than Soviet literature is the
exclusive property of the Writers' Union.

The Committee seeks to raise the prestige of the writers'
profession, a calling that suffered considerably during the repression
of Stalin and the period of stagnation which followed. In fact, the
Writers' Union continues in a sense to be a part of that old repressive
system, to the extent that it has yet to renounce its own decision to
exclude Solzhenitsyn and others from its ranks. The Committee is also
concerned about the lack of democratic processes in the makeup of the
Writers' Union; its leadership is not elected but appointed from above:
"MoNcei- AH racepbe3 60pOTI3CA 3a Aemoxpani3aLtHio H 17.7110na/III3M
umranicTpaluisl, EtHyrpm KoTopoil Hal" HH Aemoxpan4H, HH runopaimme 17

Since the Union's internal decision-making processes are not
democratic, it is an unconvincing defender of democractic ideals on
the outside as well. The Committee maintains that the Union is
notably lacking in mechanisms of self-monitoring; whenever abuses
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or irregularities within the Union have been noted, they have been
noted by persons on the outside, never from within. Finally, the
Committee takes issue with the underlying attitude of the Writers'
Union which it considers chauvinistic and divisive:

Be3yc.noeHbin npHopwrer o6tue4enoeetiecxHx HeHHocTen,
6ecKopbac-rHoe cnyweHme npeKpacHomyBOT Kpaeyroilb-
Hun KameHb AAR nHcaTexen, noivaep*HaaioutHx nepe-
c-rponKy. KomvcreT c4wraeT, 4TO ABSITBJIbHOCTb Haripa-
BileHHaH Ha Bo3po*AeHHe KyilbTypHO-HaIIHOHLTIbH0r0
AOCTOHHCTBa, He coamecTHma C nponoBeTibio HaL1HO-
HaJIbHOR HCKJIIOLIHTBABHOCTH 14 HaLIHOH&TISHOPI po3HH.18

This pluralism of opinion, in the Committee's view, should result in a
strong pluralism of actions: "flo-romy rnasHbin IlpH3bIB Hawero
y4pe4HienbHoro co6paHHn: xiaaanTe xiencraosaTb. OT CJI0BK Aeny. ECJIH
He Mbl, TO KTO? ECJIH He cetiLiac, TO Korkia?"19

But the fervent hopes of the Committee have yet to coalesce
into an effective political agenda capable of standing on its own in the
volatile environment of current Soviet politics; the results of the
elections for the Ninth Congress of Soviet Writers became public in
February of 1991. The defeat of "Anpe.nb" was obvious, and among
those rejected were some of its best known members: Voznesenskij,
Rybakov, Okudzhava, Bitov. Others like Korotich and Evtushenko
were not even nominated. Boris Romanov, the newly elected
Secretary of the Writers' Union of the Russian Federation, evaluates
the situation with self-serving and disarming cynicism: "En Gory,
HHKTO He BHHOBaT, 4T0 OAHOCTOpOHHHe H3BeCTHble Jlesrrenti JIHTepaTYPhl
He cra.nu ,ite.neraTamm."2°

The worsening situation in literary politics is accompanied by
an ever declining level in the conditions of daily life.
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06umn 410HKowmap no.nyronoxmoro 6brra, otiepeAH,
HaArnicH Ha 3a6opax C npoKnaTHem acem anac-rnm. Bercmo
acex KTO mo)Ker 6e*arb. HCX00B espees, Hemuee, apmsiH.
Bce MeHbale Hpatieh. y KOTOpbIX MONCHO JIBLIHTbCH,
yilwre,nen, KoTopme mory-r yEIVITb. Ye3)KBIOT cnoco6Hbie
pe*Hccepw, awrepbz, Apamaiyprick tnsI npo8HHIAHH, rxte
CLIeT TaKHX Jno,rtea coeepweHHo OCO6bIR, HCX0,1:(CTaHOBHTCR
KynbTypHoti KaTacipotpon.

110Tepf1H0 clyBCTBO OCMUCJleHHOCTH cytuecTeo-
BaHHA XYAO)KHHKa. CaepxHilen oxmaBbl>KHTb.21
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On the background of this overall state of decline, even the
period of stagnation (rpomamtasi KASICICa, saTsmyram BSI3KHM Tymanom22) is
viewed by many with sentimental affection: "JleHHHcican npemitH
memyapam Bpoic Heaa 6buta a6C0.7110THO 3aCJIYACeHHOA. ABTOP 3aCTOSI CTall
.naypeaTom Ton KynbTypbt, KoTopylo nopomut."23

However, there is also an opinion among cultural historians
that the period of stagnation is itself a myth. "1-IHKaKoro 3acTosi B
pyccicog xy.nwrype 70-x r 0,40B He cyulecTsona.no."24 Asserting that
"stagnation" is really only a convenient, if profoundly false concept as
far as Russian literature is concerned, scholars and critics have
reminded readers of the manifest strength and productivity of Russian
writing in precisely these years. It was the 1970s, they point out, that
gave the world works such as: Apxmnexar rYJiar (Gulag Archipelago),
A. Solzhenitsyn; Beptibtfi Pyallan (Faithful Ruslan), G. Vladimov;
17porynkli c 17y1LIICHHbIM (A Stroll with Pushkin), B TeHH FOrOJIR (In the
Shade of Gogol), A. Sinjaysldj; KH3Hb H Heo5bigattlibre applicalocieHHE
coitaara Ileana LIOHKHHa (The Life and Extraordinary Adventures of
Private Ivan Chonkin), V. Voinovich; Kotieu npexpacHoli 3170X11 (The
End of a Beautiful Epoch), qac-rb pew (A Part of Speech), I. Brodsky;
3HRIOL4He BbICOTbi (Yawning Heights), A. Zinov'ev; LliKana RAH IfypaKOB
(A School for Fools), S. Sokolov; owor (The Burn), V. Aksjonov;
Komripomficc (The Compromise), S. Dovlatov.

Forced out of its homeland, the best Russian literature simply
took refuge in samizdat or in the Russian-speaking enclaves of the
West: "K y.11 wrypa npocTo nepe6pa.nacb B cammaxiaT, a orryTia--aa
rpaminy."25 The West not only provided refuge for Russian writers
who were forced to flee their homeland, it also provided a publication
outlet (tamizdat) for writers, both emigre and internal, who were not
published in the USSR. Now, however, there are virtually no
constraints on self-expression for Russian writers within the Soviet
Union; and the rationale for a separate emigre Russian literature in the
West is considerably less obvious. Yet, it would seem that there is still
an important role for the experienced Western emigre tradition to play:
namely, in supporting (and sometimes publishing) the work of the
most promising representatives of the newest generation of Russian
writers whose work for many reasons has little chance of appearing in
print under the present conditions. The exclusion of the youngest
generation of writers is obviously a loss for Russian literature, and it is
fraught with potential conflict:
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3Ta cHTyagHR kpesara KOHOJIHKTOM inityx rIOKOJIeHHCI H
/Uwe KoHollrancrom aByx Ky.nwryp. HCKyCCTBO M0.110AWXC
14X CTpaHHbIMH CTHXaMH, C HX poKom, C HX HOBOR npo3On,
KaK H B cTapbte apemeHa, BbITeCHeHO Ha 0604HHy. HM
nplaxoAHTcst o6xo,IIHTbca AH60 "TOU1HMH" crpaHHtmamit
rteptupeptiFIHbix acypHarcoa, AH6o camituaTom.26

While the fact that the work by young writers is not published often is
explained in terms of the "seventy-year backlog" of serious
submissions which all editors must deal with, for the writers
themselves there is a perception that the venues of publication are
closed.

In his lecture entitled "Russian Writers, Censors, and Readers,"
Vladimir Nabokov spoke in part of two forces, two censors who were
struggling for the soul of the 19th-century writer. The first was the
tsar and his government, and the second was the progressive radical
critics:

If in the opinion of the Tsars authors were to be the
servants of the state, in the opinion of the radical critics
writers were to be the servants of the masses. The two
lines of thought were bound to meet and join forces
when at last, in our times, a new kind of regime, the
synthesis of a Hegelian triad, combined the idea of the
masses with the idea of the state.27

Introducing as an example A.S. Pushkin, recipient of attacks
and biting criticism from the government and the radical critics alike,
Nabokov calls for a rejection of any type of censor and explains the
blossoming of literature in the 19th century thus: "... public opinion
was stronger than any Tsar and ... the good reader refused to be
controlled by the utilitarian ideas of progressive critics."28 Standing
up for the reader's freedom ("Readers are born free and ought to
remain free."29), Nabokov ended his famous presentation with verses
from Pushkin which, in his opinion, refer "not only to poets but also to
those who love poets."30
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3aBHCeTb OT Itapi, 3aBHCeTb OT Hapo
He Bee JIM HaM paBHO? Bor c HHMH.

OTLIeTa He ,IJaBaTb, ce6e J1HWb camomy
C.Ily*HTb H yrowaarb.
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These words can be equally applied to the contemporary
situation. Despite the repression of ideas and expression and the
destruction of ideals brought about by the period of stagnation (and all
that went before it), a new literature in Russian nonetheless took root
on Russian soil; its practitioners made no claim on the pages of the
TOJICT6Ifi wypiair (thick literary journal) and would rather have worked
in boiler rooms than to have sullied their art with any form of political
message, contrary to the approach of either the "men of the sixties," or
the "Anpe.nb" group. They seek instead to protect their own territory
and to create their own image.

...Hamm WeCTKBA mapxHpoaKa. mecT H 6HHapHOCTb Ky.nbTypbt
no3no.nsula paHbine (no shapa*eHmo Be me, '(TO aHreil cpe,am
azia neTHT a ceoem o6natme paH) axeTaTb Ha tiy*He
TeppoptfropHH H yX0k1HTb Ha3anaLiKastuitmcH, TO Tenepb
npH pa314b1TbIX rpaHmlax npoticxoilicr npoc-rasi Hkiewrit(pH-
)(atm 53 C mecrom npe,acTaa.nemast, Kax 3T0 C.Byt1H.710Cla C
al<1.11453MH B MaHme, c nosia.neHHem repoen atizteprpaytikla
Ha TelleBH3HOHHOM 3KpaHe H T.n., TO eCTb Hy) Inibi He3anHT-
Ham-lbw mem-a, KOTOpb1M HyNCHO CO3,432aTb CBOti HMHA) K.31

Recalling, finally, the words of Sinjayskij, let us hope that our need
for truth will not interfere with the work of thought and imagination.
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APPENDIX ONE

KomwreTa "Macs-max s nowiepcxy nepearpollui"
("Anpenb")

1. llpmHumnbi

KommTer "IlmcaTe.nefl B nojA,Aepx<xy nepecTpoAxm" ("Anpe.nb")
npeAcTasnmeT co6ocl He3asHcHmoe tpopmHposamme npH Mocxoscxoll
nHcaTenbckoll opraHm3aumm C1I PO:PCP.

llo6y4mTe.nbHbtm MOTHBOM 06'beAHHeHHn cTaJIa A.nm Hac TpeBora 3a
cy4b6bi nepecTpoilm4. Mbi r.ny6oko y6e)Knexta B TOM, 1.1TO C0103 micaTe.nefl
oxa3a.ncm opramm3anmell, HenpiiroArioti 4.nm pea.nbHoro ocymecTs.neHmm
nepecTpotlicH B rarrepaTypHom ,gene. tleTbipe roxla, npoureAunie c anpe.nm
1985-ro, CBHAeTeAbCTBylOT o6 3TOM sno.riHe onpe,He.neHHo. HeAapor.4 Ha
pavimmHbrx co6paHmsrx nmcaTerieci-mommitteft Bce rpomme pa3AaloTcm
ro.noca, LITO HblHeWHHFI C0103 mica-m.1mA npeAcTasnmeT co6oc1, Kai( H
npewte, MHHHCTepCTBO JurrepaTypbe, TO eCTb npmiaaTox KOMaHAHO-
610p0KpaTHLIecKoft CHCTeMbi.

C0103 nucaTe.neti He npmplaa.nexcHT csoemy annapaTy, Kai( H cosercxam
rivrrepaTypa He npmia,roe*HT TOAbK0 Cox) 3y nmcaTerten.

Hama ne.nbnoxiHsiTb asTopwreT micaTe.nm, yTepsammil B rob
CTaAHHIltHHbt H 3aCTOsi, 3aHOBO yrsewatcrb ero AOCTOHHCTSO.

AwropmTeT Coto 3a micaTe.nefl npolao.rnicaeT nadriaTb. He meHmeTam cTm.nb
pa6oTbi. He ormeHeHm no30pHme penieHmm o6 mcx.nlomeHHH H3 Coma
nHcaTeJteR A.H. ComkeHmubnia H Apyrmx rurrepaTopos, nogseprasunixcm B
60-70-e ro,raa -Tame rs npecile,ziosarnamm.

X03meaamia B cn no-npezHemy ocTaioTcm OCIMIIHaAbHble Junta,
Ha3 Hamel-11mm csepxy. Cpeim HHX eCTb rimcaTe.rut asTopmTembie H He
oueHb, mecTrime H KOp1,1CTHble. HO ace OHH npowAH npoHeAypy me sm6opos,
a no,r16opa, yreepwila_nmcb Ha CO6paHHRX, r,ge 3apaHee 6buni cocTasneHm He
TOJIbK0 CnHCKH 6WayJAHX H36paHHHKOB, HO H CnHCKH sticTynalotoix. MoxceT
J1H scepbe3 60poTbCsi 3a iiemoxpannauvuo H runopaitiom aAmkiFicTpainim,
sHyrpm koTopoll HeT HH AemoxpaTHH, HH rvuopainoma?

MexaHH3M KOHTp0ASI sHyTpm cn AH60 BOBCe 6e3xleficTsyeT, AH6o ero
AeRc Timm HOCRT cDopma.nblibict xapaxTep. HeAapom pa3Horo poila
3.noyn0rpe6.nekliam cripice6Hum no.nowemHem, cssmaimme C mulaTenbcxotl
npaxTmxocl H Hanpas.netnible ma o6oraulemme "MHHOSHblX" nmcaTe.nefl, 6m.nm
o6Hapy)iteHba He MHOrOLIHCAeHHIAMH peBH3HOHHbliNH KOMHCCHSIMH, a
wypHanticTamH.

5e3ycnosHbal npHopwreT 06weme.rtosemecxmx ueHHOCTefI, 6ectco-
pbicnioe c.ny*ernie npexpacHomyBOT xpaeyronbitbal xameHb zom mica-
Te.neci, noiump*msatommx nepecTpoclxy. KOMHTeT cmHiaeT, TO xiewre.nb-
HOCT6 manpasneHtlam Ha s03p0 wAemme xy.nbrypHo-Hat(moHa.nbHoro
AOCTOHHCTBa, me coamecTHma C nponoseAbio HaitHoHa.nbHoil HCKAII04H-
TeAbHOCTH H Hal.IHOHaAbHOR pO3HH.
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KOMHTeT min "Anpe.na" HageeTcsa CTaTh pynopom nitcaTe.nacxoro
othnecTaeHHoro MHeHHRIIHCaTeilbCKHM Hap0,121161M 00HTOM.

APPENDIX TWO

OBPAII1EHHE K 4EATE.TIRM KY.TIbTYPb133

npeAcTasmTens nticaTe.nacscon Accounatum "Hosam
AnTepaTypa," o6patuaemcm K TeM ilenTensim pyccKoft KyAbTyphi, KoTopme,
ycJibunas Hac, notlyscrayloT ce6si HalAHMH eAHHombtuvieHHHKamm.

HacTyrnix momeHT, Korth CTaHOBHTCA HeO6XOJIHMbtM TO, T4TO elite
Emepa Ka3a.710Cb HeB03MOWHbIM: itesrre.naHoe H pamonpaBHoe AAA acex
yttacTHe B COLIHajlbH0A H KynbTypHon )KH3HH. K 3TOMY momeHTy
oTeLlecTaeHHasi KyribTypa npinivia pa3tipo6.neHHoll, Pa3AeneHHOA Ha TPH
11014TH He EsaammoilencTayfounie npoeTpaHcTaa: xy.naTypy otturinHanaHylo,
Heocpsuata.naHyso H ammrpawrcKyio.

HeocpHuHain,HaH xynaTypa o6beiaptHstna Tex Jrioaetl, LIbA 1103144HA
onpe,riensinaca tfweRHotl H TsopttecKoH He3aBHCHMOCTIA0 H COUHallbH0A
6eCKOMAPOMHCCHOCTb10. OHa abipaNcaita 111HpOKHA cnexTp pa3J1H4HbIX
o6taecTaermo-noracrw-teescHx Banns:trios H acTeTHLtemcnx nplicTpacTHROT
KOHCePBaTHBHblX, naCCeHCTCKHX AO KpailHe aaaHrapi:4cTclatx. B pamKax
HeO4PHIAHallbH0A AnTepaTypba, Hatin Has' c 60-x roktoa, 6bIJIH CO3AaH131
mHorHe npoH3seAeHHH, oKa3aawHecH non 3anperom. OHH 6buiti
noilseprHyTat wecToscon wieo.norsil-tecxotl neHaype, Lta H He TOABKO
staeoriorHtteckofl. 3cTeTimeocam tleHaypa oKaaartaca He meHee erporotl H
OCO6eHHO qyTKOA K ocpopmHautemycsi K cepexixHe 70-x H YCJIOBHO
o6o3Hamaemomy HaMH kat( "Hosasi npreparypa".

LITo Ace TaKoe "Hosaa .nwreparypa"? He /Lama pausepHyTon
Ttano.no-ruLteescoil xapaxTepitcTiom aToro AB.IleHHA, o6o3Hat1mm OCHOBHbEe
ero LtepTat. flpexcpe Bcero 3T0 06PalgeHHe K HOBaTOPCKHM AHHHAM pyccscoR
AHTepaTypbt, npepaaHHaim a 30-40-e rogbi, a Taxze amitrpawreicon
.nt4TepaTypm, B1313BaHHOe ouiyuleHmem eAHHCTBa H HenpephimocTH pyccKo-
H3bitnion C.TIOBeCHOCTH. He meHee sa*Ho HC110.11630BaHHe onbrra coape-
meHHoro aanaAHoro aaaHrap/la (cloppeamtam. noanisca "a6cyp,na", HOBbIA
poMaH, nocTmcvlepHHcTcKHe KomienHHH). A camoe nriaaHoeCTaHOBJleHi'le
"HOBOCI ANTeparypbt" HeOTPbiBHO OT coa,aaHHA cnoero xy,so)KecTseHmoro
A3b1Ka, cnoco6Horo Bb1Pa3HTb nepemeHbi B tlenoBeke H Ky.nbrype
noc.nesoermoro apeMeHH.

r1P0H3BeACHHR "HOBOS JUSTePaTYP131" WHp0K0 LuipxylatpoBaiin B
pygonmcsax, ny6JIHKoaa.nitca B MHOPOLIHCAe:tribIX camH3,riarcKHx
anbMaHaxax H wypHanax, H3AaBaJIHCb Ha 3ana4e, H HX aBT0p121 B r.naaax

esrrenen otimu,Ha.ribHofi KYAbTYPIall npc,acTasartH KaK Ourypbt OAHO3Hble, a B
r.naaax macTegKaK no,aoapmTatibHate, eCJIH He KpHMHHaJlbHMe. 11HcaText
nozisep-ranHcb penpeccHam, amitrpHposami, 60.11bIUHHCTBO *e 6buto
BbIHY*AeHO orpaHHLIHTa CBOIO TsopLiecxylo H o6taecTseHrtylo al<THSHOCTb
C(PePOA 6b1TOBaHHH HeocpmniartaHoct Ky.nbTypu. B TaKOM COCTOAHHH,
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npmo6peTwem ,maxce HeicoTopoe aHyTpeHHee paaHomecme, "Hosam
AwrepaTypa" cymear-somana AO caioro noc.nemiero apemeHm.

HO npmw.na nopa paJAHKaJlbH0 H3MeHHTb 3T0 nono*eHme.
IlepemeHBI, npolicxoilmume B Hameh cTpame, npH Been mx npormmo-

peqmsocTm, ace we o6HallewmsaioT. Mbl He moxicem He nojtmemummaTb
Am6epaAm3aumm, KocHymuytocm HexoTopmx CT0p0H Hauler( othmecTmenHoti
*H3HH, ocna6nemme 1xem3ypHbax 3anpeToa, mo38pameHme ampoxomy

HTO.TeJDO KHHI- H3 "ao.noioro rpowla" Hamefl xy.nbrypm, HO H He mo*em 6b1Tb
y,momermopeHbi AOCTHrHyrbm.

110 CHX Flop He npom30nno AemoxpaTm3au4m MH01-11X ccpep *H3HH
o6mecTma, KaK He KOCHWIaCb oHa H MHOMX n.nacTom pea.mbHoci KynbTypbl. B
nepayio ouepeAb 3T0 xacaercm "HOBOR Jurreparypm", npeAcTammTenmm
KoTopon B nytimem cnyttae ocTaanema eAHHCTBeHHan H BO mHorom
yuep6HaI BO3MO*HOCTb 6b1Tb .1111111b nomsepcTaHHEamm K cymecTaymumm
opraHmaagmoHHo-mmaTenbcnIm Epopmam H KtellHo-acTermtlecimm crepeo-
THIlaN4 043HLIHaAbHOR KylIbTypb1. 3T0 He ycipamaaer MHOIMX H3 mac, TaK KaK
Mbl BHAHM HCTHHHO 11p0JUKTHBHIgn nyrb pa3BHTHA xyAbTypm He B
nornomeHmm ()Amor° xynbTypHoro npocTparicTaa Apyrmm, a B HX
TaoptAtecxom cocymecTaomaHmm H B3aHMOJIe1CTBHH. Mbl ylSewileHm, 4TO
143meHelimm xym.TypHon H oftecTmeHHog *H3HH He ,momicHm, a masHoeHe
moryr npomcxo,rarb He3aamcmmo OT Hac, BHe Hac, 6e3 Hauiero BJIHAHHA.
Hac, pyCCKHX nmcaTenefi, BOJIHylOT, KOHeLIHO, He TOJIbKO npo6riembi
ny6.nmxaumm Hammx npom38erieHmtl, HO H BCe Te *mmoTpenemymme monpocm,
KoTopme BCTalOT nepe,r1 Hawefi cTpaHoP1 B neppto,rt gemoxpaTm3au4m H
.71146epaninaumm.

TaK0B131 npeAnocm.mxm BO3HHKHOBeHHA CO3,4aHHO( HaMH
nmcaTe.nfaCKOR AccoumagmH "HoeaS4 .w4TepaTypa."

Ee mew:
1) coxpaHeHme H pa3amTme AyxomHoro H 3cTermmeckoro onbrra,

HaK01-1.11eHHOTO HOBO nmTepaTypoFf;
2) ocpopmneHme Hosoro oftecTmeHHoro H AwreparypHoro o6-be-

,amHemmm, cnoco6Horo BKJ1O4HTb B pea.nbribal JuvreparypHbal npoiAecc
He3aBHCHMbIX pyCCKHX nwrepaTopom, npo*maalommx KaK B POCCHH, TaK H 3a
py6excom;

3) comaHme neuasHoro oprama H mulaTenbcTaa, xoTopme cmoryT
CTaTb JIeralIbHOPI o6alecTseHHoft Tpm6yHoh AAA LuieHos ACCOUHaIIHH.

Accoumailmm "Hosam mrepaTypa" 6bula co3,mama Ha yupeAmTenbHoR
KoHepepeHumm, npomeAeHmoti 8 HOR6pR 1988 r0,4a B JleHmmrpaAe.

Ha nog KoHcpepemAmm 6bum cepopmmpoEsaHa HHHIAtiaTHBHafl rpynna
no npome,meHmm 06be,amHirrexbHoro clieum pyccxmx nmcaTe.nefl, npoxcm-
!Immix B POCCHH H B 3mmrpaumm, xoTopmcl npeAno.naraeTcm CO3BaTb B 1990
ropy B Mome.

Mm Haomeemcm, tiro Hama HHHLIHaTHBa 6yAer nozulepkaHa acemm.
icomy He 6e3pa3JImEiHo 6yAylllee awe CTpaHbl H cy,r1b6a OTetleCTBeHHOPI
Kynbrypbi.
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During the period of glasnost, between 1985 and 1990, the
whole face of Russian literature changed.' We witnessed the
unification of Russian literature, which for over sixty years had been
divided between official and unofficial, dissident and emigre, and
published either in gosizdat, or in tamizdat and samizdat. We saw the
works of unofficial Soviet writers published side by side with official
writers. We experienced the practical disintegration of censorship and
government control. rnaBAHT (Glavlit) still exists but almost anything
can now be published. It is no longer the official government censor
who determines what is published and what is not. It is now the
prerogative of the editor and his or her taste, as well as that of the
reader, which determine what is to be published and what is not. We
also witnessed the appearance of private and cooperative publishing
houses such as "Krim* Hasi na.naran ("Knizhnaja palata") which
published A. Kabakov's collection of short stories, "113,4arenbento BCH
MOCKBa" ( "Izdatel'stvo Vsja Moskva") which published V. Voinovich's
MOCKBa 2042, and "14wrep15yx" ("Interbuk") publishers which is currently
planning to publish T. Tolstaja's collection of short stories. This is
significant because writers can now get their works into print sooner.
The private publishing houses, therefore, charge more for books, earn
more money, and consequently are able to purchase paper, which
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gives them priority in printing. They do not have to play favorites
with authors who are celebrating their sixtieth birthdays, or who have
certain medals, and therefore have to be published as a priority; nor do
they have to fulfill a plan. Thus, they can be and are responsive to the
demands of the public. Even works dealing with homosexuality, and
other taboo subjects such as lesbianism, pornography, and curse
words, are now published.

A major event which took place during the early part of 1990
was the formation of a new writers' group called "Anpenb" ("Aprel'").
In contrast to the Union of Soviet Writers, this group unifies writers
on the basis of their interests rather than geographical area. Members
of "Anpenb" hope to offer an alternative to The Union of Soviet
Writers. They also oppose the so-called gepeBeHiumni (Village Prose
Writers), many of whom are members of tinamsurb" ("Pamjat'"). Thus,
for the first time in sixty years we are seeing the formation of
independent writers' groups.

As part of this creative process, a major event of glasnost has been
the appearance of "New Voices" in Russian literature. Among the
more notable of these are Ljudmila Petrushevskaja, Tatjana Tolstaja,
Sergej Kaledin, Viktor Erofeev, Vjacheslav P'etsukh, Evgenij Popov,
Mikhail Kuraev and Aleksandr Kabakov. The older of these writers,
now in their late forties and fifties, were unable to publish during the
Brezhnev years. They wrote primarily for the drawer. Now that they
are finally being published, their works appear side by side with those
of younger writers in their twenties and thirties. These "New Voices"
are united by their rejection of the doctrine of Socialist Realism, their
diversity in choice of subject matter, their originality, and their
experimentation with language, style, and form. They are committed
to present characters as individuals with emotional and psychological
problems, and to depict day-to-day life in all of its facets.

This paper will focus on L. Petrushevskaja's play cycle,
KBapTHpa KOROM6HHb1 (Kolombine's Apartment). Petrushevskaja is
considered by many to be the most outstanding, creative, and
interesting "New Voice" in contemporary Russian Literature. She has
created and given voice to the new "Homo Sovieticus," the Soviet
man or woman. She has captured their voices, intonations, and modes
of thinking. Benedikt Sarnov,2 the noted Soviet critic, believes that
Petrushevskaja has created a man who belongs to the third generation
of Zoshchenko's characters. Whereas Zoshchenko's characters are
uneducated, vulgar, former peasants, workers, and often provincials
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who come to Moscow and have to be taught such rudimentary
manners as not to spit on the floor, or how to behave in a theater,
Petrushevskaja's characters represent their more polished descendants,
the second and third generation. Her characters are educated and have
finished an institute or university. They are usually white-collar
workers, librarians, language teachers, or bureaucrats who own cars
and even travel abroad. Zoshchenko's character? total possessions
often consisted of two sheets and a pitifnlly worn suit [as in
"TeneclooH" ("Telephone")]. Petrushevskaja's characters have private
apartments, and occasionally own dachas. Thy squabble over
children, dachas, and leaking roofs. Petrushevskaja removes their
masks and reveals the content of their souls. exposes their
intellectual, moral and ethical bankruptcy.

Petrushevskaja, the mother of three children; is now in her
early fifties. In the last five years, concurrently with glasnost, she has
gained wide recognition in the Soviet Union and alitbad; yet, like the
heroines in her plays and stories, she fetels ;mistreated and
unappreciated. Interesting, sharp, and intelligedt, sle is brusque and
abrasive and has antagonized various people id th$ publishing field.
She had the misfortune to start writing in the 1960s, at a time when
Khrushchev's "Thaw" was over and her works cduld no longer be
published. In 1963 she submitted a monologue titled "'roan xtesomKa"
("Such a Girl") to the journal Hosalti MKp (Novyj mir):., Although it was
was not published, A. Tvardovskij, Editor in Chief at the time, wrote
on the manuscript "not to be published, but keep track of the author."
During the late sixties, seventies and early eightiest Petrushevskaja
wrote primarily for the drawer. During this time she,suppOrted herself
by working in radio and television. From the lite 1970s throughout
the 1980s, her one-act plays were performed by small amateur and
professional groups and her reputation as a playwright kept growing.

Petrushevsk* is the author of almost fifty works for the stage,
many of which are Inonologues or one-act ,plays whichthe frequently
organizes into cycles such as KBapTifpa KO4M6HH14 lia6y1151 6J1103

(Grandmother Blues), as well as two full-lehgth plays9/TpH ,aesputat B
roAy6om (Three Girls in Blue) and YpoxH fiy3brial (Afusic Lessons).
She is the author of short stories as well as t krd. Those who have
heard her in person consider her a wonderful perforiner. Her short
stories include "Haw Kpyr" ("Our Crowd") and "143onmPonainibal 6oKc"
("An Isolated Cell"). The latter became part of a play cycle entitled
sa6wIR 6.77103 and has been playing in Moscow for the past ti,vo years.
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Petrushevskaja is currently the leading Russian dramatist and
a major contemporary figure in Russian literature. In 1989 and 1990
five of her plays were being performed in Moscow theaters alone.
They were: 1.01H3alf0 (Cinzano), Tpif B rany6om, KaaprHpa
Ko.iromaibi, Ypoicif My3bIKH and Ba631.11R 611103. IIHH3aHO has been staged
in the United States at the Kentucky Theater Festival as well as in
England. Since the beginning of glasnost Petrushevskaja's works have
regularly appeared in major Soviet journals; and within the last three
years, collections of her stories and plays have finally been published
in book form. In 1988 the publisher Mockoscxx2 pa6ottlift (Moskovskij
Rabochij) published a collection of her short stories under the title
Beccmeprmalir .111060Bb (Immortal Love). A collection of her plays
entitled Ileum XX Beica (Songs of the XX-th Century) was published the
same year by C0103 reaTpaitbribtx Aesrre.nefi (Sojuz teatral'nykh
dejatelej). Since 1987 Petrushevskaja has been allowed to travel and
has visited most European court ies and the United States.

The setting of Petrushevskaja's works is very specific: it is
Moscow and Moscow dachas. The characters are usually Moscovites
or Moscow dwellers who have come from the provinces but now live
in Moscow. Their language, manner of speaking, intonation and
lexicon are those of the Moscow technocrats and the new Russian
intelligentsia. They are not intelligentsia in the full sense of the word,
but rather the Moscow semi-educated new class. Petrushevskaja's
characters are defined by and through their language. She has an
unusual ability to capture nuances and shades of speech. The
characters' profession, generation and social standing can be identified
through their dialogue. We watch their lives as they struggle with 6mr,
day-to-day problems. Through her characters Petrushevskaja creates
her own world.

Although Petrushevskaja's stories are populated by both sexes;
the dominant roles are assigned to women. Men usually play
secondary roles and are often shadowy figures. The narrator is usually
a woman. Women are the breadwinners, they are the aggressors, and
they also provide stability and support mechanisms for each other.
Loneliness, the inability to have lasting relationships with men,
relationships between mother and daughter and mother and child,
generational clashes between mothers and daughters, the need for
support and the life of a single mother are all subjects of her stories
and plays. Her world is depressing; although it is redeemed by irony
and a very subtle sense of humor. She depicts the selfishness and
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predatory instincts of her characters and the effect of wear and tear of
6biT.

Through Petrushevskaja's works the reader finds the characters
to be rounded human beings with illusions, hopes and dreams. Their
true natures evolve before our eyes; and we discover, together with the
characters, that our judgements are often mistaken and that people are
frequently the opposite of what we thought they were. This is well
illustrated by the call girl and protagonist of "Taxasi ,ueBotixa," or the
mother in "Ham Kpyr," as well as by the characters in .necrinigifam x.rerxa
(The Staircase Landing) which became part of the cycle Keaprmpa
K0.710M6HHIA.

Petrushevskaja's language is not merely authentic; it is poetic.
Her prose is interspersed with verses, jingles and proverbs. The action
of her plays is fast-moving. The endings of her stories and plays are
usually unexpected. She is often ironical, has a fine sense of humor
and the ability to see the absurdities of life and of day-to-day realities.
Her talent lies in her ability to glean pearls of human character from
the gray dust of everyday reality. Although her characters are
unmistakably Soviet, they transcend the Moscow and Soviet setting
and are ultimately universal.

The focus of the following part of this paper lies in
Petrushevskaja's play cycle KBapnipa Ko.nom6mibr which has been
playing in Moscow's Cospemetimix ("Sovremennik" theater) since
1988. This cycle presents the new "Homo-Sovieticus" in various
situations and from different points of view. It is one of the most
interesting and engaging productions in the Moscow repertoire. The
cycle form serves to strengthen the basic theme by presenting it with
variations and thus restating it in a more forceful way.

The cycle Kaapnipa KO.B01446HHbl is composed of four one-act
plays. The first play flio6osb (Love) was published in 1979 and is
followed by ./7ecrifioniaR !arena published in 1973, AH4aHre (Andante)
published in 1988, and KBapTHpa K0.110146HHIg also published in 1988.
As can be seen, the plays in this cycle were written over an almost ten
year period. There is a musical quality to these and other works by
Petrushevskaja. Even titles such as Elegy and Andante are derived
from the musical world. Agaatire, the third play in the cycle
Ksapnipa Kafionf6ifHlal, is a slower movement; and the pace of this
particular play is different from that of her other plays. By utilizing
the cyclic form, Petrushevskaja achieves a cumulative effect; and as in
a musical composition, there is a linking of various themes and the
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presentation of a theme and variations. In this case, the play cycle
presents multiple facets of the same theme: the many faces of love and
interpersonal relationships. One could even view KBagnipa KOJI0M6HHIal
as a symphony, wherein the main theme is presented in the first play;
and then each subsequent play, as in an orchestral movement, repeats
and presents variations on this theme, restating it in different forms.

The action of the first play i1i.960,3b3 takes place in a one-room
apartment stuffed with furniture. In the Sovremennik theater
production the center of the room is dominated by a huge bed. The
central topic of this play is love. The plot is simple: a newly married
couple (Tolja and Sveta) arrives in the room where they will live with
Evgenija Ivanovna, Sveta's domineering mother. As the play
progresses we become acquainted with this couple as they become
acquainted with each other. They have been classmates at the
university but had not seen each other for over five years and had not
been sweethearts, or lovers, or even close friends while they were
students. The groom Tolja is older in his early thirties. Sveta, the
bride, is at least seven years younger than he. We discover that before
entering the university he had been educated at the Nakhimov Naval
Academy. After finishing the university he was assigned to work in
Sverdlovsk. Having spent almost seven years looking for a wife, and
after all the "candidates for marriage"4 had refused him, he finally
proposed to Sveta.

The action revolves around arguments about the restaurant in
which they celebrated their wedding, the food there, his "dowry"
(consisting of a suitcase filled with sheets), but most importantly
about their relationship, about love and the lack of love between them.
Sveta's leitmotif and her recurring line "Begb MI meHn He ino6inub" and
his recurring answer "51 He mory J1106HTb ... J1i06HTb HHKOr0 He cnoco6eH"5
and their variants dominate the play. In the end Sveta wants to annul
their marriage and the couple is ready to break up when, suddenly, the
huge domineering mother who had left them alone, presumably to
visit friends, walks in. She states that she hates visiting and therefore
returns, moves in, and declares that the bed is hers; this is her place.
They can do next to her whatever they wish, and she will "plug up"6
her ears. It is at that point that the relationship between the
newlyweds changes, and Sveta leaves with her new bridegroom. This
is the one chance she has at acquiring freedom; and the audience,
together with the characters, discovers that they might have a chance
at s..ving their marriage. These characters represent contemporary
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"Homo Sovieticus." Tolja, the bridegroom, has almost nothing to say.
To Sveta's repeated phrase, n-rbi *e meHm He ino6Hinb," he keeps
answering in formulas. He continually refers to his dowry, the sheets
which he used to buy for himself as birthday presents and which he
then washed and ironed. The phrase "51 cmpaA H r.naimn, rutaAlt.n H
cnipa.n" becomes one of the recurring leitmotifs associated with Tolja.
When Sveta tells him "Begb Tbt xce merm He ino6Hinb," he keeps repeating
again in a recurring unchanged formula, "KaHAHAaryput oAHa 3a Apyroci
ornaitankt, ... A .71106HTb HHKOTO He cnoco6eH." Another of Tolja's
memorable phrases, "Si nokpacHen,"7 is connected with rain and Sveta's
mother. There is no real conversation between these two people.
Even Sveta, who is capable of a little bit more depth and breadth in
her psychological and moral makeup, who is more human, who wants
to be loved and has genuine feelings and concerns, begins to use
Tolja's formulas. She even refers to the other women to whom Tolja
had proposed as "icafignxiaTypbt." Although the ending does not
provide answers, there is a slight hint that perhaps Sveta might
become more like Tolja, rather than the opposite. They are lonely
individuals who find each other but remain most ordinary and empty.

In the second play, ReCTFOILIHaS7 KnerKa,8 the subject is again a
variant of love. The action starts with a pick-up. The protagonists are
two men and a woman who meet on a "blind date" arranged by a
matchmaker for whose services Galja, the woman, had paid. Galja
would like to have a baby. This is the central plot of the play. The
three, Jura, Slava and Galja, met at a bus stop and now stand in front
of her apartment door while Galja hesitates and fumbles for the key,
pretending that it has been lost. For this reason, all action takes place
on the staircase landing. It is there that Galja and the audience learn
that Jura is a musician, who plays Chopin marches in a funeral
orchestra, and that Slava works in some kind of institute. All three
have very little to say; but the two men tell her about the problems of
getting involved with a man and having a baby, those connected with
marriage, with mothers-in-law, and so on. In the course of this
conversation, a sympathy develops between them; and in the end,
when at eleven o'clock Galja is thrown out of her room by her
apartment mate, she brings food out on to the staircase. As they eat
and drink, it appears that a relationship is developing and that
something will happen on a level beyond the money and
matchmaking.
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The action of the third play Awiatrre9 also takes place in one
room; this one is jammed with suitcases and boxes. It is the apartment
of Soviet diplomats who have returned from abroad loaded with
goods. For this play Petrushevskaja has chosen members of the
diplomatic and bureaucratic Soviet elite as her subject. They have
everything a Soviet citizen dreams of owning. There are four
characters in the play, three of whom are: a diplomat Maj, his wife
Julja, and her former friend and his mistress Bul'di. In addition to this
"ménage a trois" there is a fourth character, the seemingly weak,
innocent and abused young girl, Au. There is a play on the word "Au"
which is the cry one sometimes hears from mushroom hunters in the
woods or when a baby cries.

The three people who are living a "manage a trois," Maj, Julja
and Bul'di, are inseparable and interdependent. If Julja were to
divorce Maj, he would lose his position and she would lose
opportunities to travel abroad and access to foreign goods. Bul'di can
not leave Maj or Juba because she also would lose her opportunity to
travel abroad and buy foreign goods. All three are tied to each other
because of material possessions and greed. Au, who took care of the
apartment while the menage lived abroad, is still living there. Au's
husband had left her when she was in the hospital having a baby
which she miscarried. She has no place of her own and no one to go
to. As the three move back in, they want to throw Au out. In order to
stay in the apartment, Au begins to blackmail them by reciting long
lists of merchandise which she demands. Her "shopping" list
includes: "Ay6.neHica canorm KOCWIBTHKY 6e.nB6, TOJIbK0 He
CHI-ITenaKy cnopmBHoe BCe KypTica 6pioicH HenbBeT MaBLIKH

KOMI5HHe3oH ...,"10 the list seems endless. Au, who in the beginningwas
the only character who had the potential of being a true human being,
becomes just as corrupt as the others. Maj, Julja and Bul'di have
almost nothing to say, no thoughts to reveal; they are on drugs and
pills. Irk the end they give Au pills and induce her to become addicted.

The language of this play at times transcends rational speech.
Utterances are often meaningless sounds, mere gibberish resembling
foreign nonsense words such as "AH,acrpem, nynbl, mereHum, ra6pHo.
ma.nbpo, 6ecKaarb+, nHHAH, tlypLiexe.nna, Kaumo, KiikuKanbAell and etc.
These endow the work with a musical quality. The sounds seem
mysterious and full of hidden meaning. They create a rhythmical
pattern. Since Maj has taken a liking to Au as the play ends, we watch
the four of them beginning to live "happily" together. There is a final
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choral statement addressed to Au: "Come to us, we will sing in four
voices."12 The play ends with all the characters together dancing a
"xoposoa," a Russian circular dance. In Anitairre Petrushevskaja again
reveals the moral and ethical bankruptcy and corruption of another
layer of Soviet society. This is yet another variant of "Homo
zovieticus."

Ksapnipa Kozom6Hribt,13 the last and most powerful play in this
cycle, continues the theme of love. The characters in this play are all
actors, another privileged group in Soviet society. Petrushevskaja
presents human relationships in farcical situations and human beings
as stock characters. She utilizes the traditional "commedia dell'arte" 14
structure and characters familiar to Russian audiences in Barlaratiwoc,
Ilerpywica, and Pagliacci. She stands much of the traditional
"commedia dell'arte" on its head and imbues it with a uniquely
Russian character.

In Keapnipa KOJTOM611H1l, as in "commedia dell'arte," there is
much improvisation, comedy, raciness, buffoonery and slapstick. The
names are those from "commedia dell'arte": Colombina, Pierrot and
Harlequin. However, Petrushevskaja gives Colombina and the other
characters Russian patronymics, names and nicknames: Kolombina's
patronymic is Ivanovna, and she is nicknamed Kolia; P'ero is called
Vanja or Manja; and Arlekin is called Arik. In addition,
Petrushevskaja shifts, reverses and rearranges the roles and functions
of the "commedia dell'arte" stock characters. Colombina is usually
Harlequin's young, saucy, adroit sweetheart. Petrushevskaja shows
her as an older woman of uncertain age and not pretty. She is the
seductress, the aggressor and bird of prey. She uses any means in her
power to seduce P'ero (Pierrot), rather than Arlekin (Harlequin) who is
traditionally the stock lover. The object of Kolombina's advances is
P'ero, the young actor whose only role had been that of a cat in a
children's play. He therefore wears a permanently glued mustache on
his face. In a traditional "commedia dell'arte," Pierrot, the messenger-
servant, is sent on errands. In this play Kolombina sends Arlekin, the
husband, to shop for food because a foreign visitor from Denmark is
coming for dinner. He has to buy "rpe4HeBag icawa" (buckwheat groats
cereal), cabbage and tangerines. Since these ordinary food items are
not available in the stores, he returns with what he can fmd: cream
of wheat, bone fat and beets. The shopping takes a long time; and
while her husband is away, Kolombina tries to seduce P'ero.
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A "commedia dell'arte" scenario is usually a story about love.
In KaapTHpa K0JI0M6HHbl Petrushevskaja reverses the traditional love
story and replaces it with a double seduction: first Kolombina and
later Arlekin try to seduce P'ero. In addition, she inserts a rehearsal of
Romeo and Juliet, the story of true love, into the narrative. However,
Kolombina and P'ero reverse their roles: Kolombina plays Romeo
and P'ero (still wearing his glued-on whiskers) plays Juliet. By
reversing sex roles in this play within a play, Petrushevskaja uses
Romeo and Juliet as a foil for contrast. This serves to illustrate the
lack of love and innocence and the sordidness and vulgarity of her
three characters. Their only motivation is sexual desire and lust.
Petrushevskaja reveals the true nature of the three characters to be the
opposite of everything usually expected.

The reversal of stock character functions and role reversals
creates slapstick comedy and increasing confusion. This confusion is
further heightened by Kolombina's attempts to seduce Piero and later
by Arlekin's attempt to also seduce P'ero, whom he thinks is Manja
rehearsing the role of Juliet. This creates a case of double mistaken
identity, a situational slapstick comedy, which results in total
confusion.

Through this play Petrushevskaja satirizes backstage life in the
Soviet theater, in particular, the behavior and character of the actors,
the way in which meetings and rehearsals are conducted, and the way
roles are assigned.

Her play is also a commentary-on Soviet art the day-to-day
problems and drudgery of Soviet reality. There are numerous
references to shortages in the stores and to the problem of obtaining
basic necessities. These are presented matter-of-factly through the
characters' speech and actions.

When Arlekin returns home from shopping, he shouts:

"Komi! K0.71511 KOA01.461Tha! rpetum HeT, si Kyntut MaHK14.
CBapHM ilarttaHke MaHKy, roxce '4HCTO pyccicast nituta.
KanyeT131 HeT, A Kymut KOCTHOr0 xcHpa, y HHX TaM Herlocb
3T0r0 HeT! MaH,T1apHH HeT, Si xyrnut caexny. Ky.ramapHst
sakpura Ha CaHHTapHblc1,7:1eHb, BIABOASIT rapakatioaris

Petrushevskaja's use of language is remarkable. Language is
her primary means of characterization. We get to know Pierrot/Vanja/
Manja through the character's utterances. His poor preparation for
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acting is revealed through his diction. For example, he mispronounces
Nero MOh spline as Ne aTO MCA ripkisit.u16

Petrushevskaja is a master of verbal comedy. Her dialogues,
which are constructed in stages with numerous pazises, produce
unexpected, often comical effects. The following dialogue between
Kolombina and P'ero illustrates this:

fibepo: A rile saw my*?
Ko.norsi6msa (meA.nesso): Ka icon ... my*?

Barn.
Ko.nom6msa: Mo mpg?

Ilbepo: A rile OH?
KOJI0M6HHB: OH? flowers B mara3ss.
flbepo: 3a gem?
KOJIOM6HHa: 3a Kanycron.
Ilbepo: Hy, Boer° sam Ao6poro. (BcTaeT)
KOJI0M6HHB: Csuu,Te. OH nowen 3a KanycTon H 343.
rpeLtsesoci Kpynoti.17

Later we learn that he also went to get tangerines, which any Russian
knows are a rarity and a ridiculous and preposterous idea. This
demonstrates Petrushevskaja's method of word renewal. When
describing the truly Russian supper she is preparing for her Danish
visitor, Kolombina says: "um. Kama, Mat-map-1H131 ... "18 Petrushevskaja
uses the worn-out saying "i Aa i wa, nHaw Ham" and adds to it the
unexpected "matuaapiibt," a very un-Russian, exotic food item. She
breaks up a cliché expression and creates her own trope.

Petrushevskaja's comments on Soviet reality and her indirect
satire are revealed in a humorous, "laughter through tears" way.
KBaprHpa KOJI0146HHM is the last movement in this dramatic cycle. It
presents characters who not only wear masks but are truly masks and
are no longer human. They are stock characters from a play
transformed into the reality of Soviet Garr in which they play out their
roles. They have no thoughts, no ideals, no love. Everybody
including her husband knows that Kolombina lies and that she has
many lovers; however, they accept it. Lies have become part of daily
life and do not surprise or shock anyone.

The plays in this cycle show the many faces of love and the
humanizing effect of love, without which men are transformed into
masks and spiritual robots.
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Ljudmila Petrushevskaja, like other contemporary Russian
prose writers representing the New Voices of Glasnost, presents the
naked truth about mundane, day-to-day realities of Soviet life and
gives voice to her contemporary "Homo Sovieticus." She reveals the
tragedy of Soviet life. Moral bankruptcy and poverty of spiritual life
are basic ingredients of the "Homo Sovieticus" of the 1980s.

1 For a detailed discussion of the development of Russian literature from
1985 to 1990, see Helen Segall, "From the Thaw to Glasnost," in Perestroika at the
Crossroads, ed. A.J. Rieber and A.Z. Rubinstein (Armonk, NY and London,
England: M.E. Sharpe, Inc., 1991), pp. 52-71.

2 Benedikt Sarnov, personal interview, Wayne, PA (10 April, 1990).
.Thoilmuna Ilerpyweacxast, .111o6osb B toitire flecnH XX sexa (Mocicea.:

C0103 Tea-main:du:4x Aesrreitert PCOCP, 1988), cc. 133-147.

4 flerpyinescxast, Rio6oBb, cc. 137, 139, 141.
5 flerpyweecxest, .17tolfweb, cc. 140, 142.
6 Elerpytueecicast, firot5oeb. c. 146.
7 11e.rpyweecKast, llto6osb, c. 145.
8 .11to,ewma IleTpytueecxest, fleCTHHEIHaR KileTKa B gintre 17ectut XX

sem (MocKBa: Colo3 reaTpanblmix. Aesrreneci PCOCP, 1988), cc. 148-159.
9 lbw:twine Ile-rpyweecxeR, At wattre B tatxre IIecHH XX sexa

(MocKaa: 00103 TeaTpallbHIAX best -mutt PCcDCP, 19.38), cc. 160-171.
10 rleTpytueeckam, AHaaHre, C. 170.
11 iterpyweecxest, AKizattre, cc. 160-1, 165-6, 168.
12 IleTpyinescKast, AHaaHTe, c. 171.
13 .11mwtna flerpyweecKag, KsapTxpa KOJI0M6HHbl B Km4re !learn

XX BeKa (MOCKBB: 00103 TeaTpanbHux itesrreneti PCDCP, 1988), cc. 172-181.
14 "Commedia dell'arte," in The Cambridge Guide to World Theatre

(Cambridge, Great Britain: Cambridge University Press, 1988), pp. 222-224, 432-
433, 767; also in The Encyclopedia Americana (Danbury, CT: Grolier, Inc., 1990)
v. 22, p. 83, v.7, pp. 377-378.

15 IleTpyweeckast, Kaaprktpa KO1I0M6HH1d, c. 177.

16 ne-rpyweacKam, KBaprxpa KOJI0M6HHbl, C. 179.

17 IleTpyweackam, KBaprupa KOJI0M6HHbl, c. 172.

18 nerpytueeckast, Ksapmtpa K0.110M6Hlibl. c. 175.
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Kathleen Partite, University of Rochester

Russian Village Prose began in the 1950s with articles critical
of the way collective farms were being managed and developed into
an insider's view of rural life that revolved around nostalgic visits to
the village of one's childhood and a celebration of the values and
rituals of traditional rural Russia. It represented a new approach to
rural themes and characters and a return to literature of high aesthetic
quality after several decades of Socialist Realism. The most important
writers linked to this movement include: Ovechkin, Dorosh,
Soloukhin, Kazakov, Abramov, Solzhenitsyn, Shukshin, Tendrjakov,
Yashin, Belov, Rasputin and Astafev. Village Prose is the largest and
most unified body of aesthetically interesting and ideologically
significant literature to be published in the Soviet Union during the
years between Stalin's death and the end of the Brezhnev era.

By the 1980s Village Prose no longer functioned as a viable
literary movement in and of itself as it had during the previous two
decades, but the legacy of canonical Village Prose, its erstwhile
writers, and works that evolved from this type of literaturewhat I
call "post-Village Prose"all were an important part of the literary
process.
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I will begin by explaining why I believe that for the most part
Village Prose had run its course by 1980. Then I will continue with a
number of ways in which Vi llage Prose and the pepeeeHouncm, "Village
Prose writers," have taken part in the rewriting and rereading of
literary history in the 1980s.

Valentin Rasputin's npowaHHe c marepon (Farewell to Matjora,
1976) seemed to its author and to the majority of Soviet critics to
"logically complete the village theme."1 The apocalyptic finale of the
workwith fire, flood, and the outside world disappearing in an
impenetrable fogwas the strongest possible image for expressing the
sense that the traditional village had reached the end of its history. In
a frequently cited quotation, Rasputin compared the writing of marepa
to the visit of a son to his dying mother.2 He declared a turning point
in his creative life as he, too, "left" the island for the new settlements.
By allowing himself to be swept along by currents both literal and
figurative, Rasputin opened up the possibility of exploring the theme
of the negative impact of rural transformation not only on the
traditional village but also on the new settlements that replace it.
Marepa may have been the most important work on rural themes in the
second half of the 1970s, but it was hardly the only one. There was in
fact a great deal of activity in the final years of the Village Prose
movement. Some of the other works from this period include:
Astafev's 11apb-pm6a (King-Fish, 1976), the first parts of Mozhaev's
mprancH H 6a6M (Peasant Men and Women, 1976), Belov's Kakylibr (The
Eve, 1976), Aom (The House), the fourth and final volume of
Abramov's flpRanwfbr (The Pryaslins, 1978), Belov's essays on folk
aesthetics called Rail (Harmony, 197$281), and Lichutin's "Ba6ywiot H
ARAIOLIIKH" ("Grandmothers and Uncles," 1976) and flocireximit xo.n4yn
(The Last Wizard; 1979). There was a very lively and protracted
discussion of Village Prose in primarily Rifreparypfia ra3era
(Literaturnaja gazeta) in 1979 and 1980, as there had been in 1967-8.

The elegiacal period of Village Prose, centered on the memoirs
of a rural childhood, was drawing to a close. AepeeencicaR npo3a
(Village Prose) went through that period of decline and transformation
to which all literary movements are subject. It had been pointed out in
the criticism at the end of the seventiesand obviously sensed by
Rasputin at leastthat Village Prose was in danger of repeating itself
endlessly and becoming just as clich6d and predictable as its
immediate predecessor in the countryside, KOJIXO3HaR JIHTepaTypa
(collective-farm literature). As early as 1974, Vladimir Gusev had
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complained that readers were sick and tired of being herded out into
the open air ("Ha aoHe seem Hailoeaulect npHpoAbz") and into log houses
and churches: "moxicno noAymaTb, L1TO H1161X 3a6oT HeT 6 XX BeKe. "3 By
1981 Igor Shaitanov was writing with obvious impatience: "BCe, HTO
MOACHO 661.60 BCHOMHHTb, BCHOMHH.TIH. MeHSHOTCH TOJIbK0 Ha3BaHHH
IlepeHemb H HmeHa po,ucTseHmixos."4 One problem was that along with
very gifted writers, the popularity of Village Prose and the relative
ease with which it was published attracted a large number of epigones.
The conventions of Village Prosewhat I call its parametersbegan
to be the subject of parodies as well as of outright criticism.

The years 1980-85 were relatively quiet ones for the village
writers. The writers' silence was partly due to accidents of fate: for
example, the vicious attack on Rasputin (the motive of which seems to
have been robbery) in March 1980 and his long recovery period, and
the deaths of Kazakov (1982), Abramov (1983), and Tendrjakov
(1984). There was also the problem of censorship and editorial
timidity which hindered the natural evolution of the movement
towards franker accounts of the war time in the countryside and the
process of collectivization.5 Two talented younger writers who began
to attract attention are Boris Ekimov and Vladimir Krupin; the latter's
semi-documentary "CopoKoson Am." ("The Fortieth Day"), the story of
a visit to his ailing parents in the countryside, was one of the more
significant rural works of this period. [His allegorical "W}Haasi Hozia"
("Living Water") from 1980 also gained a wide audience.]6 But even
though this nosearb B micbmax (epistolary tale) continues to display
many of the attributes of Village Prose with its focus on loss, nature,
folk language and culture, the past, the village, the peasant home, the
family, and, in general, things that can be classified as po,aHoti
(native), it is already possible to see how the rural theme is evolving.
Krupin's family no longer lives in its traditional village; his father's
forestry job caused them to move frequently, so what the author visits
is not his po4Ham 4epeansi (native village) or his Maxast p0411Ha (native
region). Still, he tries very hard to think of the place as his poittioil
ROM (family home). On noKpoBocasi pox iTenbeicaR cy66ora (a Saturday
close to the Intercession and devoted to honoring the dead), he goes to
the village cemetery as is the custom, but no one is there for him to
remember or honor.? He thinks about the fact that his poRtibie
(relatives) are so widely scattered about the country that it would soon
be impossible to visit all their gravesa very important ritual in
traditional folk life.
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It is not only the break-up of the traditional extended family
that bothers Krupin. He also is experiencing a crisis of conscience
and of confidence as a rural writer. He feels that much of his previous
rural journalism has been full of gaps, lies and half-truths. He also
senses that there is very little he can add to what has already been said
about the countryside:

... y Hac PacnyTHH, MOHX .neT, Tax HanHcaz o crapyxe, IITO
nocite Hero HHKTO H He cyHeTcst .... TaJlaHT Ae.naer Ansi
Apyrxx HeB03MO*HIAM HHCaTb 0 TOM xce, o gem HHIlleT OH ...
CTaHOBHTC51 6eccmucriemmtm. A ec.na KOMy-TO 6o.nbate He o
gem nHcam? 8

Krupin, who was born in 1941, is already one of the last of those rural
writers who could serve as eyewitnesses to the end of traditional
village life [the same is true about Boemiasi Jurreparypa (war literature),
which, as Mozhaev has observed, will be quite different when it is
written by people who were not even old enough to experience the
war as children].9 Krupin chose his title aptly: "The Fortieth Day" in
Russian Orthodox belief is the day when the soul of the deceased
finally leaves the earth and when a large wake is held to
commemorate the loved one. His story is an acknowledgement of loss
and of endings.

Village Prose as a movement was waning; a number of older
and younger writers continued to write on familiar themes, but their
work simply did not have the same impact as it would have had in the
previous two decades. However, this is far from being the end of our
story. Much more was occurring that is related to the Village Prose
canon and which would not have happened in the same way had there
not been Village Prose. When Rasputin and his colleagues left the
village, they did not disappear into thin air.

Rasputin's 1985 story "nowap" ("The Fire") is generally seen
not only as the beginning of the new literature on rural themes about
which Rasputin had spoken in 1977, but also as the first important
literary work of the age of glasnost.10 Starting in 1985 we can begin
to see the offshoots of ,LT epeeencica sir mireparypa emerging after several
years of germination. I view what happened in the next five years in
terms of a complex rewriting and rereading of literary history, and I
will spend the rest of my paper sketching out the most important
aspects of this process as I understand them.

(1) As Village Prose fragmented, some of its most talented
writers carried its themes into urban settings. New settlements
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(Sosnovka in "noNcap"), provincial cities [Veisk in Astaf'ev's
"neganblibia ileTexTHB" ("The Sad Detective ")] and Moscow itself [in
Belov's "Bee Bnepemi" ("Everything Lies Ahead") and Lichutin's
Ilio6ocrail (The Demon)] became more important settings than the
village itself.11 The emphasis in these works is on the consequences
not just of one uprooted person or village, but on the uprooting of the
Russian peasants who had for so long been the largest single group in
the Russian population. These works are not simply pro-village, they
are also anti-city. In fact, this new line of works by erstwhile
Repesemzimai has been called amwropoRcicaR zfrireparypa (anti-urban
literature). In canonical Village Prose the city was far away; it was
exciting and even forbidding for villagers, but it was not irredeemably
evil, as it becomes in the 1980s. In "Bee BnepeAm" and other similar
works, the city is a place of pernicions foreign trends, thoroughly
'cosmopolitan' (a code word used to indicate what is thought to be
under Jewish and foreign influence).12 The numerous wise old
peasants of Village Prose have been reduced to a few isolated
rrpasemimicx (righteous ones) who seem like cranks to their urban
neighbors. The aphoristic, moralizing; uncompromising Avvakum-
Dostoevskij-Solzhenitsyn rhetorical line k revived in this literature.
And while the rural literature of the seventies still possesses the
cseurocrb (luminous quality) that we expecrin an elegy, 'post-Village
Prose' works are very dark with a great deal of attention paid to crime;
they are a new twist to nihilism. While nineteenth- century nihilists
like Turgenev's Bazarov profess that everything must be destroyed in
order to build the new life, writers in the 1980s proclaim that
everything old has been destroyed without having achieved a new life
and having le. a terrible vacuum in the present.13

(2) Several rural writers were engaged in concluding long-term
projects in the 1980s. Mozhaev and Belov published further volumes
of MyNHKH H 6a6bland KatiyHbl, the rural epics which they had begun in
the 1970s.14 Both writers made certain changeS in their narrative
approach: at the same time that they are taking advantage of relaxed
censorship, using newly accessible archival material, and relying less
on their own or their families' stories, they paradoxically begin to
express markedly chauvinistic feelings. The historical novel, whether
it is distorted by prejudice or not, does not really belong to canonical
Village Prose which talks about loss in metaphorical rather than
ideological terms. These new works foreground the participation of
Jews in the events of 1929-30 both at the level of activists coming into
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the village and at the highest level of leadership. There is no
ambiguity about the author's intent at the beginning of ran Beaxxoro
nepaaoma (The Critical Year) which continues the story Be lov had
begun in Kanymal.

H korAa 6 B crpaHe HMeJICH XOTH 6bi oAHH He
pa3eoposaHHbaci moxacTbipb, a B HeM ROTA 6bi 0,414H-
ej:AHHCTBeHHbIR He yHHACeHHblill moHax-neronHcen, moNcer,
noslemnach 6bi BzeronHcHom mince Tams( 3anHcb: "B .neTo
olaHa TbICSILIe AeBS1TbCOT zataxmarb ileeHToro rojia, B
CDHJIHHHOB IIOCT nonymeHHem rOCHOXIHHM H rpoa-
Hencicoro anTeicapH Alcoa SIKOB.71eB nocTaameH 61.ICTb B
MOCKOBCOM KpeMIIe Kommccapom HaA BCeMH XpHCTHeAbl H
3eMJIenaun
TaKHX neTonmcnea He 6bino.15

Michael Scammell reports that Sergei Zalygin and others at HOBblii mnp
(Novyj mire) tr;ed to convince Be lov to tone down such comments but
that he resisted their pressure. There seemed to be a similar kind of
resistance to the offensive term eepariziara (Jew-kids) in Astaf ev's
Hetia.abnbal ReTeicrne which showed up in some editions as the
innocuous BetittaTa (residents of Veisk).16

One would have expected a fuller account of collectivization
to have been a part of glasnost literature, but what has been emerging
in this kind of work is a collectivization of the Russian countryside
without Russiansor Stalinplaying much of a role. This is not a
rereading so much of literary history %;s of history itself. That Belov at
least is going to pursue the story of collectivization, as he sees it, is
clear from the November 1989 issue of Ham coBpememnix (Nash
sovremennik) in which, under the title "HeaamcHealowasi paHa" ("The
Wound That is Not Healing"), he introduces the reader to the two
kinds of letters he has received from readers telling him what they or
their families experienced in this difficult period. This, of course, is
reminiscent of the gulag archive which Solzhenitsyn began to amass
after the publication of 0akm oaenb Heana Aemicoeima (One Day in the
Life of Ivan Denisovich). We might, then, see long gulag-type
volumes on this subject from Belov in the future.

Viktor Astaf ev has also published further installments of his
massive rural memoir flocire,amin noxaom (The Final Bow), inch. -ling
three stories in the March 1988 issue of Haw coepememnix. These very
interesting and well-written works did not follow the new Belov and
Mozhaey line. Astafev's apocalyptic and angry trio of stories in the
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same journal in May 1986 were controversial, especially the ill-
tempered "noEuisi neckapeh s rpy3HH" ("Fishing for Gudgeon in
Georgia") which along with ReLlaRbHbIR AeTeKTHB triggered a very
spirited and at times exceptionally nasty discussion, the high- or low-
point of which was Astafev's correspondence with the late, highly
respected scholar Natan Eidelman.

(3) An extension of what I have discussed in (1) and (2) is that
the literature which evolved from Village Prose became much less
lyrical and much more publicistic to the point that one critic asked
whether the very writers who had helped to rid Russian literature of
politics had simply done so in order to make room for their own
ideological agenda.17 Rural writers began to speak directly to the
public and to devote a greater percentage of their time to publicistic
activities. Some of the essays they wrote were primarily ethnographic
in character (Rasputin about Siberia, Be lov and Lichutin about
Northern Russia); but more often in their anger and anxiety for the
state of the nation, they have spoken as conservative ideologues.
Rasputin, Be lov, Astafev, and Lichutin have been particularly
outspoken on a number of contemporary issues; readers of such
periodicals as Hain coepeMeHHHK and JIurepaTypHasr POCCHH
(Literaturnaja Rossija) are regularly treated to their ideas and theories.
These statements range from deeply flawed, offensive, and potentially
dangerous rereadings of the role of Jews in Russian history, to cranky
diatribes on mass culture, especially rock music, and bizarre
statements by Lichutin promoting the Russian pagan gods.

(4) A final development in the 1980s involving the
4epesetilliKKH is the publication of Village Prose works which were
written in the 1960s but kept in the drawer until recent years. Three of
the most interesting of these works are: Soloukhin's "n0X0pOHN
cTenamtilbi HaaHombi" ("Stepanida Ivanovna's Funeral," wr. 1967, pub.
in HOBbla miip 1987:9); Tendrjakov's trio of rural stories "papa rHeAbix"
("A Pair of Bay Horses"), "xiie6 Anse co6aKH" ("Bread for a Dog"), and
nnapaHR" ("Paranya") (wr. 1969-71, pub. in HOBbIll p.m]) 1988:3); and
Abramov's "n0e3,4Ka B npounoe" ("A Journey into the Past," wr. 1963-
74, pub. in Hormel Amp 1989:5). These are all wonderfully written, rich
accounts of rural life which greatly increase our estimation of these
writers' talents and, by extension, of the possibilities of Village
Prose.18 It gives lie to the widely-held assumption that censorship had
little effect on Village Prose during the period of stagnation and that
the writers were free to publish everything they were capable of
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writing. It will be interesting to see what else emerges from the
drawers of rural writers; the Abramov archive may be especially rich.
Soloukhin's autobiographical cmex 3a seemm muemom (Laughter Behind
the Left Shoulder), another delayed work, was published in 1988 by
Possev and a year later by the Soviet journal Mocicsa (Moskva,
1989:1).19 In this half-lyrical, half-sour work, Soloukhin basically
rewrites his personal and literary history, berating himself for what he
calls the lies and compromises of such works as Kamm pochl (A Drop
of Dew, 1960). Not content with self-criticism, Soloukhin has begun
to dismantle the accepted history of Village Prose which sees
Ovechkin's "Panoramic 6yricke ("District Routine") and Pomerantsev's
essay "06 HCKpellHOCTI4 B nwreparype" ("On Sincerity in Literature") as
the "primary chronicles" of the new rural writing. In the February
1990 issue of mocKea, Soloukhin spoke of the Ovechkin -style reform-
otiepx (essay) as having been not useful but harmful literature because
its writers still accepted the system of collective farms and were
simply trying to expose the inefficient way in which they were run.
He sees Abramov as a much more truthful and therefore useful
writer.20 This is a major restatement of the development of rural
literature in the post-Stalinist period.

Soloukhin has not been alone in his rereading and rewriting of
literary history; on the contrary, this has been a favorite occupation in
the glasnost years. At first, Village Prose benefited from this process.
As the various threads of Russian literature were unified, with the
return of emigre literature and works written in the Soviet Union but
never before published there, critics began to look at the whole course
of Russian literature in the Soviet period; and the important role that
Village Prose played was openly acknowledged. Jurij Davydov wrote
that wherever the "moral-philosophical 'nucleus" of Russian literature
resided in the decades after the Revolution, it definitely "returned" to
Russia in the 1960s through the works of Soviet Russian Village Prose
writers.21 Nikolai Anastas'ev called the fiepesemmum the "direct and
legitimate heirs to the Russian classicial tradition." He reminded
readers that these rural writers had bypassed the now openly derided
Socialist Realism tradition and looked to pre-Revolutionary literature
for their inspiration. Galina Belaja had earlier warned of the harm
done when past literary history is forgotten.22 The emigre poet Naum
Korzhavin, in answer to an "at-mem" (questionnaire) from linocrpaHHaR
J7Kreparypa (Inostrannaja literatura), wrote that Village Prose and all
it has meant to Russian literature has been "unjustly forgotten"
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because the flowering of this mwement coincided with the "period of
stagnation." He went on to say:

KaKHe 6ii 4aKTOpb1 HH 1103BOJIHJIH eft Toria COCTOSITI3CA,
}came 6b1 crpaHHbxe HbicicaabwaHHH HH gonyocam ceroAHH
Heicoropme ee HpeAcraaHrenH ... 3T0 He aacronHaH, a
HacrosHaam AHreparypaK TOM}, MGe mHoro c,r(enaHmast B TO
rpyaHoe Hpemn H i:tenatontast centtac AAR Boccramos.neHt4si
mc*ropktuec:Ron npaaitu H pa3BHTHH oftiecTsextioro
CaMOCO3HaHH51 ...23

S. Frederick Starr, in a recent essay, has described canonical
Village Prose as highly critical literature which "encouraged public
dialogue on reform" because it revealed the "poverty, aimlessness, and
spiritual alienation in large parts of the population."24 What
Korzhavin calls "strange statements" refers of course to the
chauvinistic pronouncements made by a number of erstwhile Village
Prose writers.25 Because of these activities and because of legitimate
fears of the potential dangers in a revival of extreme Russian
nationalism, canonical Village Prose has been reread as being the
seedbed of chauvinism with erstwhile Village Prose writers as being
its chief architects. The situation has reached the point in which
Vasilij Aksjonov can call the izepeselfzumicH "nHcaTe.nH Haulic-rbi"
("writer-Nazis").26

I anal this very complex situation at length in my book The
Radiant Past: Russian Village Prose from Ovechkin to Rasputin.27 I
will make just a few remarks here.

(1) Anti-semitism has been present in Russia for a very long
time. There would have been a revivial of anti-semitism even if
Village Prose had never existed. When Village Prose ended as a
movement in the late 1970s, before the rise of Pamjat', it was seen as
moderately nationalist.

(2) The revival of anti-semitism in the 1980s came from
primarily urban stimuli and urban activists. Several rural writers
chimed in around 1987.

(3) Literary critics (Chalmaev, Lobanov, V. Gorbachev, et al.)
in the 1960s and 1970s turned the metaphors of Village Prose into
ideological concepts and did much more to consciously promote the
rise of Russian chauvinism than did the writers themselves. This to
some extent mirrors the situation, with different political content, in
the mid-nineteenth century in the critical essays, for instance, of
Belinskij, Dobroljubov, Chernyshevskij, and Pisarev.
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(4) Be lov, Rasputin, and Astafev, the rural writers most
involved in making chauvinistic pronouncements, have generally done
so in letters, interviews, speeches, and publicistic essays, not in their
fictional works.

To understand the role of Russian Village Prose in the 1980s,
we have to be clear about when literary movements begin and end and
about the difference between what a writer presents within an artistic
work and outside of it. It helps to think more in terms of a
RepezeHocasi ripa3a which began in the 1950s and had ended by 1980
and of some of the village writers going on to other types of activities
in the 1980s which may be related to Village Prose themes but which
are not identical to Village Prose.

It is important to remember that not only urban writers had a
awn-WI RUM (drawer) for unpublishable works, but that there is Mme

volume of 3aRepxamfaH (delayed) Village Prose which we are
beginning to see and which may contain works of great literary and
historical interest. The Village Prose movement may be over, but not
all of the Village Prose written in previous decades has appeared.

Because the generation of eyewitnesses to traditional rural life
is an aging population for whom there can be no replacements, the
1990s can bring very few new talents; young writers will find other
themes or settings. But Village Prose has had an important role in the
post-Stalinist period, and this role should not be ignored in the
incredibly complex literary process in Russia today. No matter
whether such erstwhile 4epeeetinual as Rasputin, Be lov, and Astafev
return to lyrical fiction or whether they continue to exercise an, at
times, pernicious influence as public figures, such past achievements
as 17poniamie c Marepog Rao, and 17ocneatmil 170.1070H have permanently
enriched contemporary Russian literature.

1 AH.711451 BHJIbeeK, "BHH3 no Tege xlepeHeNcicon npo3bi,"
Bonpocm Juireparypbt, N 6 (1985), c. 72.

2 BaJleHTHH PacnyTHH, "He mor He HpOCTHTbeft C Marepoti,"
Riireparypnast ra3era, 16 mapra. 1977; trans. as "I Had to Say Goodbye to
Matjora," Soviet Studies in Literature, Vol. 14, no. 3 (Summer 1978), p. 43.

3 13.11a,rnamHp ryces, B npeoatoracrawf HOB0r0 (MocKBa: COBeTCKHR
nHcaTenb, 1974), cc. 197-8; as quoted by CBeTOB, c. 4.
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4 Hropb WatrraHoa, "PeaKtAHH Ha neperv.Hbt (Totwa apeHHH airropa
H report B .nwreparype o ktepenHe)," BOI7p0CM .intreparypbt,W 5 (1986), C. 59.

5 My discussions with Village Prose writers have confirmed this point.
For example, in rural scenes taking place in occupied areas during World War II,
writers might be asked to include Soviet partisans even when this is historically
incorrect. Also, publication of several of the more critical chronicles of
collectivization was delayed for several years.

6 Ilitanmmmp KpyFIHH, "Copotcoson orteHb," Ham cospememmix,10 11

7 On the many "Parents' Saturdays" see: George P. Fedotov, The Russian
Religious Mind: Kievan Christianity, the Tenth to the Thirteenth Centuries (New
York: Harper and Row, 1960), p. 16.

8 Kpyrnim, c. 93.
9 Boris Mozhaev, remarks at the "Topicality of Contemporary Soviet

Literature" conference, University of Amsterdam, May 31-June 2, 1988.
10 BaJleHTHH PaCHyTHH, "110)Kap," Ham cospemetuinx,10 7 (1985); also

Gerald Mikkelson and Margaret Winchell, "Valentin Rasputin and His Siberia,"
Intro. to Siberia on Fire: Stories and Essays by Valentin Rasputin (De Kalb:
Northern Illinois UP, 1989), p. xvii.

11 Bmicrop AcTatimets, netta.ininmA QeTeKTHB, OKTH6pb, N' 1 (1986);
Bacmnmci Benoit, "Bce snepenm," Haw coBpenfemoix, N! 7-8 (1987); Bna,mimmp
Amt. tyrmm, JAZocrati (Mociata: Cospemeinibin nHcaTenb, 1987).

12 Be lov even goes so far as to contrast the healthy perspiration of the
Russian peasant to the nasty mexcRynapganhei nor (international sweat) that one
notices in a tourist attraction like Moscow's Tretjakov Gallery. Negative female
characters have hair that smells of foreign shampoo.

13 See for example: Bmrrop AcTarlibes, "Thonoimca," HOBbrti Miff), 10 9
(1989).

14 BopHc Mo*aenWyxamm N 6a6td, AoH, tO 1-3 (1987); Bacm.amk
Berson, Katrylibi, Hosign MOp, N' 3 (1989). This installment of Kanynbt is known
as root BeiruKoro nepe.noma (The Critical Year).

15 Benca, roR ne.40xoro nepe.)roMa, c. 6.
16 Sheila Kunkle, "Nationalism, Chauvinism and Viktor Astafev's

Pechal'nyj Detektiv," in Graduate Essays on Slavic Languages and Literatures,
University of Pittsburgh, Dept. of Slavic Languages and Literatures, vol. 2 (1989),
pp. 96-7.

(1988).

17 A. XBaTOB, "3HaKH 1104JIHHHOCTH. 3aMeTKH 0 cospememmom
.nwreparype," 3Be3,4a, 3 (1987), C. 186.

18 The Soloukhin story is a Voinovich-like, darkly humorous tale about
his mother's death and burial. The Tcndrjakov stories take place, respectively,
during 1929, 1933, and 1937 and show the effect of collectivization, de-
kulakization, and the purges on the author as a boy. Abramov's hero discovers his
father's true identity and then dies.
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19 A few days after I presented this paper at Bryn Mawr College in May,
1990, an interview with Soloukhin appeared in which he discussed various works
that he had been waiting to publish for years, including a five-hundred page
manuscript called lloc.ne,affag c-rynexb (The Final Stage), written in 1976. It is
scheduled to appear in the journal Mocicsa as soon as the author has had time to
prepare it for publication. Soloukhin also wants to reissue previous works in their
uncut form. BJIBAHMHp COJIOYXHH, "HATH no ceoect Tpone. HHTepebio nepeit
nytinHicammeg: .17Hreparypitast ra3era, 30 mast 1990, c. 4.

20 am.JIBAHMHp COJI0yXHH, "3T0 6bIJI 60BLI, BOHH, pbutapb K 70-
JleTHIO CO Axsa pow,nerist cDeAopa A6pamosa." Mocxsa, M 2 (1990), cc. 167-8.

21 Jurij Davydov's remarks are part of a dialogue with FittKo.natt
ArtacTachee, "..)11060BI, K 16JIHNtHeMy' HJIH 1,na.nbliemy'?," .filfreparyptiast ra3era,
22 cpeB. 1989, c. 2.

22 Familia BeAast. "fiepenyrbe," Bonpocht Jurreparypbt, M 12 (1987),

23 HayM Kop*aBHH, in "Pe3omaxc. Ha aFtKeTy 'FIJI' °Teeltam.
micaTenti pyccKoro 3apy6e)Kbst," KvocrpartHasi Jurreparypa, Ise. 3 (1989), c.
249.

c. 75.

24 S. Frederick Starr, "The Road to Reform," in Abraham Brumberg, ed.
Chronicle of a Revolution: A Western-Soviet Inquiry into Perestroika (New York:
Pantheon Books, 1 90), p. 25.

25 Primarily Rasputin, Belov, and Astafev, although several more
Krupin, Lichutin, and Likhonosovsigned the 'letter of 74' in the March 2, 1990
issue of lbrreparypHasi POCCI451. It was one of the most disturbing statements of
the Gorbachev era.

26 Bacm.ntig AKCeHOB, "He eno.nee ceximmewranbxoe nyreuiecTsme,"
HoBoe pyccxoe c.noso. 16 maim 1990, c. 10. This article was translated by
Moira Ratchford and Josephine Woll as: Vasilij Aksjonov, "Not Quite a
Sentimental Journey," The New Republic, April 16, 1990, p. 24. Rasputin has been
especially singled out for attention in such places as "National Public Radio" and
The New York Times because of his position on Gorbachev's inner council.

27 Forthcoming, Princeton University Press.
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I need hardly remind members of this symposium that the
cultural production of glasnost is, to an inordinate extent, looking
back over time to the fateful moments in the national past. One of the
intelligentsia's favorite periodicals of the moment, oroneic (Ogonjok),
the chief bugbear of the cultural conservatives, functions, to be sure,
as a popular source for outspoken critiques of contemporary Soviet
society; and yet in some of its issues it has been almost completely
given over to retrospectivism, a curious phenomenon in the herald of a
thaw whose ostensible aim is to save the country from stagnation and
conservatism. And in this Gorbachev revolution the names of the two
leading rival cultural organizations among intellectuals are both
versions of a word for memoryflamnrb (Pamjat') and memopmaR
(Memorial).

As so much of ti.ze energy in Soviet cultural life today is
directed at reclaiming those vast reaches of the pas,: which have been
systematically excluded from public discourse and civic space, it is
not only the Soviets but also we on the sidelines who suffer from what
Mikhail Epstein has called "past shock." The overwhelming volume
of such material is difficult to assimilate. But more difficult still, as
films and literary works written in very different times appear
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simultaneously, as if of this time, temporal confusion results. Time, as
a sense of sequence, is out of joint; but it is out of joint in order that it
be reordered. This is the secret agenda of all Soviet thaws.

The term "thaw" is of course metaphoric. It refers to the time
in nature when the winter ice and snow melt and draws an implicit
comparison with the melting of rigid restraints. A thaw, however, also
seeks out metaphors. More specifically, it seeks out a point or
sequence of points in the past withutit the intention that society should
return to such a point literally, but rather that some canonical image of
this period should illumine the present.

Soviet culture has always been grounded in a particular
temporal model. Although the society is ostensibly future-oriented, in
fact the greatest care has been taken to define the past, to establish the
society's genealogy. Throughout Soviet history and even in the pre-
revolutionary period there has been a marked proclivity for writers
and officials to articulate their model of the present in terms of a
particular great time in the past or in terms of the work of a particular
historical figure. Most frequently they have adduced a triadic pattern,
a genealogy whereby the present represents the third and culminating
moment in a series stretching over time. This master model, then,
serves as a dominant in political and intellectual discourse for a given
period; both official spokesmen and more dissident figures tend to
articulate their sense of the present in terms of it. However, each
protagonist accentuates his account of the current historical model a
little differently; and these slight differences can be highly
consequential. The society is legitimized in a myth of origins and a
line of succession (of either great men or great epochs) stretching
from that moment of origin througl, the present. It is in moments of
crisis such as thaws and revolutions that the need for models from the
past becomes most intensely felt. With each major political upheaval,
the canonical points of temporal orientation have been reshuffled and
reevaluated; and a new genealogy has emerged to replace the old.

Thus a thaw represents an intensified expression of what is a
normal procedure in literary history at all times. There is in culture a
constant rethinking of the past, a process which is reflected in
reaccentuations in the discourse we use and in the makeup of our
dominant symbols and images.' There is a constant, if not always
perceptible process whereby the master narrative which informs our
very perception of reality is slightly reordered or transvalued. In the
Soviet Union where, for most of its history, the hegemonic forces have
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characteristically attempted to freeze history and to countervail against
such flux, these fits of memory are necessary components in the
struggle to master history as change.

One can read Soviet cultural history as a text that is chaptered
by different versions of the past to which intellectualsboth Party and
non-Partyhave turned. Frequently, the same genealogy has been
adduced as at some earlier point in time. Certain perennials such as
the regimes of Ivan the Terrible and Peter the Great and the
Decembrist Revolt of 1825 recur again and again as points of
orientation for the country as it debates the way forward. But of
course such historical paradigms are always interpreted differently
because they are in each case contextualized differently.

But then, how do these changes come into being? It was not
just the case that each successive modelor its interpretationwas
mandated from on high. Nor was it the case that a given model was,
as it were, promoted by intellectuals in response to events. Under
Stalin, of course, the historical models were in some sense mandated.
Thus, for instance, Eisenstein recalled in his account of how the film
Ivan the Terrible was made that in the late thirties Stalin summoned
the giants of Soviet culture to a meeting at the Kremlin and instructed
them to go away and start preparing works about Ivan the Terrible in
which he would be perceived as a great ruler of Russia. This incident
does not establish that the models were mandated strictly from on
high, however, because, in the first place, Stalin formed his
conception of Ivan from reading a book by Vipper, and, secondly,
what Eisenstein produced (especially in Part II) was not what Stalin
had in mind (and hence the project was never allowed to be
completed).

In the Soviet period, the impulse to historicise has been larger
than the intention of the players, even of the players ostensibly calling
the changes. Similarly, there has never been a conscious decision
made about what was to be, so to speak, the historical model of the
month. Without pretending to solve the mysteries of cause and effect,
I hope to demonstrate in the examples I shall adduce today that most
often the historical model itself has gained ascendancy in public
discourse before the revolutionary moment, whether that revolution or
thaw was Lenin's revolution or Gorbachev's. However, once the crisis
occurs, the model has frequently been modified or reaccented by the
shaping forces of events as they transpire on the historical stage.

I shall illustrate some of the particular permutations that this
general pattern has assumed by concentrating on two moments of

r
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most intense search for historical precedents, that is, around the time
of the October Revolution and in the present. This choice seems
particularly appropriate, incidentally, since intellectuals of today are
positively obsessed with what happened in the twenties. However, as
we shall see, their perception of that time is, in their works,
necessarily refracted through an ex post facto point of view.

In the years immediately before and after 1917, a similar
historical model captivated the imagination of large sections of the
intelligentsia then in the grip of Nietzscheanism and of those leftist
intellectuals, including many Bolsheviks, who were trying to
formulate models for the culture of the new society. For all such
groups, a starting point was a revulsion against the rentier mercantilist
culture which was coming to dominate Russian society. This rentier
mercantilist culture included, in their view, both the high culture of the
privileged and what we would call popular mass culture which they
associated with the boulevard novel and the cafe chantant. In seeking
to purge Russian culture of this material, which was frequently
referred to at the time as an "Augean stable," the model most often
adduced was Hellenic Athens as a place where, allegedly, the masses
were not excluded from or manipulated by cultural production, but
rather participated in it.

For the Bolshevik intellectuals, however, even before the
Revolution the primary historical referents or great ages of the past to
be resurrected in greater glory through their Great Revolution were
from French historythe French Revolution of 1789 and the Paris
Commune of 1871. Even after the Revolution, less attention was paid
to Russia's own revolutionary prehistory; generally it was non-
Bolshevik writers (such as the Scythians) who stressed native
precedents for 1917, and generally such precedents came from peasant
revolts (Stenka Razin, Pugachev). Symptomatically, in the new
monumental art sponsored by the Soviet government, although some
Russian revolutionaries' statues and busts were commissioned, they
were outnumbered by statues to French revolutionaries such as Marat
and Robespierre?

In accounting for this predilection for French models, one
might be tempted to point to the fact that before the Revolution Russia
was dependent on France economically and in the world political
arena, a situation which was largely duplicated in culture. (At one of
the principal state theaters before the Revolution, for instance, all of
the productions were in French.3) At the same time, that the
Bolsheviks should seek models for the Revolution in the French past
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also reflects the specific intellectual tradition from which they came.
As we know, Marx and Engels had devoted most of their discussion of
revolutionary processes to events in France; and Lenin regarded
Marx's Civil War in France as an indispensible text, so much so that
when he went into hiding in Finland in 1917, he took only one other
book with him.4 In this respect he was in a sense not only acting out
the role of a good Marxist but also of a good Russian intelligent; for in
the decades leading up to the October Revolution, the revolutionary
intelligentsia consisted of all hues and particularly of leftists and
liberals. Most of the major histories of the French Revolution, French,
German and English, had been published in Russian translation; and
they ran a close second numerically only to histories of the Paris
Commune. The history of other European countries was only scantily
represented in Russian publications; and more surprisingly, even
native Russian history was neglected. Contemporary events were
almost invariably interpreted in terms of one or another precedent in
revolutionary France.5

It is not surprising, therefore, that in the initial post-
revolutionary years the example of the French Revolution was the
dominant one underwriting official cultural policies. For instance, the
policy of pulling down the old statues to the tsars and other such icons
of autocratic Russia and erecting new, revolutionary statues in their
place was conceived at the time as reviving the cultural practices of
the French Revolution, as is clear in the rubric used: "To the
guillotine with all the old statues." (The guillotine, of course, has no
Russian associations.) Also, the institution of a new, revolutionary or
"Red" calendar represented a nod in the direction of the French
example. Likewise, those who directed the mass spectacles, and
especially those who commissioned them, were inspired by the
writings of Romain Rolland and Thiersot on the festivals of the
French Revolution. (The writing had been published in Russian
translation about a decade before.)

However, ancient Greece also emerged as a major historical
paradigm for the revolutionary age. In the Party press of this time,
one can find lead articles where ancient Athens and Hellenic Greece
are invoked as models for the Communist ethos.6 Rousseau and
Thiersot had also traced the lineage of the French revolutionary
spectacle back to ancient Greece. (Ancient Greece was, of course, the
golden time of Nietzscheans.) Thus, during War Communism a sort of
consensus genealogy emerged, one shared by the majority of
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intellectuals and which informed a great deal of official and less
official culture. This triadic genealogy charted the road to October
through ancient Greece, the French Revolution and the Paris
Commune

This triadic pattern, then, was transnational and involved a
very broad historical sweep; in a sense, it was ahistorical because it
gave no account of the time between its nodal points. In this respect,
it typified the culture of those times. Indeed, the principal other model
for revolutionary culture was the totally transnational, and
transhistorical, utopian city such as, paradigmatically, is outlined in
Campanella's The City of the Sun, a favorite text of Lenin's. The two
paradigmsone a utopian city, the other an actual moment in
historyare not as different as might appear, however, because part of
the appeal of the revolutions in France and of ancient Greece was the
model they provided for a civic culture, for a city in which the poet
served his people and his elders rather than the god Mammon.

Thus, under War Communism, the dominant historical model
saw the Revolution as the culmination of a series of moments which
stretched back to ancient Greece. However, this model proved open to
interpretation in that each group within the intelligentsia gave it
different accentuation.

There were at least two principal interpretations of the
temporal model; the non-Party intelligentsia understood it as
originating in "humanistic" Hellenic Athens whose baton was taken
up by the French Revolution. They acknowledged but downplayed
the Paris Commune as a stage in the historical progression and
proclaimed the October Revolution the ultimate realization of the
spirit of Hellenic Athens. The Bolsheviks, on the other hand, tended
to understand the point of origin in "ancient Greece" not to be Athens
but to be the more militaristic and regimented Sparta (as did
Rousseau). Similarly, in Bolshevik accounts of the next stage in the
progression of the French Revolution, they focused on the later years
of the revolution when Marat and others proved unflinching in
suppressing "counterrevolutionaries" and when the revolution had to
prove strong in the face of invading foreign armies.

The patterns of division between those groups who espoused
one interpretation and those who espoused another remained
approximately the same as had been during the years leading up to the
Revolution, i.e. in the 1910s, although some reaccentuations had
occurred in response to such events as the Revolution itself and the
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Foreign Intervention. Arguably, the decisive bleak with previous
cultural models in establishing the official genealogy for the
Revolution came not in 1917, but in 4924-1925, i.e. in the period
immediately following Lenin's death.

At this time, a totally new and kitssocentric genealogy for the
Revolution emerged: its general framework embraced a sort of
prehistory in the Russian peasant revolts followed by a triad of
revolutionary moments culminating in October, comprising the
Decembrist uprising of 1825, the 1905 Revolution and the Bolshevik
Revolution of 1917. This triad became the official genealogy for the
1917 Revolution and as such has remained largely in place to this day.
Thus Eisenstein's filth HOTeMKHH (The Battleship Potjomkin)
(commissioned in 1925 to celebrate the 20th anniversary that year of
the 1905 Revolution) opens with the words attributed to Lenin:
"Revolution is the only lawful, equal and effective war. It was in
Russia that this war was first declared and won."

Suddenly, it Nyould'.seem, the official genealogy was not
transnational but hermeticidly Russocentric. As it were, once Lenin
was dead, the Stains came out to play. Actually, the shift away from
an international perspective.probably has more to do with the defeat of
revolutionary forces in Germany in late 1923 than with Lenin's death
the following January. Moreover, one cannot assume this shift was
entirely motivated from above (e.g., that it was a direct result of
Stalin's policy of Socialism in One Country, promulgated in late
1924). One can, for example, detect even earlier a similar shift among
non-Party leftists and cultural intellectuals other than the avant-garde
as seen in such events as their celebration of the Dostoevskij and
Pushkin anniversaries in 1921.

When the triad 1825/1905/1917 became the canonical account
of the road to October, the non-Bolshevik intelligentsia largely
adopted the same dominant historical model as did the Party.
Moreover, non-Party intellectuals effectively appropriated it to Their
ends. As individual intellectuals adopted the new triadic revolutionary
genealogy, it tended to be the case that non-Party intellectuals chose to
celebrate 1825 and Bolsheviks itnd the supporters of "left art" such as
Eisenstein 1905. Thus we have here another case of viirying
accentuation.

The question arises, why did non-Party intellectuals fopus on
1825? One obvious answer is that they were attracted by the
Aesopean potential of a moment exactly 100 years before their own
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time and that they could engage in this mediated way the movement
from a time of revolution to one of reaction and cultural stagnation. A
particularly striking example of this use of 1825 can be seen in Jurij
Tynjanov's novel KIOXJ151 (Kjulch lja, 1925), a fictionalized biography of
Kjukhelbecker, a minor figure in the Decembrist circle.

Although the novel was commissioned to mark the anniversary
of the Decembrist Uprising in 1925, political revolution is arguably
not its central thrust. In Tynjanov's hands, the Decembrists emerge
less as political rebels and more as champions of the kind of aesthetic
revolution sought by Tynjanov's allies in the avant garde. Throughout,
as Tynjanov draws a contrast between the policies of the tsar's
appointee Arakcheev and the views of Decembrist sympathizers, he
essentially argues the avant garde case for an aesthetic in which a
central role is played by "the contingent," by "chance" and by that
central avant garde value, defamiliarization.Using the metaphor of
Arakcheevshchina, once again, the book also argues implicitly with
linguistic theories of Nikolai Marr, whose growing power threatened
the Formalist position, and with the new movements in literature and
the arts which veiled their cultural conservatism behind a demand for
the "proletarianization" of culture.

Writers like Tynjanov, then, were essentially mapping 1825
onto 1925. Tynjanov wrote KIOXJ751 within the broad framework of the
official historical model (i.e., 1825/1905/1917). He even hinted at one
point in the novel that the shortcomings of the Decembrists as
revolutionaries would be overcome in a later generation who would
think through the political moment with greater consciousness and
rigora vague nod in the direction of hailing the coming age of the
Bolsheviks. But, and this was typical of literature in the second half
of the twenties, the iconic revolutionary moment in the past
functioned in this novel primarily as a place to go to explore the
present existential dilemmas and strivings of the author's own
intellectual caste.

Thus the writers of the second half of the twenties became
obsessed with Russian cultural life of the 1820s and 1830s. But it
might be said that, similarly, the writers of today have become
.,blessed with the nineteen twenties and thirties.

Of the two decades, the twenties has undoubtedly proved the
greater obsession. It is true that much attention has also been paid to
the evils of Stalinism in the thirties (and in the forties), as was the case
in the thaws under Khrushchev, and that this time some new aspects of
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the phenomenon have been explored. Significantly, however, most of
the writers who have published on the Stalin theme recently either did
so under Khrushchev as well (such as Vladimir Dudintsev), or are
themselves victims of the purges (such as Chingiz Aitmatov for whom
this is far from a new subject).

In actuality, the twenties do not represent, just as the French
Revolution does not represent, a single and homogeneous time but
rather a period during which a series of momentous and dramatic
events occurred. Inevitably, then, different writers and critics today
focus on different moments as the twenties." For instance, some look
at NEP as a time of idyll [as in the novel Roane 6ypH (After the Storm)
by Sergej Zalygin which appeared between 1982 and 1985].

The shift today to a focus on the twenties is paralleled by a
shift to the intelligentsia as subjects for literary production and as
positive emblems. Actually, this new self-preoccupation on the part of
the intelligentsia is one of the many elements in the culture of this
thaw which can be found strongly represented in Soviet culture of the
immediately preceding years [see for instance Jurij Bondarev's lirpa
(Game) of 1983].

A sure sign of the new cult of the intellectual is the proclivity
for intellectual martyrs. Where, in classic Stalinist literature and even
much literature of the Khrushchev and Brezhnev years, martyrs were
generally Party members or at least fighters for the revolution, for the
past decade they have been intellectuals. Indeed the image of the
martyred intellectual must be one of the dominant topoi of culture in
this thaw; it can be seen in many of the recently released films, such
as R. Bykov's grie_no (Scarecrow) and T. Abuladze's Roxamme
(Repentance), and is arguably at the heart of some of the classics of
glasnost literature, such as Chingiz Aitmatov's ['plaza (Execution
Block), Anatolij Rybakov's Item Ap 6ara (Children of the Arbat), Jurij
Trifonov's lictie3tioBemme (Disappearance) and Vladimir Dudintsev's
Bege o4exabr (White Clothes).

The intelligentsia have been obsessed wit!' the early twenties
because that was the fateful moment when it split up into Soviet and
non-Soviet. It has given itself a mission of reclaiming lost writers,
filmmakers and performers, and the early twenties represent the major
Rubicon. The intelligentsia clearly wants to be whole again, to
reclaim that which considered itself (or was considered) non-Soviet
and hence broke off (or was broken off) from Soviet culture.

The intelligentsia has also given itself the task of reclaiming
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no.:-persons from among the Party leadership. Some writers have
turned their attention to the early twenties as the time of the crucial
debates within the Party during the period while Lenin was still alive
and the fatal splits in the Party had not yet occurred. This approach is
taken primarily by Party members and writers who are embroiled in
reevaluating the role of some of the major early Party leaders, such as,
most recently, Bukharin. The general implication of such work is that
if we look again at the Great Debates, we will understand where the
Party went off course. Here I have in mind particularly the recent
plays of Mikhail Shatrov. However, the implication that the Party
merely went off course at some point in its history and could be
brought back onto the true, Leninist course again is essentially the
message of the earliest post-Stalin thaws under Khrushchev and seems
a little e td today.

lv, writers look back to Russian culture in the early twenties
as to a goluen age. Generally, this golden time has been crystallized
in an emblematic figure: for instance, the cult of Anna Akhmatova as
a sort of mater dolorosa of Stalinism and torchbearer of the Great
Russian Cultural Tradition combined. She stands as a second term in
a genealogy stretching from Pushkin and continuing with her heirs of
the present day. This cult has reached such proportions in recent years
that even in the many youth rock films a topos has emerged where the
heroine proves htr essential Russianness by leaving the scene of hard
rock for a moment to gaze at the heavens or at her loved one and
declaim from Akhmatova. When Akhmatova's 100th birthday was
celebrated last year, the atmosphere of piety in the llemparibmall 'tom
irmreparopos (Main House of Literati) was so heavy that when Bella
Akhmadulina, one of the speakers, tried to introduce in her selection
of readings a less saintly and canonical Akhmatova, the response was
hostile.

This piety is essentially born of desperation. The intelligentsia,
in seizing upon "the twenties," have, rather like Tynjanov and others
during the actual twenties, essentially sought a place to go to illumine
the dilemmas of the present. The early twenties have been idealized
primarily not for their positive virtues so much as for being a time
when "not yet..."not yet was Gumilev shot, not yet was Khodasevich
in emigration, and so on.

In the frantic search fur such an emblematic bygone moment,
most are looking not for a Golden Time or even for a Great Time to
evaluate or a Great Debate to be rerun, but rather for an originary
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moment in a trajectory of aberration. We see today, in other words,
no longer a Heldensuch, but more a Fehlersuch. This trajectory is
frequently organized in a triad comprising the moment of fall, which
allegedly leads to the Stalin years, which in turn lead to the moral
quagmire of today. For many, the moment of fall is located in the
twenties; most commonly, it is around the time of the Revolution, or
alternately in 1929, the year of the Great Breakthrough [i.e., when the
cultural revolution, collectivization, rapid industrialization and the
destruction of the churches were all forcibly implemented, cf. Vasilij
Belov's ro4 senincoro nepenoma (The Critical Year)].

As writers seek to account for the fall, they have begun to
invoke again the paradigm of the French Revolution. Now, however,
rather than functioning as a nodal moment in a heroic progression, it is
now presented as a cautionary example, the French Revolution has
been used as a paradigm by figures from all ends of the historical
spectrum. It was invoked, for instance, by Gavril Popov in "o no.nhae
HepaBeFicrsa" ("About the Benefit of Inequality"), an article in
finTeparypnan ra3era (Literaturnaja gazeta) of October, 1989 which
outlined his proposals for further perestroika. In a subsection entitled
"r/laBHblii marteap" ("The Main Manoeuvre") in which Popov wrote of
the necessity of introducing the market in the Soviet Union, he warned
against doing as they had done in revolutionary France and exerting
tighter controls on economic transactions in an effort to reduce
speculation and inflation. That, he maintained, proved to be the fatal
move in the French Revolution which led straight to a more dictatorial
political practice, and from there to the guillotine, to Napoleon's rise
to power, and so on. In the Soviet Union, he contended, it would
condemn the country to "Retake that familiar route from 1917 to
1937."7

The French Revolution has been used as a negative example
by those on the right as well. For instance, in Igor Shafarevich's
infamous essay "Russophobia" of late 1989, he laments Russia's
disintegration from a society that was whole into one that is divided
and has lost its way. He locates the moment when all this began in the
preamble to the French Revolution when its ideologues, the
philosophes, emerged. He identifies the philosophes, thinkers who
rejected the religious basis of the culw'e of the French people, as a
minority group or freethinking menbin HaPO4 which thereby became
alienated from a sort of moral majority or 6o.nbutoti napo4 (incidentally,
these are paradigmatic terms of the Stalin years).
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Of course Popov, Shafarevich and others who invoke the
French Revolution today are less concerned with the actuality of that
event and more with the revolution as a metaphor. Since it was a
favorite example of Marx and Lenin, it can function as a means to
critique the Russian Revolution which, it was traditionally claimed,
represented a more perfect realization of the form of revolution than
had this earlier version.

The recent return of interest to the French Revolution after an
absence of some decades is partly occasioned by its Bicentennial last
year, but it is also symptomatic of a less ephemeral moment.
Critiques of the French Revolution are part of a trend for dismantling
1917 as a sort of Berlin wall of Soviet historiography. It can be
related, for instance, to the fanfare accorded the recent publication of
works like Andrej Platonov's tieseHryp (Chevengur), Evgenij
Zamjatin's MM (We) and George Orwell's 1984 as the ultimite critiques
of Campanella's The City of the Sun. This dismantling of 1917 has
freed intellectuals to find their 1917, that is, their originary moment
which they have sought at points deeper in the past.

In this connection I view the Gorbachev thaw as having
proceeded thus far in two phases, the first culminating in 1987 as a
time intellectuals focused on the 1920s and '30s as the time which
would illumine the present. But since then they have gone beyond
1917 to focus principally on some moment in the mid-nineteenth
century [by mid-nineteenth, I mean the period from approximately the
1830s to the 1870s (note: Palevskij in "Knaccirma H Mba" ("We and the
Classics") defines the classical period as from Pushkin to Chekhov)]
as the time when the tradition of the intelligentsia was formed. Much
of their effort, however, has been directed at dismantling the canonical
account of the rise of the intelligentsia by, for instance, advancing
Gogol's Bar6patatme meara H3 HepeITHCKH C Apy3.1351MH (Selections from
Correspondence with Friends) or Dostoevskij's 4HeBHHK micaTe>751
(Diary of a Writer) as the core of a new canon. Thus, for example,
Vadim Kozhinov in the 1988 biography of Tjutchev advances the
nrotiomy4pbr (Wisdom Lovers), a proto-slavophile group, as a positive
foil to the Decembrists whom he subtly discredits. Again and again
on the pages of the literary press. 'hers are redoing the old debates
between Belinskij and Gogol ell as that other key exchange
between Dostoevskij and Chernyshevskij.

All this seems strangely out of step in an age when rock and
other forms of popular culture have been swept onto center stage.
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And yet even in some of the most hard-nosed fiction of recent years,
such as S. Kaledin's hyper-naturalist Crpoti6ar (Consruction Battalion)
of 1989 with its grim picture of theft, alcoholism, drugs and cynicism
among the young recruits of the army, some novel by Dostoevskij has
functioned as the point of orientation for the narrative [P'etsuch's
Hoaai mocxoacicaR 01.17000VII7 (New Moscow Philosophy) as a parodic
foil using Dostoevskij's Flpecrynxemie x RaxaaaRme (Crime and
Punishment)].

Thus Tynjanov and contemporaries in the twenties may have
mapped 1825 onto 1925, but writers today seem to be mapping the
late twentieth century onto the mid-nineteenth: "Bnepen, Briepeit,
rop6atteacmCi Hapoil!" ("Ahead, ahead, Gorbachev's people!") While
the heroes of recent American cinema have been going "Back to the
Future," Soviet intellectuals today seem to be going "Forward to the
Past." But then, are they really going to the past?

The heroic, formative time of the Russian intelligentsia (the
mid-nineteenth century) essentially functions for them as a specular
period, a period they can look into in their efforts to see themselves
more clearly. Indeed, the fact that they have gone back so far in time
is in a sense a marker of the intensity of the crisis they are
experiencing.

Thomas Wolfe has told us that you cannot go home again, and
the intellectuals of today cannot go "forward to the past." Today when
scholars of television analyze a given show, they believe it should not
be analyzed in iso ation but in its "strip," that is in the context of the
programs which come before and after it on its scheduled viewing
time. It is instructive to make a similar analysis of the works by those
Soviet intellectuals who write of the necessity to keep the heroic time
of Russian literature and intellectual life as the centerpiece of all
literary work today. Even such conservative journals as Haw
cospemeRmor (Nash sovremennik), AoH (Don), and no,,abem (Podjom)
do not publish exclusively the works of their favorite sons, such as
Rasputin, Likhonosov and Kunjaev and of their heroes such as
Berdjaev, Kljuev and Klychkov. In a given issue, such authors rub
shoulders with translations of Ellery Queen, Dashiell Hammett,
Raymond Chandler, Georges Simenon and even that quintessential
New York Jew, Norman Mailer. In other words, a conservative
journal reads like an avant garde text.

This phenomenon cannot be accounted for entirely in terms of
the need these journals feel to increase subscriptions by pandering to
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popular taste. Even the hard core right has shifted its position a little
in recent years. One can sense this shift in the Kozhinov biography of
Tjutchev in which he foregrounds the Russophiles' debt to German
idealist philosophy. But it is most apparent not in the treatment of the
past, of time, but in the iconology of place.

Whereas the AepeseuuzuKH (derevenshchiki, or Village Prose
writers) of the sixties and seventies, like the revolutionary zealots of
the twenties, advanced an idealized, ahistorical place as their locus of
valuein their case not the The City of the Sun but the quintessential
village of Rus' with its river or lake, its banja and its churchtoday
they have shifted attention to the provincial Russian town. This town
is represented in their writings as a bastion against cultural
centralization (read sovietization) and hence the bulwark of all that is
truly Russian. But in the iconic characterization of the provincial
town, new elements not found in the village are foregrounded, such as
the local journals and printing presses, the local learned and cultural
societies, and even the Rpmapica (fair) as the place where the Russian
artisan offered his variegated wares. Such a place, then, is no longer
an emblem of Rus' but more, in the words of the subtitle of a recent
novel by Likhonosov on Ekaterinodar, "Haw manelibiattl Ilapue ("Our
little Paris").

Thus there has been a significant shift in conservative
publications.

In these turbulent times little major new literature has emerged
and journals are essentially still capitalizing on the old. But once the
past shockand the present shockhave worn off, we can assume
that a new cultural tradition will emerge from a bricollage of today's
bizarre offerings.

For a discussion of "reaccentuation," see M.M. Bakhtin, "Discourse in
the Novel" in The Dialogic Imagination: Four Essays by M.M. Bakhtin, trans. Caryl
Emerson and Michael Holquist (Austin and London: University of Texas Press,
1981), pp. 417-21.

2 "OvieT o ABSTellbHOCTH Otrie.na H306pB3HTBJEW-ibIX HCKyCCTB
Hapkomnpoc.a," H306pB3HTeilbH0e HCKyCCTBO, 1 (1919), c. 72.

3 B.A. TeJIAKOBCKHR, lImpeic-rop Hmneparopcxmx TeaTpos,
BOCHOMHHBHHR 1898-1917 (lerepc6ypr: Bpemst, 1924). c. 133.

4 Maraian Sawer, "The Soviet Image of the Commune: Lenin and
Beyond," in James A. Leith, ed., Images of the Commune (Montreal: McGill/
Queens University Press, 1978), p. 246.
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5 John Keep, "The Tyranny of Paris over Petrograd," Soviet Studies, vol.
XX, no. 1 (July, 1968), p. 246.

6 E.B. BbICTpHHCICHFI [the editor of fierporpa,acicam lipasita and a
former writer of leaders for lipan,aa], "KON.D4yHH3M H AyxosHast NCH3Hb," KHHra H
peuoinoitHR, 5 (Ho$i6. 1920), cc. 1-2.

ThireparypHa.st rasera. TO 40 (4 OKT. 1989), c. 10.
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It would be no exaggeration to say that during the past decade,
few areas in the second language teaching profession had not been
affected by attempts to introduce a national metric based on
demonstrated proficiency in the functional use of a foreign language
and to define achievement in second language instruction in terms of
functional ability rather than exposure time or control of specific
grammatical and/or lexical features. The proficiency movement had
such a wide impact because it represented not only an attempt to
introduce a national metric but, most importantly, an attempt to
modify the nature of the second language curriculum by pointing it in
the direction of instruction in functional use of the second language.
The list of languages affected by the proficiency movement is quite
impressive. It includes the less commonly taught languages (Russian,
Chinese, Japanese, Arabic), and the much less uncommonly taught
languages (Hindi, Hebrew, Indonesian, Turkish, Swahili, Hausa and
Lingala).

A slightly different version of this paper is forthcoming in issue #3, 1991 of the
Slavic and Ease European Journal by special arrangement with the Editor.
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In order to assess the impact of the proficiency movement on
the teaching of Russian in the United States, it would be convenient to
liken it to glasnost (the professional dialog associated with the
proficiency movement as it concerns the teaching and learning of
Russian) and perestroika (the actual restructuring of curricula and
assessment along functional lines). As is the case in Gorbachev's
Russian, glasnost so far has been much more successful than
perestroika?

The proficiency movement was introduced into the Russian
language teaching field at a historical stage in its development that
was radically different from the stage characteristic of the more
commonly taught languages. In French and Spanish, and to some
extent in German, the dominant grammar-translation approach of the
forties was replaced in the fifties by the audiolingual approach with its
emphasis on oral practice. Gradual realization of the inadequacies of
audiolingualism led to an adoption of other approaches and techniques
(Communicative, Total Physical Response, Rassias, Silent Way,
Community Counseling-Learning, Suggestopedia, etc.). The
proficiency movement was able to capitalize on this eclecticism by
suggesting an organizing principle for teaching and testing without
dictating any specific approach. In other words, the proficiency
movement was reasonably successful in Spanish, French, and German
because, quite simply, it was able to use the building blocks that were
already there.

The situation in Russian was quite different. By the mid-
eighties, the dominant approach to teaching Russian was still
grammar-translation. The Russian language teaching field engaged in
but the briefest flirtation with audiolingualism with the publication of
a purely audiolingual textbook Modern Russian I, II by Dawson and
Humesky. At that time, most teachers did not know how to use it and
the textbook was abandoned in favor of pure grammar-translation or
audiolingually flavored grammar-translation textbooksa situation
that largely persists to this day. The problem is that audiolingual and
post-audiolingual approaches focused attention on the development of
oral-aural skills, whereas grammar-translation did not. It will be much
harder for the proficiency movement to have an impact on the
teaching of Russian because there is a lot of missing territory between
grammar-translation aid proficiency-based approaches.
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A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE
ACTFL GENERIC GUIDELINES

The surge of interest in second language proficiency
assessment followed a long history of activities aimed at assessing
second language competence in the U.S. Government, which began in
1956 with the development of the Foreign Service Institute (FSI) Oral
Proficiency Rating Scale. In 1973, the Interagency Language
Roundtable (ILR), a committee comprised of representatives of
government agencies and a number of other organizatiors concerned
with second language teaching, testing, and research, assumed
primary responsibility for the scale. Drawing on the collective
experience of these organizations, the ILR Testing Committee worked
on refining the government's definitions of proficiency in the four
language skills. These descriptions of skill-levels are known as the
ILR scale (Interagency Language Roundtable, 1985).

Interest in the ILR scale emerged in academia in the late 1970s
due to dissatisfaction with the status quo stemming from a number of
factors: a greater awareness on the part of both teachers and students
of the latter's lack of language competence, improved opportunities to
travel, live, and study abroad, increased familiarity with European
functional-notional syllabi, and growth of interest in sociolinguistics,
psycholinguistics, conversational analysis, and discourse analysis. A
reliable and valid standardized assessment instrument was felt to be
highly desirable in order to more accurately place students in language
courses, to institute proficiency standards for admission and
graduating requirements, as well as for teacher certification, Teaching
Assistant selection, faculty hiring and job placement.

In 1981, the American Council on the Teaching of Foreign
Languages (ACTFL) initiated activities to extend the language profi-
ciency assessment movement beyond government and into academia.
The initial projects involved the development of generic proficiency
guidelines as well as language-specific proficiency guidelines for
French, German and Spanish, in addition to training individuals to
administer ann evaluate oral proficiency tests in these languages. The
generic set of guidelines, which came to be known as the ACTFL
Guidelines, was designed to serve the academic learner who differs
from the government learner in a number of important ways. The
typical learner in the government setting is an adult in an intensive
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program who has a utilitarian motive for studying a second language
in order to meet job requirements in the target-language country. The
academic learner, on the other hand, is an individual usually in the late
teens or early twenties, who studies a foreign language for a few years
in a non-intensive program as part of a more general education in the
humanities. Consequently, the ACTFL Guidelines are more sensitive
than the ILR scale at the lower levels of the proficiency since they
provide three distinctions each at the ILR 0/0+ and 1/1+ levels. At the
same time, the ACTFL Guidelines are less sensitive to distinctions at
the upper levels since they collapse ILR speaking and writing levels 3,
3+, 4, 4+, and 5 under one ornnit us designation of Superior.

THE RUSSIAN PROFICIENCY GUIDELINES

In 1983, ACTFL received support from the U.S. Department
of Education to create language-specific proficiency statements for
Chinese, Japanese and Russian. The availability of government
testers to train the initial contingent of academic testers in Russian
made it possible for a group of trained individuals to begin work on
the Russian Guidelines in 1984.1

The adaptation of the generic ACTFL Guidelines to Russian
was characterized by a conflict between the desire to make the level
descriptions come to life through a variety of examples from Russian
and the desire to preserve the global character of these descriptions.
The process of adaptation was not without some uneasiness caused by
the need for inclusion of references to features that are unique to
Russian. In the end, the removal of references to specific structures in
the revised ACTFL Guidelines of 1986 facilitated the subsequent
revision of the Russian-specific guidelines because the committee no
longer felt constrained by the imposition of developmental hierarchies
for grammar features more characteristic of less inflected West
European languages.

Although members of the Russian Guidelines committee had
all been trained in the administration of the Oral Proficiency Interview
and were all experienced teachers of Russian, they were somewhat
uneasy about positing a developmental hierarchy of acquisition of
grammatical discourse, sociolinguistic, and pragmatic features on the
basis of observation and experience rather than pragmatic evidence. It
was felt that the availability of large amounts of data from taped oral
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interviews in Russian should provide the impetus for psycholinguistic
research into characteristics of learner speech at different levels of
proficiency, such as suggested by Byrnes (1987). The results of this
research were to guide efforts to reexamine and reevaluate some of the
statements in the current version of the Russian Guidelines with
regard to various aspects of learner performance at different levels of
proficiency. The danger of a cyclical effect in using interview data to
validate oral proficiency interview traits had to be kept in mind, of
course. Unfortunately, this type of research has failed to attract
Russian specialists and remains undone.

Over the past several years, a number of researchers have
criticized both the Guidelines and the OPI procedures. The most
significant of these criticisms was that there had not been any
validation of either the Guidelines or of the Oral Proficiency Interview
(OPI), that the latter does not take into account test method effects and
that trait and method are confounded in the design of the Guidelines
and the OPT (Cachman and Savignon, 1986; Bachman, 1988). To
address these concerns, ACTFL conducted an investigation of the
construct validity of the Guidelines and the OPI procedure in English
and French (Dandonoli and Henning, 1990).

The results of the study were quite encouraging since they
indicated that with a few exceptions, there was adequate progression
in the appropriate direction on the latent ability and difficulty
continua associated with the skill-levt.' descriptions provided in the
Guidelines. In addition, the face validity of the Guidelines received
support from high correlations that were obtained between oral
proficiency ratings aasigned by certified OPI testers and ratings
assigned by untrained native speakers. In both English and French,
all four skills assessed according to the ACTFL Guidelines, would be
available in the three languages by the time the study got started.
Unfortunately, such tests were not available at the time in the three
languages for all levels in the four skills, and time and budget
considerations did not permit extensive test development in all three
languages. Because of available resources, ACTFL selected French
and Spanish and dropped Russian. It seems clear that the next logical
step would be to seek additional confirmation of the validity of the
Guidelines for Russian.

To date, few Russian specialists have considered research
questions associated with the Oral Proficiency Interview. To name
just a few potentially fruitful areas of research: 1) How do various
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aspects of declarative knowledge (phonology, morphosyntax, lexicon)
and procedural knowledge (communicative strategies) contribute to
relative levels of interactive verbal ability? 2) What are the predictive
and concurrent validities of the OPI for various types of decision-
making? 3) What are the interrater reliabilities among ACTFL-trained
testers and between ACTFL- and government-trained testers? 4) What
is the convergent validity of tests for the four skills, based on the
ACTFL Guidelines, in Russian?

PROFICIENCY TESTING

The first OPI workshop in Russian was offered in January
1984. Since that time, a total of 14 OPI Russian workshops have been
conducted at various sites around the country attracting a total of 97
participants, 17 of whom have been certified as oral proficiency
testers. In addition to tester-training workshops, numerous
familiarization workshops have been offered on either an institutional
or on a regional basis. It would be safe to say that the percentage of
Russian teachers today, who have some familiarity with the Oral
Proficiency Interview and the rating scale, is quite substantial.

Although the number of certified testers in Russian is quite
small, it is hard to argue for significantly greater numbers because
there is a greater need in most programs for functionally-oriented
classroom tests of speaking ability than for true proficiency tests.
Individuals who are familiar with the Oral Proficiency Interview
elicitation techniques and principles of rating, whether certified or not,
can be more helpful in designing, administrating, and rating
proachievement tests at their institutions than those totally unfamiliar
with the OPI. Viewed from this perspective, attendance at an OPI
workshop which does not result in certification is still a valuable
experience.

The availability of the Guidelines and the training of
individuals in the administration and scoring of the OPI has not solved
all our testing problems. In the first place, the OPI is one measure of
only one skill. In the second place, all tests are designed for a certain
purpose and for a specific population. The OPI, as any other test, may
be valid for some purposes but not for others. Much of the current
dissatisfaction with it arises from failure to maintain an awareness of
its limitations. The Guidelines and the OPI were created to provide a
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global sense of speaker performance at various stages of second
language acquisition. Hence, the OPI is an extracurricular test which
is inadequate for measuring specific outcomes in language courses.
The Guidelines and the OPI are not only not sensitive enough to small
increments in learning, but the assessment criteria embodied in them
focuses both on what learners can do with the language and on what
they cannot yet do in it.

The availability of a standardized measure of speaking ability
that everyone could interpret in a uniform way has helped to draw
attention to goals, standards, and accountability in Russian language
teaching. It has encouraged teachers, administrators, funding
agencies, and publishers to debate goals and criteria for language
teaching as well as for materials construction. However, the most
obvious contribution of the Guidaines and the OPI has been in
curbing unrealistic expectations that teachers have for their instruction
and that students have for themselves.

The tempting question "Where should my student be at the end
of X semesters or years of instruction?" is unanswerable through the
Guidelines themselves because the criteria embodied in them is
extracurricular in nature, and the time required to reach a stated level
of proficiency will vary from one individual to another and from
instructional setting to instructional setting. This calls for caution in
the use of proficiency ratings for placement, entrance, and exit criteria
unless they are used in conjunction with other measures of progress,
including functional tests based on a specific body of material covered
in a stated course or program of instruction. The establishment of
minimum standards based on proficiency levels should be done only
after careful study of the curriculum, student factors, time constraints
and institutional goals. At present, no data exists regarding the
number of institutions that use proficiency ratings for placement, entry
or exit criteria. This information is currently being collected by the
National Foreign Language Center as part of the Russian language
survey.

One of the problems with using the OPI as an on-going
assessment device is the exponential nature of the rating scale.
Although most students make rapid progress through the Novice level,
they reach a rather obvious plateau at the Intermediate Level which
often extends over several years of non-intensive instruction.
Repeated use of the OPI throughout a period corresponding to a
flattened acquisition curve may be counterproductive and
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disheartening to many students who feel that their hard work produces
but meagre results. Yet, a great deal of learning does actually take
place during this timelearning which could be easily detected by
measures which are sensitive to subtle changes in performance over
relatively short periods of study.

Proficiency testing is often done on a one-shot basis with little
or no follow-up. When testing large numbers of students the
teacher/tester rarely has the opportunity to return to the test and use it
for diagnostic purposesa very time-consuming and labor-intensive
procedure, which, in order to be practical, must involve teachers and
students working together at the mutual task of diagnosis and repair.
Fortunately, the OPI is not the only source of data on oral
performance. Such data can be collected through typed reports,
discussions, debates, and conversations which students do as part of
their homework, as well as recorded conversation samples from paired
and small group work. Most importantly, however, the OPI can
provide a convenient format for administering speaking tests based on
topics and functions specifically covered in a given course.

The OPI may not be practical in many testing situations since
it requires a trained tester and must be administered on an individual
basis. Semi-direct oral proficiency tests may provide an acceptable
substitute in many cases when the OPI is not practical or possible.
Research shows that the results obtained by means of semi-direct oral
proficiency tests correlate highly with the face-to-face Oral
Proficiency Interview (Clark and Li, 1986; Stansfield and Kenyon,
1989). Semi-direct tests offer a number of advantages over the OPI:
they can be group administered anywhere since a trained interviewer
is not required; institutional versions of semi-direct tests may be
developed to help standardize assessment of oral skills in courses with
multiple sections; it is easier to train teachers or teaching assistants to
score speech samples elicited in a highly standardized way b:, a semi-
direct test than to teach them how to elicit speech samples in a reliably
uniform way.

The ETS Comprehensive Russian Proficiency Test (for
ACTFL levels Novice through Intermediate High), which has become
available to schools and colleges in the Fall of 1990, includes a semi-
direct test of speaking ability which will have to be scored by
individual institutions. An experimental scoring of the speaking and
writing portions of the test held at Bryn Mawr College with the 1989
NEH Institute participants, who were generally familiar with the
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ACTFT, scale, proved that after a brief training session, teachers were
able to reliably score speech samples using the ACIFL scale. Semi-
direct speaking tests are particularly appropriate for Slavic languages,
other than Russian, for which ACTFL-trained interviewers are not
available. Considering the fast pace of events in Eastern Europe, the
development of semi-direct tests of oral skills for these languages
should be a high priority for the 1990s.

PROFICIENCY AND THE FOUR SKILLS

In the public imagination, the concept of proficiency has been
largely coupled with speaking skills as a result of a 30-year tradition.
But oral skills are only one communicative modality because language
proficiency can only be defined with reference to a particular skill,
and proficiency in one modality does not fully guarantee equal
proficiency in another. It is well known that language learners arc
generally able to understand more than they can produce. For instance,
learners of Spanish and French in a government school showed higher
scores in listening than in speaking (Lowe, 1985). This discrepancy
was strongest at the more advanced levels and practically nonexistent
at the lower ones, and greater in Spanish than in French. It is quite
possible that a "comprehension advantage" is even smaller in Russian
because of lesser numbers of readily recognizable cognates as well as
lack of readily transferable background knowledge.

The receptive skills too may develop each at its own pace. For
instance, the norming of the ETS Advanced Russian Listening/Reading
Test showed that among 500 participating students, who had at least
three years of college-level Russian, the level of proficiency in
listening was generally lower than that in reading. Table 1 below
shows the percentage of students who achieved ACTFL Advanced
level or higher in listening and reading after three, four, and five years
of study.

Table 1
Percent of learners who scored above ACTFL Advanced
on the ETS Advanced Russian Listening/Reading Test

Years of Study Listening Reading
3 4 16
4 22 50
5 33 74

1 O t
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Differences in the development of listening and reading skills
are also evident in the raw scores obtained during the field testing of
the Listening and Reading sections of the ETS Comprehensive Russian
Proficiency Test. For instance, after four years of study, 31% of the
college test takers (N=197) achieved the Advanced level in listening
as compared to 55% in reading. The difference was far smaller among
the high school test takers due to a ceiling effect (8% in listening, 12%
in reading).

Acknowledgement of the separability of the four modalities
implies the need to examine goals and objectives for each one.
Although in theory, most existing Russian textbooks profess a four-
skills approach, in practice, however, the four skills are often a mere
pretext for presenting and practicing grammar. To quote Galloway
(1987): "A far too real scenario is evoked by the student who rises
from the ranks of basal-level instruction, steps fitfully across the
bridge of the conversation and/or composition course, and enters the
'upper division'a place where one reads literature whether or not one
has learned to read." One of the strongest implications of a
proficiency-based approach to foreign language instruction is the
gearing of classroom activities to the development of specific usable
skills in the four modalities in a manner that reflects their domain. A
modality-specific approach to teaching calls for a modality-specific
testing program which makes it unacceptable to assess general
language ability through a pencil-and-paper test of grammar and
vocabulary.

PROFICIENCY-BASED TEXTBOOKS

Since 1986, a number of Russian instructional workshops have
been offered by individual schools, colleges and universities, local
departments of education and professional organizations. In addition,
a 5-week summer workshop at Middlebury College in 1988, and three
consecutive summer NEH-funded Institutes (1987-89), three ACTR-
Ford Institutes (1990-1993) have given many Russian teachers an
opportunity to critically examine the assumptions underlying a variety
of popular foreign language methodologies and approaches as well as
a chance to enrich and replenish their repertoire of classroom
techniques for teaching usable skills in the four modalities.
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When these enthusiastic and dedicated language teachers
return to their classrooms determined to make changes, they face the
formidable task of creating new materials to supplement or replace
their woefully outdated textbooks. With many other conflicting
pressures competing for their time even the most determined teachers
will be unable to sustain their enthusiasm for change for too long. The
impact of instructional workshops and institutes will be short-lived
unless a major effort is made to develop instructional materials
supportive of a communicative approach to teaching Russian. This
effort is under way with the on-going development of the high school
series J7HLrom K imuly (Face to Face).

There is little doubt that the proficiency movement had a
significant impact on the textbook development effort in the
commonly taught languages. The past three years saw the publication
of a substantial number of communicatively-based textbooks in
Spanish, French and German. These textbooks are usually
accompanied by workbooks which, in addition to skill-getting
activities (various types of grammatical and lexical drills and
exercises) contain a rich selection of meaningful, contextualized, task-
based skill-using activities aimed at the development of usable skills
in the four modalities. Laboratory tapes Nclude not only substitution
drills, but listening comprehension exercises using authentic or semi-
authentic listening passages. Reading is practiced not only as a
support skill, but as a skill in its own right using information-gathering
techniques and authentic passages at appropriate difficulty levels.
Teachers' manuals include sample lesson plans, as well as a variety of
ideas for additional skill-using activities. A teacher of Russian, who
examines textbooks in the commonly taught languages at book
exhibits during the ACTFL or the Northeast Conference, knows
exactly how Gorbachev felt during a visit to the silicone valley of
California or how Soviet agricultural experts feel when they visit a
farm in the American Midwest. Thus, the highest priority for the
1990s is the development of comprehensive high school and college
textbooks and ancillary materials to support a functional curriculum
for beginning, intermediate and advanced levels of instruction.
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A LOOK INTO THE FUTURE

It is too early to predict whether the proficiency movement
will bring about a significant change in the teaching of Russian in the
United States. So far, it has provided a much needed impetus for
reexamining instructional goals, practices and materials. This is a step
in the right direction. However, proficiency-oriented teaching and
testing are only links in the overall instructional chain. There are
many dedicated and effective teachers whose efforts are frustrated by
the organization of foreign language instruction that limits their
effectiveness. Therefore, the development and implementation of
more contemporary communicatively-based materials and
methodologies will have an impact only in conjunction with an overall
reappraisal of language instruction, i.e. with nothing short of
perestroika of the entire language curriculum.

In our formal educational system, language learning is not
related to functional language use later in life even though some
instructors do teach usable skills and some students do actually
acquire them. Instead, foreign language instruction is viewed as a
means for developing an understanding of other countries and their
cultures, or simply as just another way of teaching humanities. Such
diffuse goals make it difficult, if not totally impossible, to design and
implement functionally-oriented language programs.

Reaching a usable level of skill in a foreign language requires
a long-term effort. Yet the severe limitations on time allotted for
language study within the formal educational system mitigate against
the acquisition of language skills that could be professionally applied
upon graduation. In fact, learners rarely stick with a foreign language
long enough to acquire even the most minimal functional ability in it.
Enrollment statistics speak for themselves. Only about 60% of high
school students go on to the second level in French, Spanish or
German, and only 21% go on to the third level (Fetters and Owings,
1984). The situation is hardly better on college campuses, where only
about 50% of the students take any foreign language with only 30% of
them taking the equivalent of two years of a foreign language and only
15% enrolled in upper division language classes (Lambert, 1989).

Further attrition is caused by discontinuities between high
school and college instruction: students are often excused from taking
language courses in college instead of being encouraged to build on
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previous training. Lambert (1989) reports, for instance, that only 68%
of 400 universities and 40% of colleges covered in his national survey
have a language requirement for some students. The MLA survey of
1989 shows that only 25.8% of colleges and universities surveyed had
an entrance requirement in 1987-88 (as opposed to 33.6% in 1965-66
and 14.1% in 1982-83). Only 58.1% of these institutions had an exit
requirement (as opposed to 88.9% in 1965-66 and 47.4% in 1982-83).

Higgs (1985) calculated that the total amount of language
exposure given to college foreign language majors is an equivalent of
one month of exposure to the language in a natural setting. The
amount of proficiency that Ca" be expected under these time
constraints is clearly minimal. Tnt. results of Carroll's (1967) study
are confirmed by more recent data from pre-program OPI testing by
ACTR-[Editor's note: see article by Brecht, Davidson and Ginsberg
elsewhere in this collection] which indicates that the great majority of
students, who had an equivalent of three years of college Russian,
rarely demonstrate speaking ability above the ACTFL intermediate
range.

Thus the formal educational system is characterized by
predominance of low-level students enrolled in programs with non-use
oriented goals. Add to it the unrealistic expectation for linguistic
miracles on the part of students, parents, administrators, and
professors in upper division literature courses, who expect students to
become fluent speakers and readers after only two years of non-
intensive language study. This will continue to make the job of
foreign language teachers, no matter how effective and dedicated,
extremely difficult even if they embrace a proficiency-based approach.
Therefore, one should not expect the proficiency movement to be yet
another cure-all for the low attainments of our foreign. language
students. A host of measures, some more methodologically-based,
others more nearly policy-based, will have to be put into effect if the
proficiency movement is to bring about a true perestroika.

Suggestions for such measures include:

I. Increased language exposure at both high school and college levels that
include longer and more intensive contact with the language. This
calls for longer instructional sequences and for better coordination
between high schools and colleges, as well as between institutions of
higher learning and the government/private sector.
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2. Replication in the classroom of those features of natural settings that
promote and enhance language acquisition, utilizing materials and
techniques that stress functional use of language in the four skills.

3. Additional secondary level programs that would include foreign
language camps, weekend retreats, and intensive summer study in
magnet schools.

4. Well-organized study-abroad programs for high school and college
students that focus on increasing language proficiency and which are
integrated with domestic training. This calls on institutions to make
provision for students returning from abroad to use their increased
language skills.

5. Training of top quality teachers and foreign language researchers to
meet Russian language needs. This requires increased opportunities to
study in the USSR as well as a restructuring of some Russian graduate
programs to include a second language acquisition/second language
education option in addition to literature and linguistics.

6. Development of textbooks, authentic reading and listening materials,
and of a rich variety of ancillary materials to support functionally-
directed instruction at all levels o? ability.

SUMMARY

This paper examined proficiency-related developments in the
teaching and testing of Russian during the decade of the eighties. It
was suggested that the organization of language teaching in America
mitigates against the acquisition of usable skills by imposing severe
limitations on time allotted to the study of foreign languages as well as
by adopting a non-use orientation. As a result, the introduction of
proficiency concepts into Russian language teaching and testing can
have an impact only on how time is spent in the classroom but cannot
solve the problem of insufficient time.

1 The Russian Guidelines Committee was composed of Thomas Beyer
(Middlebury College), Dan Davidson (Bryn Mawr College), Irene Thompson (The
George Washington University), Gerald Ervin (The Ohio State University) and
Donald Jarvis (Brigham Young University). The revision Committee had two
members, Thomas Beyer and Irene Thompson.
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O n Evaluating Language
Proficiency Gain in Study
Abroad Environments:

An Empirical Study of
American Students of Russian
(A Preliminary Analysis of Data)
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Dan E. Davidson, ACTR and Bryn Mawr College
Ralph B. Ginsberg, University of Pennsylvania

0. Introduction

The present study constitutes a preliminary report on a long-
term empirical investigation of advanced language acquisition in a
study-abroad environment. The report consists of four parts: Section
One sketches the broad context of cognitive research which has
motivated and guided this study. Section Two describes the project
itself, its scope, methodology, goals, and the specific variables
examined. Section Three contains the analysis of the data, and Section
Four offers a preliminary discussion of these results.

This paper was presented in Russian at the VII International Congress of MAPRIAL,
Moscow, August, 1990.
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The project has been funded by the United States Department
of Education with the collaboration and support of the American
Council of Teachers of Russian (ACTR) and the National Foreign
Language Center (NFLC). It is based on an ACTR longitudinal study
of the gains in Russian language competence demonstrated by
American students in semester-long language programs in Moscow
and Leningrad.'

1.0 Guiding Principles

The long-range, empirical study of the "value added" by
immersion experience in a study-abroad environment is a central
'element in the second language acquisition research agenda. Empirical
in its approach and anchored within the research agenda of
contemporary cognitive science, the study has implications for foreign
language and international studies policy.

1.1 Policy Ramifications of Empirical Research

Whether charged with starting a new program or evaluating
and revising an existing one, whether making sweeping curricular
changes or deciding on a specific course offering for a particular
semester, program directors and foreign language administrators at all
levels frequently set and implement policy.

Wherever possible, foreign language training policy should be
formulated and guided by empirical research on second language
acquisition.2 The following questions exemplify the kinds of issues
policymakers may address to the research community:

What adjustments should be made between
domis.etic and study-abroad learning,
between beginni ; and advanced level
learning?

What is the best and most cost-effective
study-abroad program? How can a program
be evaluctAd?
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Should students be advised of probabilities
of their success in a study-abroad program?

Should programs abroad be adjusted to
accommodate different types of students:
majors vs. non-majors, literature/linguistics
vs. areas studies majors, humanities vs.
science majors? If so, at what level of
acquisition should "language for special
purposes" be undertaken?

Should the study-abroad experience be an
obligatory part of an undergraduate FL
program, and where in the program does it
most appropriately fit?

Is study-abroad more or less cost-effective
than domestic instruction?

Is the process of foreign language
acquisition in an in-country immersion
eavironment different from domestic
classroom instruction, and how is it
different?3

What level of proficiency is expected of
students finishing a study-abroad program?
Beginning a program?

Are the structured, semi-structured, and
unstructured environments organized,
supported, and interrelated?

Do testing and evaluation adequately reflect
the skills acquired abroad?

These questions represent only a sample of the kinds of
information required by program advisors and policymakers.
Although researchers cannot provide definitive answers to many of
the above questions, the present study is pertinent to several of them.

1.2 The Research Agenda for
Second Language Acquisition (SLA)

While policy questions affect the need for resee.:,:n on study
abroad, our scientific concern is to provide empirical evidence for the
efficacy of this mode of language acquisition. Our general approach is
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grounded in the relatively new and developing fields of SLA and
"cognitive science," an amalgam of related concerns in psychology,
computer science, linguistics, philosophy, and neuroscience. The
research agenda for SLA is still evolving, just as it is for cognitive
science as a whole,4 and is concerned with the nature of knowledge of
L2 (declarative and procedural) and the nature of learning. Given that
the dependent variable of the present study is a measurement of gain
derived from pre-and post-program psychometric instruments, the
research presented here is best viewed from the perspective of
learning as a process of input, internal processing, and output.5 A
general overview of SLA is presented in Exhibit One.

The variables in the present study are concerned with input
(beginning level of L2 knowledge and learner differences) and output
(post-program assessment of L2 knowledge). Exhibit One makes
clear, though, that there is much more to be measured in input,
particularly the contexts of learning and the language used and heard,
and much to be investigated with regard to the psychological and
cognitive factors involved in the learning process itself.

2. The ACTR/NFLC Project

The goal of the ACTR/NFLC project is the determination of
factors which correlate with "gain" in Russian language ability as a
result of long-term study in the Soviet Union.6 The data bank serving
as the base of this study was established by ACTR, an organization
which, as a part of its overall professional mission, executes the
largest academic exchange program between the Soviet Union and the
United States (see Exhibit Two). For 15 years, records of university
students studying Russian for one semester in, at present, eight Soviet
institutes in Moscow and Leningrad have been systematically
converted to machine readable form using a modified form of the
"Paradox" data base system. Records include the material on the
student application forms, data gathered in the regular common
briefing and debriefing sessions, transcripts from Soviet institutes, and
reports from ACTR academic program officers in the Soviet Union.

From the beginning, the data collected by ACTR has not been
limited to that needed for executing the exchanges; rather, academic
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policy ramifications were always a consideration? The present project
was designed, first, to establish the basis for determining the success
of a program with regard to quality and cost-effectiveness and to
evaluate existing programs; second, to improve program design,
implementation, and cost-effectiveness; third, to determine the best
predictors of success in a language learning career, particularly at the
more advanced levels, with the ultimate goal of selection and
placement of students in specific programs. A further goal was added
to the present USED-funded project, that is to establish and make
available to different (particularly less-commonly taught) languages a
model for the collection of empirical data on SLA.
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Exhibit One
An Overview of SIA

External

Internal
(Psycholo4ical)

Situation

Data Inpu

Cognitive

Learner differs

Social (strategies to manage interaction in L2)

Structured

Unstructured

Linguistic

Cultural

tta,
Language Ll

L2

Background knowledge

Personal

General
Age
Gender
Aptitude
Cognitive style
Motivatioli
Personality

II. Interns
Processing: Learning L2

Cognitiv
Production/Reception

Using L2

Natural (Observable interactions,
Interpretations, texts)

III. Output:
`Controlled (Testing instruments)
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2.1 Classification of Variables

The starting point for this study is the output, specifically the
measurement of L2 "gain," by American students in a number of
ACTR-affiliated institutions in Moscow and Leningrad. Since 1976,
ACTR has maintained records pertaining to the general academic,
biographical, and in-country language performance of more than two
thousand American students and graduate students who have
completed long-term language training programs in the USSR under
ACTR auspices. During most of the recording period, participants
have typically been at the B.A. or immediate post-B.A. level, 22.2
years of age, with undergraduate major or equivalent preparation in
Russian language and area studies, with or without other academic
specializations. Due to previous limitations imposed by the Soviet
government on the number of Americans permitted to study in the
USSR, competition in the US for places in the ACTR programs was
keen with as many as 4-6 qualified Russian majors or graduate
students in the field applying for each position abroad. The resulting
escalation of de facto qualifying standards worked to the advantage of
students from institutions with intensive summer training and
considerable advanced-level formal course work (competency-based
language courses beyond the third-year college level), effectively
limiting to a significant degree the number of participants from
smaller Russian departments throughout the US.8

A steady increase in the number of positions for study in the
USSR since 1985 (from 110 persons in 1984-85 to 520 persons in
1989-1990) has been accompanied by a doubling in the number of
sending institutions in the US, reflecting a greater diversity of
institutional types and geography than was the case in earlier years. At
the present time a total of 195 colleges and universities have placed
students or faculty in the ACTR programs. Exhibit Two lists
American %.2111eges and Universities arranged in order of the number
of students placed in ACTR long-term (primarily semester) programs
between 1976 and 1989. In the case of participants who have either
graduated or received their training at more than one institution, the
current or most recent institutional affiliation is cited. The listing
reveals a range of geographically diverse public and private
institutions including small colleges and large comprehensive
universities. A diversity of types of Russian language training
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programs are represented among the top 65 institutions, no one of
which accounts for more than six percent of the total ACTR data base.

The six-year sample selected for analysis in the present study
includes background data on age, gender, citizenship, country of birth,
place and levels of formal education (including highest degree taken),
major field(s), and information on all prior training in the Russian
language, including number of contact hours, prior experience abroad,
experience in intensive stateside courses, secondary school programs,
language laboratory, and knowledge of other Slavic and non-Slavic
languages. Also included in the data base for each student record is
the academic year and type of program completed (summer, semester,
academic year) and host institution in the USSR. (See Exhibit Three:
ACTR Student Record System Semester Program Data Directory,
1984-89).

Pre- and post-program standardized tests include (since 1984)
oral proficiency interviews (OPI) administered by ACTFL or
government-certified specialists trained in the elicitation of Russian
speech samples rateable in terms of a common five-point metric of
functional competency in the language (see Pthibit Four). Pre- and
post-program OPI testing is normally recorded on audio cassettes,
and, in certain cases, has been subjected to reconfirmation by
additional certified testers. Comparable proficiency-based
standardized testing for reading and listening in Russian was
developed by the Educational Testing Service (ETS) in cooperation
with the Russian language teaching field and introduced in the mid-
1980s. Available in two forms and administered under secure and
controlled conditions, these standardized tests are machine-graded and
reported regularly by ETS directly to ACTR where they are added to
the student records data base both as weighted raw scores and as
proficiency-rating conversions, pre- and post-program, for all
participants.
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Exhibit Two

College and University Participation in ACTR Programs
Top 65 Colleges Arranged by Number of ACTR Program Participants

Semester Programs 1976-89

Number of
Program

Number of
Program

Academic Affiliation Participants Academic Affiliation Participants

Bryn Mawr College 68 New Hampshire, University of 8

Harvard University 60 Rood College 8

Pennsylvania. University of 50 Trinity College Connecticut 8

Columbia University 41 California. University of Davis 8

Georgetown University 37 George Mason University a

Yale University 36 California. University of Los

Grinnell College 31 Angeles 8

Iowa, University of 30 Minn eta, University of 7

Northwestern University 30 Principle College 7

Wesleyan University 30 Vermont, University of 7

Michigan, University of 29 Mount Holyoke College 7

Amherst College 26 Trinity University 7

Brown University 25 James Madison University 7

Maryland, University of College New York University 7

Park 23 Dartmouth College 7

Indiana University 21 Wellesley College 6

Oregon, University of 21 Maryland, University of Baltimore

Princeton University 20 County 6

George Washington University 18 Massachusetts, University of

California. University of Berkeley 18 Amherst 6

Williams College 17 Vanderbilt University 6

Texas, University of Austin 17 American University 6

Cornell University 15 New Mexico, University of 5

Illinois, University of Urbana 14 North Carolina University of Chapel

Haverford College 3 Hill 5

Middlebury College 13 North Iowa, University of 5

Wisconsin, University of 13 Tufts University 5

Virginia, University of 13 Monterey Institute of International

Bowdoin College 13 Studies 5

Chicago, University of 12 Oklahoma State University 5

California, University of Santa Cruz 12 Pomona College S

Stanford University 12 Illinois, University of Chicago 5

Brigham Young University 11 Arizona, University of 5

Carleton College 10 Rutgers University Rutgers College S

Swarthmore College 9 Barnard College 5

Washington, University of 9 100 Other Colleges and Universities 198

Total 1195
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Exhibit Three

ACTR Student Record System
Semester Program Data Only, 1984-89

Data Dictionary Listing of Student Record Fields Recoded and Transferred

RangeField Name Descriptive Note
Program Year
Program Type
Highest Degree
Major of Highest Degree
Study Institute
Date of Birth
Age
Sex
Country of Birth
Years High School Russian
Years College Russian
Total Class Hours/Week
Total Lab Hours/Week
Number of Slavic Languages
Number of Non-Slavic Lang.
Number of Prey. USSR Inunr

1984-89

1-4
1-6
1-6

17-38
1-2
1, 2, 3, 5

0-9
0-152

0-1
0-6
0-3

Total of 466 students ranging over 6 years
Semester program students in Fall or Spring
See Code Listing Report
See Code Listing Report 1 = Russian...
See Code Listing Report 1 = Pushkin

Assessed as age at application
1 = Female, 2 = Male
1 = USA, 2 = Canada, 3 = Europe, 5 = Other

Sum of hours per semester
Sum of hours per semester
Number of other Slavic languages studied
Number of non-Slavic languages studied
Number of immersion studies in Soviet Union

MLATIU
MLAT IV
MLAT V
MLAT Short Form Raw

Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

Modem Language Aptitude Test Section
Modem Language Aptitude Test Section
Modern Language Aptitude Test Section
MLAT M +MLAT IV + MLAT V

Qualify Grammar
Qualify Reading

Continuous
Continuous

Number right/Base
Number right/Base

Pre-ETS Listening
Pre-ETS List Profic
Post-ETS Listening
Post-ETS List Profic
ETS Listening Change
Pre-ETS Reading
Pre-ETS Read Profic
Post-ETS Reading
Post-ETS Read Profic
ETS Reading Change

Continuous
to 40, 03-07
Continuous
01-07
Continuous
Continuous
01-07
Continuous
01-07
Continuous

Current ETS tests begun in 1986
01=0, 02=0+, 03=1,04=1+,05 = 2,06=2+, 07 =3

01 = 0,02=0+, 03 =1,04=1+,05 =2,06=2+, 07 =3
Difference in Post-Pre plus 100

01 = 0, 02 = 0+, 03 = 1,04 = 1+, 05 = 2, 06 = 2+, 07 = 3

01= 0,02=0+,03=1,04 =1+,05 =2,06=2+,07 =3
Difference in Post-Pre plus 100

Pre-Oral Proficiency
Post-Oral Proficiency

01-07
01-07

01 = 0, 02 = 0+, 03 = 1,04 = 1 +, 05 = 2, 06 = 2+, 07 = 3
01= 0.02 =0+,03=1,04 =1+,05 =2.06=2+,07 =3

Intellectual Motivation
Natural Ability to Learn
WillingnessUse Russian
Cultural Adaptability
WillingnessCultural Opp.
Ability to work in group
Leadership Potential

0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5

Director's Evaluation 0 = Low, 5 = High
Director's Evaluation 0 = Low, 5 = High
Director's Evaluation 0 = Low, 5 = High
Director's Evaluation 0 = Low, 5 = High
Director's Evaluation 0 = Low, 5 = High
Director's Evaluation 0 = Low, 5 = High
Director's Evaluation 0 = Low. 5 = High

Records filtered by the three following rules:
itrident age at applicfrtion put: less t 40 years.
tudent must not be m Slavic spe ing country.
tudent must not spe more t one of r Slavic language.
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Exhibit Four
Inverted Pyramid of Language Proficiency, and

Functional Tri-Section for Speaking
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Speaker (ENS). Native Speaker.
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exseasive, poise, appropriate to every
occasion with only onwional assn.

3 Can converse in formal and informal Practical, social, peofessional, and Errors never saterfere with

shoo: ices, resolve problem situations, deal
with unfamiliar topics, provide explanations,

describe in dotal, support opinions, and
hypothesize.

abstract topics, particular interests,
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ENS. Only eporadic errors in basic
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converationc can express facts; give

instructions; describe, report cc, and provide
narration told =TA, pea, and future
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Pre-program levels of language are also reflected in predictor
variables based on standardized qualifying examinations in Russian
grammar and reading comprehension (Q-Grammar, Q-Reading),
required of all program applicants. A further series of variables reflect
results of the Modern Language Aptitude Test (MLAT). Separate
scores on analytic, synthetic, and memory-based leaning strategies
(MLAT III, IV, V), are recorded along with an aggregate raw score,
which can be compared as percentile to one of several norm groups
consisting of US high school graduates, enlisted servicemen, or US
foreign service officers. MLAT test results are based on the success
with which candidates manipulate samples of an artificial language
("pseudo-Kurdish") and of English; the long-form MLAT (not
included in the present data) also includes listening and alphabet
mastery strategies.

In addition to the batteries of pre- and post-program testing
noted above, other post-program performance variables include grade
reports on spoken and written Russian provided by each of the Soviet
institutions (on a scale of 1 "failure' to 5 "excellent") and a series of
individualized attitudinal assessments, as rated by ACTR resident
directors using a scale of 1 (low) to 5 (high), in the categories of
"intellectual motivation," "natural ability to learn," "willingness to use
Russian," "cultural adaptability," "willingness to take advantage of in-
country cultural opportunities," "ability to work in a group," and
"leadership potential." It is understood by the investigators and
program administrators that the attitudinal assessments are subjective,
but nonetheless, such evaluations, like course grading, are a routine
part of the assessment process in American higher education and are
typical of the kinds of evaluations required annually of university
faculty in recommending candidates for graduate and professional
schools.

2.2 The Pre-/Post-Listening and Reading Tests

Four 50-minutes tests (two forms each for reading and
listening) are designed to be reliable as measures of reading and
listening comprehension in the intermediate/high to superior range (1+
to 3 levels). Stimulus material in both sets of tests is drawn from a
variety of natural language use (authentic) sources, relying in

1
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particular on materials taken from the mass media. Reading passages
are printed texts in Russian, ranging from short passages to assess
extraction of factual information, to larger texts designed to measure
comprehension and analysis. Listening passages, administered by
means of a tape recording, contain material in Russian spoken by both
males and females at normal speed. such as news broadcasts,
interviews, and conversations. The testing format is multiple-choice
with responses recorded on a separate machine-gradeable answer
sheet. All questions are printed in the test booklets and are based on
information presented in the stimulus material itself. Specific subject
matter knowledge is not tested; for example, there are no questions
that bear on literary criticism, linguistic terminology, or, say, statistical
analysis. Task assignments are stated in English prior to each Russian
passage, so that the examinee knows in each case his/her purpose in
listening/reading the text. The overall format is typical of standardized
testing in the US and very familiar to American students.

Whereas the boundary points between proficiency levels in
both forms of the ETS Russian readings tests are the same, Form 2 of
the listening comprehension is more difficult than Form 1, resulting in
an adjustment in the weighing of raw scores:9

ETS Listening Raw Score Raw Score

Proficiency Level

3
2+
2
1+

Form 1

44 - 57
41 - 43
37 - 40
31 36

Form 2

43 - 57
39 - 42
33 - 38
27 - 32

2.3 The Pre- and Post-Program
Oral Proficiency Inter's/ewe°

The OPI is a testing procedure designed to measure a wide
range of functional speaking abilities from novice ("0") to that of an
educated native speaker ("5"). In the course of the interview, the
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student converses with one or two trained testers on a variety of topics
for 10 to 40 minutes, depending on the level of the student's
proficiency. The resulting speech sample, which is normally recorded
on audio or video tape for subsequent verification or analysis, is then
rated on a scale ranging from 0 (no practical functional ability in the
language) to 5 (ability equivalent to that of a well-educated native
speaker). "Plus" ratings (0+, 1+, 2+, 3+ etc.) are given to students who
substantially surpass the requirements for a given level but fail to
sustain performance at the next higher level. The rating is a single
global indicator of the learner's probable ability to communicate in the
target language/culture from the point of view of language functions,
context/content areas, and acceptable levels of grammatical accuracy
(Refer to Exhibit Four, the Functional Tri-Section for Speaking). As
contrasted with an achievement test, which is based on specific
material covered in a particular course of study, the proficiency test
compares the student's ability to that of an educated native speaker
using the language for actual communicative purposes.

The OPI was originally developed by the Foreign Service
Institute (U.S. Department of State) as a means of verifying the
foreign language skills of diplomats abroad. It was later adopted by
the American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages and the
Educational Testing Service for use in the American educational
system, where it has received broad acceptance in recent years. Its
relatively high degree of reliability is due in part to the rigorous
training seminars which all OPI testers must undergo in order to
become certified and to maintain themselves as testers. The OPI offers
a degree of face validity to as well, in that it requires the candidate to
speak in a realistic conversational setting. The content validity of the
OPI is maintained by reasonably rigorous testing protocols which
require trained interviewers always to test repeatedly for the functions,
content, and accuracy that characterize each level.

Unlike the listening and reading tests, the OPI requires that at
least one tester spend typically from 20-30 minutes to elicit a rateable
sample from each candidate. The OPI is, therefore, a more time-
consuming procedure than many traditional testing instruments; it is
reminiscent of oral testing long established in Russian and Soviet
academic examinations. The incidence of unrateable samples from
this procedure is relatively low; furthermore, certified testers
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independently assign to the same live or recorded OPI the same rating,
or, occasionally differ by only a "plus" point.

The five-point proficiency scale is best visualized as a three-
dimensional model resembling an inverted pyramid, with the novice-
level of proficiency at the bottom and the native ("5") level at the top.
(See Exhibit Four, Inverted Pyramid of Language Proficiency) The
typical acquisition time of an English-speaking learner of Russian of
above average/average language learning aptitude (for example, as
measured by MLAT) is included in Exhibit Four.

3.0 Data Analysis

In this section we present some preliminary results on
variables related to gains in language competence for students in the
four-month ACTR programs. From the policy point of view, our aim
is to establish the characteristics of students who gain and to isolate
variables that discriminate between students who gain and students
who do not. As a statistical study of correlates of gain, our approach is
analogous to that of epidemiological studies of diseases and
pharmacological studies of the effectiveness of drugs. In this mode,
men over a certain age might be advised by their physician to take an
aspirin every other day on the grounds that it lowers their risk of heart
disease, even if the mechanisms are not known and even if some
individuals may not derive any benefit. Analogously, in the present
study our perspective is that of a program director and our emphasis is
on effective placement and program management on a statistical basis.
The issues involved concern placing students in programs which best
serve their individual needs, such as at what stage of language
learning can students take best advantage of study abroad? Which
students should go, and when? What gross characteristics of programs
and experiences are the most productive for given learners? Thus, on
the basis of results such as ours, students with good grounding in
grammar but little speaking proficiency might be advised to study
abroad at a particular time and placed in particular programs.

From the point of view of the acquisition process itself, our
analysis provides the factual context for more detailed scientific
studies of what students learn and how they learn it. Our aim here is to
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establish robust relationships that require explanation and to suggest
hypotheses that might guide subsequent research. Broadly speaking,
explanations of relationships fall into three categories, all of which are
represented below: specification of other variables which could
account for the connection, e.g. differences in language gains between
men and women might be accounted for in terms of their educational
goals or their overall academic performance; specification of causal
processes at a microlevel that produce the observed relationships, e.g.
differences in gains between men and women might be accounted for
in terms of differentials in the structure of conversations with native
speakers which affect the learning process (this would be analogous to
microbiological studies of how viruses affect cells); and specification
of artifacts in measures and statistical procedures used in the analysis,
e.g., variables may lack explanatory power because the oral
proficiency interview is not sensitive enough, at a particular levels of
proficiency, to capture the benefits of four months study abroad, or
because a gain of a level may be much easier at the intermediate than
at the advanced level. Although all of these types of explanation in the
final analysis call for more and better data, we shall see that the results
based on the data available are pertinent to many of the questions
commonly raised in the field and strong enough to draw conclusions
that are not purely speculative.

3.1 Analytical Methods

The results we shall present were for the most part derived
using regression analysis. Regression analysis is a family of statistical
techniques which permits assessment of the effects of several factors
simultaneously, and, more importantly, produces estimated
relationships between the criterion (dependent variable) and its
determinants (independent variables) which are purged of effects of
other variables which could affect them. This is not the place to go
into the technical details of our statistical methods. Indeed we shall
only present a qualitative summary of our results here, leaving fuller
discussion for a forthcoming study.n Intuitively, the motivation of our
methods and an indication of how the results can be interpreted are
captured in the old cliche that correlation does not imply causality.
The more firemen there are at a fire the worse the damage, and the
more storks there are in an area the higher the birth rate, but that does
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not mean that firemen cause damage or that storks bring babies.
Clearly in the former the severity of the fire, and in the latter whether
an area is rural or urban, must be taken into account, i.e. brought
under control, before any meaningful relationships can be stated.
Similarly, to take a somewhat whimsical example from Mosteller and
Tukey, in examining the relationship between performance on a
French dictation test and body weight, one would find a strong
positive relationship if the sample contained children ranging in age
from eight to sixteen (with the older children being heavy and more
accomplished in French and the younger children being light and less
accomplished), a strong negative relationship if the sample were
restricted to sixteen-year-olds but contained a mixture of French
(lighter) and American (heavier) students, and a weak negative
relationship in a sample of sixteen-year-old Americans containing
girls (on average lighter and better at French) and boys. Again, in
order to interpret the observed relationship, the population in which it
occurs must be specified and key variables related both to French
proficiency and body weight (age, nationality, gender, as the case may
be) isolated and controlled. Regression analysis is a way of exercising
this needed control statistically, purging estimated relationships of the
effects of many extraneous factors simultaneously, and leading to
estimated effects which, while not guaranteed to be free of spurious
effects, at the least cannot be explained on the basis of any other
variables that are explicitly included in the analysis.

In our investigation of the determinates of gain during study
abroad we examined all three language proficiency measures for
which pre- and post-tests were available, viz. oral proficiency as
measured by the OPI, and listening proficiency and reading
proficiency, as measured by the ETS tests. Gain, the dependent
variable in our analysis, is defined as the difference between before
and after ratings. In the case of the OPI, where ratings are in terms of
discrete categories, several binary criteria based on changes were used
(see below). In the case of the ETS tests our analysis is based on the
raw scores. Because the before and after tests are not equivalent in
difficulty, the difference in scores is not meaningful per se, but the
estimated effects in the regression analysis are still valid. As
independent variables, i.e. factors that could account for differentials
in gain, we considered all of the variables in the ACTR database
described in the previous section. Regression equations (logit
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regressions in the case of the OPI, ordinary least squares in the case of
ETS listening and reading) were estimated to determine effects,
controlled for the influence of other variables, based on all cases with
valid data. (The total number of observations varied from analysis to
analysis, since ETS tests were administered starting in 1986 while
OPIs were administered to everyone starting in 1984, and since in
both cases there were a small number of students for whom scores
were not available.)

3.2 Oral Proficiency

We look first at factors related to gains in oral proficiency as
measured on the oral proficiency interviews (OPI's) taken at the pre-
program departure orientation and in the Soviet Union just at the end
of the four-month program. Exhibit Five shows the overwhelming
effect of initial proficiency level on the likelihood of gain, an effect
which is equally strong no matter what other variables are controlled.
For those starting at 0+ (novice high) everyone improves; among
those who begin at 1 (intermediate), by far the largest group, only
14% do not gain and almost 30% gain two or more points, reaching
the advanced category; among the 1+'s (intermediate highs), 28%
show no gain, although again more than 30% gain two or more;
among advanced students (2, 2+, and 3) about 55% show no gain,
although many still make significant improvements. These results can
be explained partly by the testing artifact noted above that as one
moves up the OPI rating scale, ever expanding language skills are
required (so that the scale points (0+, 1, 1+, 2, etc.) are further apart as
one moves up), and partly by the general nature of learning curves for
complex skills, where a given increment requires increasing time and
effort as proficiency increases. Whatever the reason, it is essential to
control for initial level in examining the effects of any variable that
might be related to gain.

With Exhibit Five in mind, three analyses of factors related to
OPI gains were run. In the first we used the straightforward criterion
of no gain vs. gain (i.e. those in the first column of the table vs. the
rest), with initial level controlled quantitatively in the logit
regressions. In a second analysis we tried to compensate for the fact
that it is easier to gain at the lower levels than at the higher by
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equating students who started at 0+ and 1 and gained only a half a
level (1 point) with nongainers at the higher levels, thus contrasting
students gaining 2 or more starting at 0+ and 1, and students gaining 1
or more at 1+ and above, with the rest (right vs. left of the heavy line
in the table). In a third analysis we confined our attention to students
who were initially at 1 (the group large enough to study by itself), thus
automatically eliminating any effects of initial level, and examined
factors related to gains of two or more (i.e. gains from intermediate to
advanced on the OPI scale).

Our analyses indicate that only a few variables in the database
are related to OPI gain when proper control is exercised, no matter
what criterion is used. (The logit regression results are confirmed by
tree structured regression, a very different statistical technique, to be
reported in a subsequent publication.) Two variables are highly
significant on all criteria:

the higher the scores on the ACTR qualify-
ing reading test, the more likely a student is
to gain, and
men tend to gain more than women.

The effect of good reading skills on oral proficiency gains is
particularly strong among initial 1's moving into the 2 category (OPI
analysis 3 above). As expected, initial OPI level had an extremely
strong effect on gain, even with all the other variables controlled,
which implies that the nature of the scale or the learning curve, rather
than differences in preparation or motivation, are at work. With the
stricter, second criterion, requiring gains of 2 or more at the low
levels, the effect of initial OPI on average disappears, implying that
the criterion adjusts for initial level.

On the simple gain vs. no gain criterion, two further variables
are significant:

students in earlier years of the program
(1984) gain more often than students in more
recent years (1989), and
students with knowledge of other (non-
Slavic) languages gain more than students
whose only foreign language is Russian.
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Exhibit Five

Gain in OPI by Initial Level*

Gain
(Based on Post-Program OPI Rating)t

2+ 40;13

0 or loss 2 3 or more Total

14t

(54)

10

(39)

2

(8)

35 151 56 18

(14) 58 (22) (7)

27 39 29 1.

(28) (41) (30) (1)

23 19

(55) (45)

12 8

(60) (40)

97 231 95

*Heavy line defines the second criterion of gain.

fNumber (percent) of students (subjects in sampling)

21

26

260

96

42

20

444

Given a scale of: 0+
1
1+
2
2+
3

a gain of "1" in the present analysis indicates movement from one

level on the proficiency to the next rating level; a gain of 2

indicates an increase of 2 levels: 0+ to 1+, 1 to 2, 1+ to 2+.
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There are also significant differences in simple gains between
the five institutes in which students take courses, although they are
difficult to interpret on the basis of difference in the formal, in-class
programs. Among the students starting at 1 there is some evidence that
younger students are more likely to make substantial gains than older
students, although the effect is not highly significant statistically.
Rounding out the main analysis, there is some indication that the more
lab hours and the less classroom hours students have had in their
previous courses the better they do. These results are, however,
somewhat ambiguous because these variables are highly correlated
with one another and with other key variables in the analysis. Since
both class and lab hours are important determinantS of initial language
levels, interpretation of their effects must be based on factors
associated with education but not measured by any of the tests. Finally
with regard to oral proficiency, there is intriguing evidence that the
resident directors' ratings of motivation and attitudes are significant
indicators of gain. In particular, on all criteria, leadership potential is
clearly positively related and ability to work in groups clearly
negatively related to gain; native ability, willingness to use Russian,
and cultural adaptivity have positive but less certain effects. These
results must be considered preliminary, however, since resident
director ratings are missing in the database in some cases and since
these variables are very highly intercorrelated.

In interpreting the regression results it is important to
remember that the effects attributed to variables noted above hold over
and above those of any other variables in the analysis. Or, to put it
slightly differently, the effects reported here cannot be explained by
any other variables in the database. Thus, for example, better readers
by and large have higher oral proficiency scores, but the results say
that at every level of initial proficiency a better reader is more likely to
gain than a poorer one. Similarly, there are many differences between
men and women in academic achievement, motivation, etc., but the
somewhat counter-intuitive result that men do better than women in
the programs we study holds after all other differences attributable to
variables we have measured (language aptitude, major field of study,
previous preparation, mastery of other languages, etc.) have been
ruled out as possible explanations. The explanation of gender
differences must, accordingly, lie in factors we have not measured,
such as differences in the nature of language learning experiences that
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men and women have while in the Soviet Union. We shall return to
this point below.

It should also be noted that many variables which one might
think a priori are important turn out not to be associated with OPI
gain in our data, once the key factors mentioned above are taken into
account and controlled. These include: language aptitude, as measured
by the MLAT's, major field of study, highest degree earned, and
participation in a previous immersion program.

3.3 Listening Proficiency

We turn now to gains in listening proficiency as measured by
changes on the ETS test. For the most part, students on the ACTR
programs start at the intermediate level (1 and 1+), although some are
in higher categories. As with the OPI, there is an extremely strong,
negative relationship between initial level and gain (with a t-statistic
in the regressions over 10). Controlling for initial level, several
variables are significantly related to gain, most of which were found to
be significant for oral proficiency as well:

younger students gain substantially more on
average than older students;
men gain more on average than women;
students with knowledge of other, non-Slavic
languages gain more on average than
students with no other languages;
students gain more on average if they have
been involved previously in an in-country
immersion program;
students with high language aptitude, as
measured by the MLAT, gain substantially
more on average than students with low
aptitude;
students with high qualifying reading scores
gain substantially more on average than
students with low scores.

There are also quite significant differences associated with the
institute in which the student is enrolled, but as with the OPI these
effects are difficult to interpret without further analysis. There is some
indication that lab hours are positively related to gains, but the effect
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is not statistically significant by the usual criteria and should therefore
not be interpreted here. Save for the difference between men and
women, which is consistent with the results on the OPI, all of the
relationships noted above are in the expected direction.

3.4 Reading Proficiency

Finally, we look at changes in reading proficiency. Over 40%
of ACTR students are already advanced readers when they begin the
program, but there is still room for gain on the ETS test. In addition to
initial level, which in this case too has an extremely strong effect,

language aptitude (MLAT) is very strongly,
positively related to gain;
scores on the ACTR qualifying grammar test
are also positively related to gain, although
this effect is difficult to separate from a
similar positive effect of the qualifying
reading test;
knowledge of other (non-Slavic) languages is
positively related to reading gain.

There are also strong differences among institutes. Even with reading,
the sex effect favors men, although its magnitude is not quite large
enough to reach statistical significance.

In concluding this presentation of results, let us reiterate that
the effects noted here are genuine in the sense that they cannot be
accounted for by any other variables in the study, and they must stand
to the extent that no obvious variables characterizing students before
entry into the ACTR program (at least), are left unmeasured.
Moreover, variables in the ACTR database which do not have
statistically significant effects are in all likelihood unimportant
predictors when the significant variables are taken into account. Of
course, there are many variables affecting gain which we have not
measured, in particular variables characterizing what happens during
the student's period of study in the Soviet Union. Measuring these
would help to give us a much firmer grasp of the nature of the learning
process and of the mechanisms by which the variables in this study
have their effects. We return to this discussion in the concluding
section.
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4.0 Discussion

Significant gains in language proficiency are achieved by a
wide variety of American college-level learners of Russian as a result
of their in-country immersion experience. Of particular interest in this
connection are gains resulting in post-program oral and listening
proficiency in the 2-range ("advanced") or higher, skill levels rarely
attained by graduates of stateside B.A. programs in Russian. On the
OPI (see Exhibit Five) 28% of the initial is make the large jump to 2
and above and of the l+s fully 72% cross the 2 bather. On the ETS
listening test (with scores converted to proficiency ratings according
to the table in section 2.2), 45 % of the 280 students rated as 1 at the
start of the program (the bulk of the sample) make the big leap to 2
and above, and 77% of the 48 initial l+s cross the 2 barrier. Very
substantial gains in reading are common as well. Twenty-four percent
of initial is and 60% of initial l+s reach 2 and above. Of particular
interest are the significant number of students who reach the 3 -level
("superior") in reading -- 8% of initial ls, 17% of initial l+s, 45% of
initial 2s, and 57% of initial 2+s so that at the end of the program
fully 27% of the 316 students not there to begin with reach the highest
possible level of this test, a level considered adequate for regular
professional activity requiring the use of Russian . All in all,
comparable levels in all three skills are obtainable only by further
immersion study and/or comparable programs. (We shall analyze the
effects of Soviet Academic Year Programs in a forthcoming paper.)

4.1 Oral Proficiency

Among key determinants of gain in Russian, qualifying
grammar and reading achievement scores show significant predictive
value for oral proficiency, reading proficiency, and listening
proficiency alike. Higher levels of control of basic grammar and
reading skills, as measured by Q-Grammar/Q-Read, correlate
positively with gain in all three skills. Although the data indicate that
the lower the initial proficiency level the greater the gain an effect
which is partly an artifact of the proficiency scale (see Exhibit Four),
and partly a result of the learning curve itself the significant fact is
that at any given initial level the better prepared one is in
reading /grammar the more one tends to gain. This finding and the size
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of the sample on which it is based has significance for the on-going
debates in the foreign language acquisition field (especially following
Higgs and Clifford, 1983) concerning the role of explicit grammatical
knowledge in the development of communicative skills, as well as for
our understanding of the interrelationship of the several skills in the
acquisitional process. Given its importance, additional research should
be devoted to replicating the results of the present study.

With respect to the usefulness of the numerous testing
instruments involved in the present study, it can be concluded that the
now 30-year-old Modern Foreign Language Aptitude Test (MLAT) is
a valid predictor of success in developing reading and listening skills
in Russian; the MLAT, however, does not serve to predict oral
proficiency gain as measured by the standard On Further analysis of
the role of attitudinal factors affecting gain (especially leadership
ability, but also cultural adaptability, and motivation) is important,
particularly the extent to which these factors can be seen to
compensate for deficiencies in other areas also known to affect
proficiency gain.

The dramatic increase in opportunities for study in the USSR
during the past five years has made it possible to attract a more diverse
student population to the programs with initial skill levels that more
closely approximate those of the typical US undergraduate major. In
the early years of the present study, graduate students and teaching
assistants made up a large percentage of all ACTR in-country
semester placements, while Soviet admission regulations excluded
from participation in these programs virtually anyone other than
current and future teachers of Russian. Although there does not seem
to be any relationship between college major and gain in our data,
further analysis of the performance of program participants by
disciplines as well as by host institutions is needed before it will be
possible to interpret the program-year effect. It would be difficult to
deny that the opening of Soviet society under Gorbachev has made
study in that country more stimulating intellectually for American
students than ever before, even as it has multiplied the possibilities for
significant cultural immersion within Soviet society. In short, all our
evidence indicates that the programs in recent years are academically
stronger than in years past; the explanation for the "year-effect"
remains elusive.
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4.2 Reading and Listening Proficiency

The above results indicate that gain, as measured by OPI, ETS
Listening, and ETS Reading, respectively, is positively correlated with
a students' knowledge of another (non-Slavic) foreign language.
(Most often, French, German or Spanish.) Controlling for language
aptitude (MLAT) and for motivation (as indicated by the resident
director evaluations), one plausible interpretation is what might be
termed the "skilled second language learner" effect, which involves
more efficient use of specific kinds of cognitive strategies for
communicating in natural environments and for expanding one's
linguistic knowledge on the basis of this communication.12 Clearly,
more data concerning the influence of previous second language
experience on learning in and outside of class is needed, data which
would include ethnographic observations on behavioral differences
between skilled and non - skilled language learners particularly in real
communication tasks in natural environments.

Another factor in the acquisitional process, which our data and
analysis reveal, is the effect of a previous immersion experience on
the rate of gain in listening skills. The beneficial effect of a previous
immersion experience seems logical, even if little investigated to date.
Students who have had significant experience in communicating
successfully under uncontrolled conditions (i.e., outside of the
classroom with native speakers) might well be expected to have
developed specific comprehension strategies transferable to the in-
country environment of the ACTR programs. As is the case with
students with previous second language experience, more information
will be required to determine how and to what ..xtent learning
opportunities are expanded for students who return to an immersion
environment.

4.3 Other Observations

A further notable finding of this study is that, when other
important factors are controlled, the gains as measured by the OPI and
the ETS Listening tests are significantly higher for males than for
females. A comprehensive analysis of this phenomenon requires
ethnographic study of communicational interactions in-country, both
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in and outside of classroom, to determine whether culturally-defined
gender roles have an impact upon communication and upon learning
opportunities.

In the area of reading proficiency gain, younger students
experience somewhat greater success than their older colleagues. Age
traditionally is assumed to play a role in second language acquisition,
but mostly with regard to children versus young adults.13 Our study
does not include the acquisition of a second language by children; it
deals with learners in the 19-39 year age group and stands, therefore,
outside of the bulk of SLA literature on age differences in the
acquisitional process, awaiting further investigation and/or replication.

5.0 Next Steps

The results of the preceding analysis correlating gain with a
range of independent variables reveal significant information
concerning SLA in the study-abroad environment. However, as the
database grows and as more variables and programs are added, it is
clear that much more analysis and interpretation needs to be done. In
addition, as the present project begins to yield important insights into
the impact of study-abroad, the questions provoked by these results
have led to a second major project in the overall study of SLA in
study-abroad environment, undertaken by the NFLC with the support
of the Ford Foundation and in cooperation with ACTR. The new
project hopes to provide more discrimination both in the evaluation of
"gain" and in the input and processing factors which characterize
study-abroad.

Given its decreasing ability to reflect changes at the advanced
level and beyond, there is little hope that the OPI can serve as a
criterion for systematic research. There is a need for more
discriminating measures of skills in the advanced range before
quantitative studies can be fully exploited. To determine factors
associated with gain during study abroad, the structured and
unstructured learning environments must be carefully observed, both
in terms of actual L2 input and in terms of individual and socially
distributed learning processes. The Ford Foundation has funded the
next project in the ACTR/NFLC long range analysis of study abroad.

1 1,
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Ethnographic data will be integrated with and conditioned on
variables found to be signif ^ Int in the present study, including gender,
previous immersion, knowledge of other languages, and control of
basic grammar.

1 The ACTR data base, begun in 1976, is growing at the present rate of
approximately 120 student profiles a semester. Plans are to extend the base to ten-
month and summer students as well.

2 As a rule, administrators of most foreign language programs in American
schools and universities are themselves untrained in second language acquisition and
often unaware of SL research. For the most part, the chairs are literature specialists
or linguists, who may or may not have direct experience in the language teaching
classroom. In the United States, the deans and other upper level administrators to
whom they report and from whom they receive budgets are often scholars who may
lack personal experience with foreign languages.

3 An examination of the factors internal to study-abroad SLA can be
revealing and suggest the need for a contrastive study with immersion domestic
programs.

4 Swaffar (1989) characterizes these changes as a shift in paradigm, in the
Kuhnian sense. See Kuhn, Thomas. The Structure of Scientific Revolutions. 2nd ed.
Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1970.

5 As Ellis (1986:18) puts it, "A theory of SLA is an attempt to show how
input, internal processing, and linguistic output arc related." See Ellis, Rod.
Understanding Second Language Acquisition, 1986, Oxford University Press.
Exhibit One is an elaboration of similar schemas in Ellis 1986.

6 The present study shares elements of approach with a recent study
conducted by the European Science Foundation; both studies are empirical, multi-
year, cross-sectional and longitudinal investigations of the acquisition of language in
an immersion environment. However, while the ESF project investigates
spontaneous second language acquisition on the part of migrant workers in Western
Europe, we are focused on advanced-level SLA in structured learning programs with
an in-country immersion component. In contrast to the ESF project, which measures
language gain by means of a series of non-standardized instruments and
observations, the ACTR/NFLC study takes as its starting point the set of
measurement instruments employed across the academic and governmental language
teaching profession. The advantages of this more traditional approach are obvious.
Equally important, though, is the fact that this approach provides an unprecedented
opportunity to evaluate the testing instruments themselves, or to determine just what
they are testing. See also Clive Perdue, ed. Second Language Acquisition by Adult
Immigrants: A Field Manual. Rowley, MA: Newbury House Publishers, 1984.

7 See Dan Davidson, "Assessing Language Proficiency Levels of
American Participants in Russian Language Programs in the Soviet Union," Russian
Language Journal, XXXVI, No. 125, 1982, 221-232.
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8 Of the 3000-odd two and four-year colleges in the U.S., approximately
475 offer regular Russian language training, of which, approximately 245 include
undergraduate major programs, 75 M.A.-level programs, and 35 Ph.D.-level
programs in language and literature. Summer "intensive programs" are reasonabl:
common at B.A. and graduate-level institutions and provide comparable contact
hours during two summer months as would normally result from a two-semester
through-the-year course (i.e., 100-140 hours). A special role in accelerating the
language training of American students has been played by the intensive-immersion
type, providing in the vicinity of 250-contact hours of training within the controlled
environment of an "around-the-clock" cultural enhancement and residential
program. The Middlebury Summer School is the oldest such program in the US,
with similar long-standing immersion programs in place at Bryn Mawr College,
Indiana University, and Norwich University. These summer immersion programs
admit qualified students from throughout the US and abroad.

9 Detailed information on the methods of calibration and norming of the
ETS advanced-level reading and listening tests used in this study are reported in the
ETS publication, Russian Proficiency Test. Test and Score Manual, Princeton, New
Jersey, 1986. Of the approximately 500 American university students taking part in
the norming of the ETS tests in 1985-6, only 2% tested at the "superior" level (3) in
listening, while 12% tested at that level in reading; of these, more than half were in
their fifth year of formal study of Russian or beyond. While 78% of the norm group
scored below 1+ on the listening exam, including nearly half of those in their fifth
year of study or beyond, only 31% scored below 1+ on the reading exam, including
12 of the 42 persons in their fifth year of study. In-country performance data in
reading, and especially in listening comprehension development, is of particular
interest given the obvious inadequacies of stateside training in these skills.

10 The Oral Proficiency Interview (OPI), as adapted for use in US
academic settings, has been well described in the literature, especially after 1982:
Educational Testing Service. ETS Oral Proficiency Testing Manual. Princeton,
1982; (Pardee Lowe, Jr., "The ILR Oral Interview: Origins, Applications, Pitfalls,
and Implications," Die Unterrichtspraxis 16 (1983), 230-232; Judith Liskin-
Gasparro, "The ACTFL proficiency Guidelines: An Historical Perspective,"
Teaching for Proficiency, .he Organizing Principle, ed. Theodore V. Higgs,
Lincolnwood, IL, 1984, 11-42; also, see Claire Kramsch, "Proficiency versus
Achievement: Reflections on the Proficiency Movement," ADFL Bulletin, 18, No. 1,
September 1986, 22 - 24. Lyle Bachman and Sandra Savignon, "The Evaluation of
Communicative Language Proficiency: A Critique of the ACTH, Oral Interview,"
Modern Language Journal 70, 1986, 380-390; Heidi Byrnes, "Speech as Process,"
Foreign Language Annals, 20, No. 4, 1987, 301-310. Russian-specific proficiency
guidelines were published by ACIFL under USED contract in 1984 (preliminary)
and released along with generic guidelines in 1986: American Council on the
Teaching of Foreign Languages. ACTFL Proficiency Guidelines. Hastings-on-
Hudl;on, 1986. See also Dandonoli, P., G. Henning, "An Investigation of the
Construct Validity of the ACTFL Proficiency Guidelines and Oral Proficiency
Interview," Foreign Language Annuals, 23, No. 1, 1990, 11-22.

11 R. Brecht, D. Davidson, R. Ginsberg, "Advanced Acquisition of
Russian in a Study Abroad Environment. A Longitudinal Study of Skills
Development," forthcoming.
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12 Published work on the subject of communication strategies refers to
"reduction" and "achievement" strategies, the former referring to avoidance conduct
when faced with a communication "breakdown" and the latter to compensation. The
assumption that learning is enhanced by compensation strategies which attempt to
keep to the task at hand and to elicit the required knowledge. See Ellis 1986 (187 ff.)
for a discussion of the literature on the subject.

13 See the references in Ellis 1986: 104 ff.
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A n Overview of 1987, 1988, 1989
NEH Institutes, NEH National
Network and Symposium in
Russian Language and Culture

Zita D. Dabars, CORLAC, Friends School of Baltimore

The dream was to strengthen the teaching of Russian
nationwidethrough three NEH Summer Institutes in Russian
Language and Culture, a NEH National Network, and a Symposium
that would bring together the participants and staff from the three
Institutes. The realization of this dream was made possible by NEH in
the form of two grants (August, 1986 and January, 1987) to the Center
of Russian Language and Culture (CORLAC) in collaboration with
Bryn Mawr College and the American Council of Teachers of Russian
(ACTR). The Geraldine R. Dodge Foundation and the Ford
Foundation later contributed an additional amount in support of the
Symposium to the total awarded by NEH. The Institutes were
overseen by Institute Co-Directors Dan E. Davidson and Zita D.
Dabars, with Zita D. Dabars the grant's Project Director.

Why was it significant that the program be nationwide? It was
significant due in part to the peculiar nature of the Russian field
undeveloped with few teachers (especially in high schools) spread
over a wide geographical area. In 1986 at the time the initial grant
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proposal was written, there were only about 300 public and private
high schools (with 350 teachers) offering Russian throughout the
United States. About 5,000 high school students and 34,000
college/university students studied Russian at that time.

The nationwide dimensions of the three NEH Institutes are
illustrated by the geographical distribution of the participants who
came from twenty-eight states:

STATES
NUMBER OF

PARTICIPANTS NEH REGIONS
NUMBER OF

PARTICIPANTS

New York 9 Far West 18 (24%)
California 8 Atlantic 16 (21%)
Pennsylvania 7 Mid West 16 (21%)

Virginia 6 South West & 14 (18%)
West

Maryland, Ohio 5 Northeast 12 (16%)
Colorado, Indiana, Utah 3
Alaska, Minois, Iowa,
Louisiana, Michigan,
Oregon, Texas,
Washington 2
Arkansas, Connecticut,
Florida, Hawaii
Massachusetts,
Minnesota, Mississippi,
New Jersey, New Mexico,
Oklahoma, Wisconsin 1

28 states represented 76 total
participants

The initial grant proposal was a direct response to
"Understanding Other Nations," one of two Endowment initiatives
announced by John Agresto in October, 1985 when he was Acting
Chairman of NEH. We felt that a corps of teachers of Russian who
have had an opportunity to study literature, intellectual history and
culture in an atmosphere of shared intellectual inquiry is needed and
should be developed. In order to build a corps of American students
fluent in Russian and cognizant of Russian/Soviet culture, the skills
and cultural awareness of language teachers should be upgraded. The
Institutes would improve the teachers' level of cultural knowledge and
personal language competence. They would be able to better train and
evaluate their students' performance in terms of cultural awareness
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and functional proficiency. The students, in turn, would become a
national resource in a competitive world aware of the culture and
proficient in the principal language of the Soviet Union.

In order for teachers to challenge students to think, teachers
themselves need to be challenged. One participant in her application
to the 1987 Institute wrote:

I desperately need to increase my skills in Russian grammar,
conversation, history and culture. Learning a second language can
be a thrilling experience for students, giving them self-confidence
and the ability to understand and appreciate the viewpoints of
others, if their teacher is able to meet their needs. I need to be
ready for my students.

This teacher could not turn to Russian colleagues in her school
for help, as attested to by Dr. Barry Scherr, then President of
AATSEEL, in his letter supporting our proposal:

Unlike Spanish or French (and in many cases Latin and German),
Russian programs in secondary schools are almost inevitably
small. It is a rare public or even private school that can boast of as
many as three teachers of Russian; in all too many cases entice
Russian programs are the responsibility of a single individual who
may also be required to teach other languages as well. What is
more, while those involved with the more commonly taught
languages are likely to have colleagues at nearby schools, Russian
programs often exist in isolation.

Dr. Scherr could have said the same about teachers in small colleges.
Prior to submitting our proposal to NEH, the decision was

made to consult the leaders of the major organizations in the Slavic
field and foreign languages. Letters of support of the proposal sent to
NEH resulted from extensive phone calls and meetings with
organizational leaders such as Dr. Richard Brecht, then President of
the American Council of Teachers of Russian (ACTR); Dr. Barry
Scherr, past President of the American Association of Teachers of
Slavic and East European Languages (AATSEEL); Dr. Dorothy
Atkinson, Executive Director of the American Association for the
Advancement of Slavic Studies (AAASS); Dr. John Schillinger, Chair
of the Committee on College and Pre-College Russian (CCPCR),
sponsored by the three Russian organizations just mentioned above,
and immediate past President of AATSEEL; and Dr. Donald Jarvis,
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Chair of the Language Committee, AAASS and present president of
ACTR. We also consulted with people outside the Russian profession,
such as Dr. C. Edward Scebold, Executive Director, American Council
on the Teaching of Foreign Languages (ACTFL) and Dr. J. David
Edwards, Executive Director, Joint National Committee for
Languages (JNCL).

THE INSTITUTES

The Institutes consisted of the following components: Culture
and Civilization Course, Discussion Section, Adaptation of the
Culture and Civilization Course for Use in the Classrooms,
Methodology, Enhancement of Individual Skills, Film Discussions,
Evening Activities.

The Culture and Civilization Course component (one group,
90 minutes, five days a week) of the Institutes was designed to
reestablish and broaden the participants' knowledge of the essential
themes of Russian civilization and culture. Participants delved into
the whole range of ideas and styles found in literary works, art, music,
philosophical thought, and the course of history. Care was taken that
while the broad outlines of history and literature were presented,
nevertheless participants concentrated in depth on certain specific
topics through later individual work in writing weekly papers.

The major topics of the lectures held in this component were:
The History and Culture of Kievan and Muscovite Rus'; St.
PetersburgRussia's Window to the West; The Superimposition of
Western Institutions and Culture on the Indigenous Russian Model;
The Second Half of the 19th Century: The Era of Reform;
Nationalism and Realism in Art, Architecture, Music and Literature;
Between Centuries: The Cultural Renaissance of the Early 20th
Century; Socialist Realism in Art and Literature; The Thaw and Its
Aftermath: New Voices in Russian Literature, the Rise of Dissent,
Samizdat and Tamizdat; Russian Literature in the 1980s: Village
Prose, Urban Prose, Non-Russian Soviet Writers. Lecturers for this
part of the Institutes were Professors Sergei Davydov (1987, Bryn
Mawr College/Middlebury College), Dan E. Davidson (1988, 1989,
Bryn Mawr College) and Helen Segall (1987, 1988, 1989, Dickinson
College). During the 1988 and 1989 NEH Institutes Maria Lekic
(University of Maryland) concentrated on literature after Stalin. Her
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themes were: The 1940s: Two Wars of One Nation; Broken
Expectations or Ups and Downs in the Literary Climate (50s and 60s);
The Issues of the Conquest of Socialism, Erased Contradictions and
Literary Trends (the 70s); Literary Excavations and Belated
Revelations; New Voices in Soviet Literature: Ermakov, Sokolov,
Petrushevskaja, Tolstaja.

Following the morning's lecture participants were offered a
choice of one of two activities: 1) Discussion of the morning lecture,
2) Materials Adaptation. (Two groups, 90 minutes, five days a week)
One group spent the 90-minute period discussing the preceding lecture
with Ada Mayo (1987, 1988, Bryn Mawr College). The goal was to
analyze verbally in Russian the ideas presented in the lecture and to
intellectually respond to what had just been heard. The other group
worked with Dorothy Soudakoff (1987, Indiana University), Irene
Thompson (1988, 1989, George Washington University) and
Frederick Johnson (1988, 1989, Northfield Mt. Hermon School) on
the adaption of Russian cultural materials to a level that pre-college
teachers and teachers in small colleges can utilize in their classes. In
the course of the three years over twenty-five Culture Capsules were
prepared; they were distributed to all the Institute participants and
selectively made available to the Russian profession through the NEH
National Network.

For the 1989 Institute, a Grammar section taught by Irene
Thompson and Fred Johnson was added in this time slot. Topics
included verbs of motion, verbal prefixation, verbal aspect, use of the
infinitive in Russian, time expressions, stress patterns,
transformational approach to verbs with -cm and word order.

In the Methodology section (one group, 90 minutes, five days
a week), varying pedagogical methods were examined. Emphasis was
placed on Proficiency Guidelines for Speaking, Listening, Writing and
Reading. Participants of the Institute had an opportunity to familiarize
themselves with current testing instruments in Russian. Irene
Thompson (1987, 1988, 1989), working in the last Institute with Olga
Kagan (1989, UCLA), was in charge of this section of the Institute.
For many participants this was the aspect of the Institutes which
influenced most strongly their teaching, leading them to teach in a
more proficiency-based manner.

The Individual Skills Enhancement section (three groups, 90
minutes, four days a week, Monday through Thursday) focused on
cultural material prepared by Institute teachers to activate the
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vocabulary used in the Culture and Civilization lecture. In addition, it
was in this section that each participant wrote a weekly theme in
Russian. The goal was to intertwine skill-developing techniques with
the culture emphasis of each week. The faculty for the three years, all
native speakers of Russian, were Regina Avrashov (1988, University
of Colorado), Nina Baranova (1987, Bryn Mawr College), Ada Mayo
(1989, Bryn Mawr College), Olga Kagan (1989, UCLA), Gina
Katsenelinboigen (1987, University of Pennsylvania), Katerina
Moskver (1987, 1988, 1989, Bryn Mawr College).

On Fridays (the day the Individual Skills Enhancement section
did not meet), a session led by Helen Segall was devoted to a
discussion of the films, ranging from classic to contemporary, which
were shown in the evenings during the week. Thought questions and
vocabulary aids had been prepared before each film. The film Bopirc
Moulton (Boris Godunov), for example, was discussed from the point
of view of its importance in history ("The Time of Troubles,"
Nationalism), literature (Pushkin's play, "Boris Godunov"), music
(Operathe Russian School of Music, the Mighty Five and
Musorgskij and Rimskij-Korsakov), the Ballet Russes and its
production of this opera.

Throughout the month-long session, evening lectures on a
wide variety of topics by top scholars provided further enrichment:
religionHarry Booth (1987, 1988, Dickinson College) and
Alexander V. Riasanovsky (1989, University of Pennsylvania);
musicTruman Bullard (1987, 1988, 1989, Dickinson College),
David Finko (1987, 1988, University of Pennsylvania), Harlow
Robinson (1989, SUNY-Albany); economicsHerbert Levine (1988,
1989, University of Pennsylvania); 19th-century Russian cultural
historyLinda Gerstein (1987, 1988, 1989, Haverford College);
historyAlfred Rieber (1989, University of Pennsylvania); Soviet
filmKaterina Clark (1988, Yale University); Soviet theaterAlma
Law (1988, City University of New York); Russian cultureauthor,
Suzanne Massie (1987).

Adding richness to the list of lectures were the occasions when
visiting Soviet scholars and government officials addressed the NEH
participants in conjunction, frequently, with students from the Russian
Language Institute. To mention just a few of such guest scholars, we
were 1-leased to hear: Mark Nikolaevich Viatyutnev (Head, High
School Textbook Section, Pushkin Institute, Moscow), co-author of
the new US-USSR basal high school textbook, RHUOM K >rimy (Face
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to Face), Alla Mikhailovna Rodimkino (Senior Scholar, Herzen
Institute, Leningrad), and Georgij Petrovich Veselov (Minister of
Education, RSFSR).

In addition to having access to the films rented professionally
for the Institutes, participants were able to avail themselves in their
free time of other films provided on videotape. [The rented films
included: Aitapen lirea (Andre] Rubljov), ropyrioa (Boris
Godunov), 06.Nomos (Oblomov), 4ama c co6atavil (Lady with a Dog),
grieito (Scarecrow), Boicosume (Repentence), Ma.aettbicasi Bepa (Little
Vera), Komiccap (Commissar), Man ,apyr Haan Barnum' (My Friend Ivan
Lapshin), cl)oHraH (Fountain).]

During the three Institutes each year the participants spent one
Saturday on a culturally-oriented field trip. For two years the
destination was New York City with visits to the Museum of Modern
Art, the Victor Kamkin Bookstore, the Russian Tea Room and the
Russian Samovar. The evenings were crowned with performances of
the Bolshoi Ballet in Glazunov's Raymonda one year and the Kirov
Ballet's The Corsair the next year. Even :laving the bus breakdown on
the New Jersey Turnpike and returning to Bryn Mawr College at 3:30
a.m. did not dampen the 1987 participants' enthusiasm for the day's
events. For the third year's field trip, we traveled to Washington, DC.
We stopped at the Hirshhorn Museum in order to view the exhibit
"Russian and Soviet Paintings, 1900-1930: Selections from the State
Tretjakov Gallery and the State Russian Museum, Leningrad," visited
the USSR Embassy to meet with cultural representatives, browsed at
the Viktor Kamkin Bookstore, dined at the Serbian Crown restaurant,
and in the evening viewed a performance of Paris Opera and Ballet
Company's Swan Lake directed by Rudolf Nureyev.

In addition to evaluations of the Institute by the participants
and staff each year, an Outside Evaluator spent a full day at the
Institutes. In 1987 the Outside Evaluator was Dr. James Billington,
the Librarian of the Library of Congress; in 1988 and 1989 Dr. S.
Frederick Starr spent a day visiting the classes and meeting with the
participants and staff. In the evening of their visits, Drs. Billington
and Starr each delivered a lecture enjoyed by the Institute participants
and staff as well as by the Bryn Mawr College community.

Graduate credit, from four to six hours, was available from
Bryn Mawr College. The Institute provided room and board for all
participants, transportation costs to and from the Institutes and a
weekly stipend of $200. In addition, each participant was supplied
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with a large number of books and photocopied literary, historical and
critical materials, and about ten cassette tapes of popular Russian
songs, children's songs and classical music. Participants also received
over 220 labeled slides of icons, 19th-century paintings, avant-garde,
socialist realist and unofficial art. Those interested in word processing
with Gutenberg Software on Apple computers worked with Fred
Johnson and Steve Frank and then took home with themselves suitable
materials (purchased at cost). Irene Thompson assisted with IBM
compatible computers and Helen Segall and Allan Miller with
Macintosh computers.

During the Institutes, the Conference and Events Office, under
the direction of Lisa Zernicke, sought to provide for the participants a
comfortable environment conducive to study and reflection. The
offices of the Russian Department (Brian Smith and Beth Melofchik),
Computing Center (Dr. Thomas Warger), Language Laboratory (Matt
Roazen), Dining Services (Joan Doran), Purchasing (Paul Vassallo),
Audiovisual (Ralph Del Giudice), and Housekeeping (Fred Cuspard)
were most solicitous of the needs of participants. In addition, during
the Institutes CORLAC staff, headed by Stephen Frank (1987, 1988,
1989) with assistance in 1988 from Elisa Shorr and in 1989 from Lisa
Preston, was instrumental in assuring a smooth running of the
Institutes. Special thanks also goes to Steve for his superb
management of the Symposium. At Friends School, Sarah Daignault,
Business Officer, efficiently took care of the myriad tasks connected
with administering the NEH grant. Grant L. Jacks, III, Director of
Admissions and Advancement, and Stanley B. Johnson, Principal,
likewise gave valuable support and assistance.

)
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FOLLOW-UP VISITS
FOLLOW-UP WORKSHOPS AND SYMPOSIUM ON
RUSSIAN LANGUAGE AND CULTURE

Follow-up Visits

In addition to the Institutes, three other components were part
of the Institute grant: follow-up visits, Follow-up Workshops and a
Symposium. NEH provided funds for the Institute faculty to visit
participants on their own campuses during the academic year. And the
faculty staff did indeed fly and drive to twenty-eight states to be with
the participants in their own schools. The aim was to see how the
materials and teaching strategies acquired at the Institutes transferred
to classroom teaching.

Frederick Johnson, a faculty member who visited four 1989
Institute participants, commented on these visits from his perspective:

1. It was both important and enjoyable to talk with foreign
language program heads, supervisors and the teachers
themselves, to share materials, to brainstorm about ways
Russian programs can be promoted, and to talk about a wide
range of initiatives taking place in the field such as
exchanges, travel opportunities and summer programs.

2. Teachers can feel lonely and frustrated in small programs to
which they are deeply committed, but which they have to
fight to preserve. The visits enabled me to provide
encouragement, and to suggest numerous ways to address
problems. They also created warm collegial feelings, and
established a good basis for future communication.

3. A most enjoyable and valuable benefit of the visits was the
opportunity to see varying teaching styles, creative ideas in
action, and to see the effectiveness with which the NEH
Russian Institute stimuli and professional enrichment were
being applied to individual programs. NEH would be
gratified, indeed, to know just how strong the influence of the
Institutes has been on changing individuals' methodology, so
that it is much more proficiency-based.
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Follow-up Workshops

After each of the three Institutes, Follow-up Workshops were
held for that summer's participants. The Institute participants of 1987
and 1988 gathered at Bryn Mawr in May following their Institutes,
while those from the 1989 Institute met in Washington, DC the
following January. The Follow-up Workshops were highlighted by
plenary sessions in which Maria Lekic and Helen Segall shared with
the participants their views on the latest cultural developments which
had taken place in the Soviet Union since the preceding Institute and
in which Irene Thompson discussed the latest methodological
developments.

During the course of the Follow-up Workshop, each participant
shared with his/her colleagues some aspect of teaching which had
been influenced by the Institute. Throughout the years some topics
included: incorporating Institute materials, such as the slides handed
out at the Institutes, in culture and language classes; using newspapers
in beginning to advanced classes; facilitating conversation with the
use of pictures and other visual aids; and incorporating the Culture
Capsules (materials on topics such as geography, theater, folklore,
education in the USSR) into the classroom curriculum.

In the year 1990 when the Follow-up Workshop met in
Washington, DC, ',he participants were addressed by Angela Iovino
(National Endowment for the Humanities), Molly Raymond
(President's US-Soviet Exchange Initiative, United States Information
Agency) and Jamie Draper (Joint National Committee for Languages).
They were greeted by Dr. Viktor Ivanovich Zubarev (Deputy
Chairman, State Committee on Public Education of the USSR), who
commented on the need in the Soviet Union of Institutes such as the
one the participants had attended. Olga Dmitrievna Mitrofanova (Vice
Rector, Pushkin Institute) related to participants the preparations then
in pro;:--ess in Moscow for the VII International Congress of
MAPRIAL to be held in August, 1990 and invited them to attend.
Reflecting the professional interest which the Institutes, Follow-up
Workshops, and Symposium had on participants, almost twenty
Institute participants and faculty attended the International Congress.
That evening the participants also heard Vladimir Nikolaevich
Voinovich read from his worksincluding excerpts from Wanica (The
Hat)a work they had read at the Institutes.
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In addition to the sharing of insights in the teaching of Russian
language and culture, the Follow-up Workshops enabled participants
to again meet in person the professional colleagues with whom they
had spent a summer together and in many cases with whom they had
continued to stay in contact by letters and telephone. This sharing of
mutual experiences, professional concerns, and common humanistic
and pedagogical goals united and strengthened many of the
participants. Evaluating the Institutes for NEH, two participants
wrote:

This is the first time I've had colleagues. I'm no longer alone,
isolated in my work.

and
More than anything else, my confidence has been enhanced, not
only from a language standpoint, but also from my connections
with the many wonderful people with whom I spent last summer.
When I need something or need to know something, I consult my
List of Institute participants and send a letter or call the person I
know can help. This Iltttworking is invaluable.

These are the words of two 1987 NEH Institute participants; they are
representative of comments we heard over and over again. This
network evolved as the natural outcome of the Institutes and was
initially established by the 76 NEH Summer Instititute participants
and staff.

Symposium

A celebration of sharing intellectual interests, professional
concerns, and personal friendships which had formed at the individual
NEH Summer Institutes took place when participants from all three
NEH Summer Institutes gathered at Bryn Mawr College in May, 1990
for the Symposium: "Significant Russian/Soviet Cultural and
Pedagogical Developments of the 1980sEducating American
Students for the Year 2000." This was the first time that participants
and faculty from all three NEH Institutes were together.

Given the fact that the Symposium coincided with a hectic
time of year for academe, it was gratifying to note the attendance. Of
the three-year total of seventy-six participants, fifty-eight were able to
come to the Symposium. Many of those who were unable to join were
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in the Soviet Union, and several others were either moving or had
family conflicts.

The edited papers which were presented at this Symposium are
the basis of this volume.

THE NEH NATIONAL NETWORK

In addition to this Network of the 76 participants who had
been able to leave home and participate in the Institutes, an attempt
was made through the NEH grants to reach those teachers who are
unable to spend a month at an Institute. With this goal in mind, the
country was divided into five regions with a Regional Director for
each region: NortheastGalina DeRoeck (Rutgers University) and
Frederick Johnson (Northfield Mt. Hermon School, Northfield,
Massachusetts); Atlantic CoastDan Desmond (Centennial High
School, Ellicott City, Maryland); Mid WestMarian Walters (Toledo
Public Schools, Toledo, Ohio); South West and WestRenate Bialy
(Scotlandville Magnet High School, Baton Rouge, Louisiana); Far
WestKathleen Dillon (Polytechnic School, Pasadena, California).

At the Symposium referred to above, Regional Director (Far
West) Kathleen Dillon reported on tt e activities of her region:

Thanks to the NEH Russian Institute and the concept of having
follow-up programs regionally, the western sector was able to
produce two outreach experiences.

In 1989 Professor Irene Thompson conducted a roundtable on
implementing Institute materials in the classroom. This was
followed by a demonstration class for secondary school students,
given by Irene. It was videotaped for further examination by the
teachers. This workshop was held on the campus of Polytechnic
School, Pasadena, California.

In 1990 an instructor from the Pushkin Institute, Marina
Lukanova, lectured on teaching pronunciation and intonation
patterns. She then taught a demonstration class to a mixed group
of secondary and college level Russian students. Following the
class, the teachers participated in a discussion, in Russian, of
methods and results with Mrs. Lukanova. Olga Kagan, Institute
staff in 1989, chaired the event. This workshop was funded in part
by the Center for Russian and East European Studies at UCLA and
was held on the UCLA Campus.
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We are deeply indebted to NEH and to Zita Dabars for all of the
following factors that resulted in these two very successful
programs:

1. MOTIVATIONthese occasions are wanted, needed, well-
attended, and appreciated, but they do not happen unless a
designated person (e.g. the Regional Director) is held
accountable for facilitating them.

2. FUNDINGalthough modest, school budgets simply do not
allow teachers to produce or even to attend.

3. PRESENTERS AND PARTICIPANTSit is through the
network initiated at the NEH Summer Institutes that the
Follow-up Workshops could address the issues of interest to
most teachers of Russian and reach other Russian teachers
who had not been able to participate in the Institutes.

Two other Regional Directors, Dan Desmond (Atlantic Coast) and
Renate Bialy (South West and West), held one-day Workshops. The
Culture Capsules produced at the NEH Summer Institutes were made
available at these Workshops. Regional Newsletters were established
by Frederick Johnson (Northeast) and Renate Bialy (South West and
West). Marian Walters (Mid West) was instrumental in adding at least
one session at the Central States Conference each year specifically for
Russian language teachers. Many of the state conventions in her
region are now more aware of Russian language teachers and include
sessions for Russian teachers in their programs. All the Regional
Directors communicated with the Russian teachers in their area
through mailings.

Throughout the years of the NEH Grants, a unifying element
for Institute participants and staff was the publication of the
Connection Newsletter at CORLAC. Steve Frank, Chris Fray, Lisa
Preston and Janet Innes served as Editors for the Newsletter; the five
Regional Directors contributed as Associate Editors. The Newsletter
printed articles and teaching materials, apprised teachers of upcoming
events of professional interest and importance, as well as served to
inform the NEH Institute family of their activities.
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CONCLUSION

The summer NEH Institutes provided stimulating education in
the hIlmanities, maximum practical language training and language
use in classrooms and a full array of stimulating support activities in a
variety of formal and informal settings. The lovely surroundings of
Bryn Mawr College, its excellent facilities and efficient staff provided
an atmosphere which contributed to study and contemplation.
Personal and professional friendships were formed which enriched the
lives of participants as well as enhanced their teaching in the
clas' room. Many participants, who previously had not taken part in
professional organizations, joined them, attended and/or delivered
papers at their meetings. Numerous schools and colleges have since
taken advantage of the ACTR Curriculum Consultant program
announced at the NEH Institutes which has brought Soviet teachers to
their classes. The enthusiasm, cooperation, and help of the
participants, NEH faculty, and CORLAC staff truly has influenced the
teaching of Russian nationwidemaking it more humanistically and
proficiency-oriented and more stimulating for our students.
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Irene Thompson, . e George Washington University

imuseeS5

You are privileged to have gone through the NEH Institutes, to
have had a chance to talk with each other and to have formed
networks. You have had the opportunity to get to know each other,
and we have had the chance to get to know you. You are now a very
powerful group of individuals; you will influence the future
development of tin Russian teaching field.

With that in mind, we would like you to think in terms of the
next ten years until the end of the century. What should happen in the
fieldfrom your perspective as enlightened, experienced language
teachersin order for it to prosper? What are those factors that will
affect the quality of language teaching in the United States? Let's
isolate about four factors and break up into groups in order to brain-
storm our professional needs for the next ten years. Select a note-
taker, discuss your topic, formalize your reactions, and come back
with a one-page summary report which can be presented to the entire
group.
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Workshop Report: CURRICULUM

Sarah Heyer, Southern Illinois University

Under the heading "Curriculum," we discussed both
curriculum revision and the need for "articulation"networking
between high schools and colleges. This networking could be
accomplished by local incentive, such as Southern Illinois University's
Academic Alliance which brings area high school foreign language
teachers to the university one Saturday each semester for a workshop,
or by national organizations such as that developed by NEH and
CORLAC. The need for such networks would be diminished if there
were national standards which were universally accepted and applied
for different levels. This would involve standardized placement
exams and might encourage curriculum standardization (e.g., New
York State Regents integrated with State University of New York).
The limitations of a local network would be overcome by national
standards which organizations such as American Council on the
Teaching of Foreign Languages (ACTFL) or Educational Testing
Service (ETS) might provide.

Mourka Anderson described the curriculum at the seventh and
eighth grade levels in which no one textbook is used. The general
approach is proficiency, but a new goal might be to help students
become proficient for an exchange which would mean greater use of
the Russian language in the classroom.

Akt the high school level Sylvia Maizell uses Misha Fayer's
Simplified Russian Grammar during the first year to create a
comfortable atmosphere and achievable goals. Then when she begins
to use Baker's version of Pycauffi 573b1K /IRA acex in the second year, the
students are able to complete twenty lessons.

For university teachers such as Galina DeRoeck, there is less
time to tend to "atmosphere" as they teach according to administration
requirements which emphasize that students pass grammar tests. And
yet, despite this emphasis, most students completing the secolid year
cannot pass the qualifying exams to attend a semester of study in
Leningrad.

There is a dissatisfaction among university teachers with the
inattention of administrators and older professors to students'
communicative needs. It is not that we are seeking to eliminate
grammar, but merely to remove it from its altar. It is not known hr.:
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many schools offer business or technical Russian, but such courses, as
well as newspaper-reading and drama courses, might be alternatives to
a third-year course under the unappealing title of "Composition and
Grammar."

The survey of Russian students compiled by John Caemmerer
of the National Foreign Language Center may redirect our discussion
and show what areas need further exploration.

Nothing can substitute for getting to know Russians,
preferably in their homes. Once the feat of an exchange such as the
US-USSR High School Academic Partnership has been accomplished,
motivation is never again a problem.

Workshop Report: MATERIALS

Margot K. Frank, Randolph Macon Woman's College

On May 26, 1990 this group of NEH Russian Institute
participants discussing materials for the teaching of Russian in the
1990s agreed on the following recommendations. These items were
later approved by the entire Symposium.

1. Secure funds to provide a clearinghouse for collecting and making
available at moderate charge authentic, contemporary, supplementary
teaching materials. The group stressed that these materials must reflect
the glasnost-perestroika era in both context and vocabulary. It was
suggested that Zita Dabars of Friends School and Irene Thompson of
George Washington University, both of whom have grant proposal
writing experience, explore the possibilities for securing funding by
approaching appropriate foundations.

2. Pursue production of a video course for Elementary Russian such as
already exists for French and German.

3. Inform teachers about available computer programs for Russian
language learners and set up workshops to train teachers in the use of
such materials.

4. Perfect, edit and make available for distribution the culture capsules
produced by the three NEH Institutes (1987, 1988 and 1989). Inform
all teachers of Russian that such packets exist.

5. Produce workbooks such as are already available for textbooks of other
languages to accompany major Russian textbooks.

6. Set up a chain through which interested volunteers can transmit new
materials and ideas. (A procedure for starting such a chain was 'ater
established.)

7. Strongly encourage Institute participants to maintain contact by
grouping together according to region or interest for the purpose of
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exchanging materials and experiences. The demise of the NEH
Connection Newsletter caused much regret.

Workshop Report: PROFESSIONAL CONCERNS

David Morgan Frost, Georgetown University, Law School

This group's discussion dealt with the political problems of the
pedagogical profession, as well as with the difficulty of obtaining
funding. These two problems are linked, and their solutions may be
found together. The first problem is insufficient funding.

The second problem is the relationship of other academics to
their colleagues in the pedagogical field. The general consensus
among members of the group is that the field of Russian is divided
into two major parts: linguistics and literature. Pedagogy is perceived
as not being an intellectual pursuit and somehow not worthy of the
hallowed halls of academia. It was observed that obtaining tenure as a
pedagogical specialist is virtually impossible in most institutions and
that this difficulty has been the source of several lawsuits.

Some of the most intriguing observations dealt with the fact
that pedagogical specialists are ignoring potentially strong allies. The
first of these is the business community and the second, surprisingly,
is the very group of colleagues who look down on pedagogy.

Carol Logan has had a great deal of success with the Green
Bay business community which has shown a willingness to support
pedagogy. Marilyn Hoogen has had some degree of difficulty in her
relationship with the Seattle business community and has said that
they seem to expect a great deal of free translating and other services.
With business contacts with the Soviet Union on the rise, however, an
increased demand for people who speak Russian will give the business
community a strong incentive to support the teaching of Russian.
Persons interested in establishing contacts between their local business
community and their fellow Russian teachers might do well to contact
Carol or Marilyn for some guidance.

Bill Odom of the University of Southern Mississippi has
enjoyed great success with pedagogical specialists from other
languages. He was able to bring together teachers of various
languages, to apply pressure on the administration, and to "hustle big
bucks" from the local business community. Bill has also managed to
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develop some political contacts which have proven helpful to the
Russian program at Southern Mississippi. He is willing to offer
counsel to anyone interested in advancing the status of pedagogy in
his/her department or university.

Finally, it was generally agreed that we might have powerful
tools for advancing our cause already in place in th, form of
organizations such as the American Council of Teachers of Russian
(ACTR) and the American Association of Teachers of Slavic and East
European Languages (AATSEEL). Leslie Johnson suggested that
these organizations could provide a forum for discussion of topics like
the status of pedagogy.

The group believed that Russian may have something of an
advantage now because of the current interest in things Slavic. To
maximize this advantage, Zane Phoenix suggested that attention be
devoted to the idea of combining language knowledgA with other
specialties. Companies like IBM will need speakers of kussian; but
they will need these speakers to be conversant not only in basic
Russian but, for example, in computer terminology as well. We could
strengthen our position even further through an alliance with the
technical specialties.

If one builds a better mousetrap, people will beat a path to
one's door. If pedagogy makes it clear that we are offering a valuable
service, then support and respect should not be hard to come by. We
should tailor our endeavors to fill needs and wants not only of our
students but also of their future employers.

Workshop Report: TEACHER PREPARATION

Frederick Johnson, Northfield Mt. Hermon School

This discussion group elected to explore a range of different
issues relating to the field of Russian teaching. We dealt with teacher
preparation and "maintenance" and tried to identify needs of the
profession in this context. The following main points emerged from
our discussion:

1. We should consider what type of graduate program would best prepare
people to teach in high schools and colleges. College programs should
include teacher preparation for language courses in addition to the
standard linguistics and literature courses. Useful components of a
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college program to prepare teachers of Russian language would
include:
a. College-level methods courses firmly grounded in instructional

theory for in-service teacher training.
b. Russian-specific courses which draw from the creative and

successful methods on second language acquisition research.
c. The techniques of conducting multi-level classrooms.
d. Videotaping practice teaching to analyze teacher effectiveness.

2. We need to institute "idea-swap" sections at leading language
conferences such as American Council on the Teaching of Foreign
Languages (AC11-L), American Association of Teachers of Slavic and
East European Languages (AATSEEL), TESOL (Teachers of English
to Speakers of Other Languages) and The Northeast Conference to
provide professionals with a kind of "Linguistic Flea Market" which
could include demonstrations of techniques. In general, Russian
teachers need to become more involved with the professional
organizations and publications which are involved in the most creative,
fresh and interesting work.

3. A profile of the typical Russian language teacher needs to be
described, since the field presents different challenges. Some of the
special factors with which he/she must contend include:
a. The necessity of teaching multi-level classrooms, not an unusual

situation, especially in the public school.
b. The workload that one-person programs entail: the teaching of

extra classes over and above normal responsibilities.
c. The necessity of travelling to the Soviet Union on a regular basis

to upgrade language skills and cultural awareness, especially at a
time when Soviet society is changing so rapidly. Subsequently,
teachers need to be made aware of an expanding array of funded
programs administered by organizations such as the American
Council of Teachers of Russian (ACTR) and the International
Research and Exchanges Board (IREX) which answer these needs.

d. There is a clear and persistent need to create, amass and share
authentic materials of all kinds which abound in other language
fields but which are few and far between in Russian.

4. Networking was identified as a basic and clear need for teacher
stimulation and program enrichment so critical for "maintenance."
Disseminating information about regional resource centers (and their
newsletters and occasional papers), workshops, conferences and
symposia is vital, as is the establishment of electronic mail and multi-
media links to help those in areas far from major Russian centers.

5. Finally, in order to infuse the profession with excellent teachers, we
should strongly encourage our top students to consider teaching careers
and to travel to the Soviet Union as often as possible; and we should
provide information to them on the best programs and opportunities in
the field.
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Regina Avrashov University of Colorado, Colorado
Catherine Bryan Thomas Jefferson HS for Science and

Technology, Alexandria, Virginia
Barbara Cameron South St. Paul HS, South St. Paul, Minnesota
Galina DeRoeck University of Arizona, Arizona
Julie deSherbinin Cornell University, New York
Dan Desmond Centennial HS, Ellicott City, Maryland
Kathleen Dillon Polytechnic School, Pasadena, California
Julia Donley Horseheads HS, Horseheads, New York
Steve Frank CORLAC,* ACTR (leave of absence)
David Frost Georgetown University, Law School,

Washington, DC
Jane Hart Princeton HS, Cincinnati, Ohio
Marilyn Hoogen University of Washington, Washington
John Hudecek Columbus North HS, Columbus, Indiana
Frederick Johnson Northfield Mt. Hermon School,

Northfield, Massachusetts
Leslie Johnson University of Virginia, Virginia
Amy Kohlmeier Carbon HS, Price, Utah
Margaret Kolodziej Hollandale HS, Hollandale, Florida
Sandy Kregar University of Colorado, Colorado
Patricia Markley Ohio State University at Mansfield; Ohio
Earlene Mitchell Hillcrest HS, Midvale, Utah
Audrey Panczyk Hunter College HS, New York New York
Jerome Rinkus Pomona College, Claremont, California
Karen Ryan-Hayes University of Virginia, Virginia
Emily-Greta Tabourin University of Pennsylvania*
Verona Anne VanderVen Central HS, Grand Rapids, Michigan
Marian Walters Toledo Public Schools, Toledo, Ohio
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1988 "
NEH
Summer Institute in
Russian Language
and Culture

Margarita M. Anderson Arlington HS, La Grangeville, New York
Anthony Aracich St. Peter's Prep School, Jersey City, New Jersey
Margaret Aranyosi University of Southern California*
Sarah Barnhardt George Washington University, Washington, DC
Nancy Benjamin Charlottesville HS, Charlottesville, Virginia
Renate Bialy Scotlandville Magnet HS, Baton Rouge, Louisiana
Harry Collis Lowell HS, San Francisco, California
Andrew Corin Pomona College, Claremont, California
Natasha Grishin-Woike St. Sergius HS, New York, New York
Sarah Heyer Southern Illinois University, Illinois
Linda Jensen Community Education Office, Ogden, Utah
Paul Karpuk University of the Pacific, Stockton, California
Brian Lehmann Northglen HS, North& 13, Colorado
Carol Logan St. Norbert College, DePere, Wisconsin
Sylvia Maizell Bronx HS of Science, Bronx, New York
Helen Meigs Allderdice HS, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Dann Menlove State University of New York at StonyBrook,

New York
Valerie Navarro Henry Foss HS, Tacoma, Washington
Sonia Palkes The Norwich Free Academy,

Norwich, Connecticut
Zane Phoenix Noah Medford HS, Medford, Oregon
John Sheehan Winter Park HS, Winter Park, Florida
Lewis Tracy Ohio State University
Stanley Wellington West Potomac HS, Alexandria, Virginia
Sophia Wisniewska Bryn Mawr College, Pennsylvania
Lin Zhong University of Washington, Washington
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Sarah Achenbach
Jan Adamczyk
Jerome Baker
Joseph Bozicevic

Tom Clark
Lis Collins
Ann Copp le
Eva Eckert
Margot Frank

Heather Gaudreau
Arthur Lisciandro
Allan Miller
William Odom

Sue Parsons
Alicja Power

Lisa Preston
Jeanette Prior
Richard Reis
Cynthia Ruder
Jean Rutherford
Gerald Sabo

Hannah Sard
Reed Skoug
Andrew Tomlinson
Sue Ellen Webber Turscak

M.37.^4.

Reading Senior HS, Reading, Pennsylvania
University of Illinois at Urbana, Illinois
East HS, Columbus, Indiana
Mary Washington College,

Fredericksburg, Virginia
Holland Hall School, Tulsa, Oklahoma
Sam Houston HS, Arlington, Texas
Claremont HS, Claremont, California
Trinity University, San Antonio, Texas
Randolph-Macon Woman's College,

Lynchburg, Virginia
lolani School, Honolulu, Hawaii
Manville HS, Manville, New Jersey
Skyview HS, Soldotna, Alaska
University of Southern Mississippi,

Hattiesburg, Mississippi
Bryn Mawr College, Pennsylvania
Northwestern Michigan College,

Traverse City, Michigan
CORLAC, Friends School, Balti: lore, MD*
University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon
Siena College, Londonville, New York
Occidental College, Los Angeles, California
Baton Rouge Magnet 115, Baton Rouge, LA
John Carroll University,

University Heights, Ohio
University High School, Urbana, Illinois
Germantown Academy, Ft. Washington, PA
Baltimore City College, Baltimore, Maryland
Hathaway Brown School, Shaker Heights, Ohio
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Co-Directors, Staff, Faculty, Guest Lecturers

Regina Avrashov
Nina Baranova
Dr. James Billington
Dr. Harry Booth
Dr. Truman Bullard
Dr. Katrina Clark
Dr. Zita Dabars
Dr. Dan Davidson
Dr. Sergei Davydov
David Fin Ico
Steve Frank
Dr. Linda Gerstein
Frederick Johnson
Olga Kagan
Dr. Aron Katsenelinboigen
Gina Katsenelinboigen
Dr. Alma Law
Dr. Maria Lekic
Dr. Herbert Levine
Suzanne Massie
Dr. Ada Mayo
Dr. Ekaterina Moskver
Dr. Alexander Riasanovsky
Dr. Alfred Rieber
Dr. Harlow Robinson
Dr. Helen Segall
Dr. Dorothy Soudakoff
Dr. S. Frederick Starr
Victor Svec
Dr. Irene Thompson
Dr. Sophia Thompson
Dr. Irwin Weil
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University of Colorado, Colorado
Bryn Mawr College, Pennsylvania
Library of Congress, Washington, DC
Dickinson College, Pennsylvania
Dickinson College, Pennsylvania
Yale University, Connecticut
CORLAC, Friends School, Baltimore, Maryland
ACTR, Bryn Mawr College, Pennsylvania
Middlebury College, Vermont
University of Pennsylvania, Pennsylvania
CORLAC, * ACM (leave of absence)
Haverford College, Pennsylvania
Northfield Mt. Hermon School, Northfield, MA
University of California at Los Angeles, California
University of Pennsylvania, Pennsylvania
University of Pennsylvania, Pennsylvania
City University of New York; New York
University of Maryland, Maryland
University of Pennsylvania, Pennsylvania
author
Bryn Mawr College, Pennsylvania
Bryn Mawr College, Pennsylvania
University of Pennsylvania, Pennsylvania
University of Pennsylvania, Pennsylvania
State University of New York at Albany, New York
Dickinson College, Pennsylvania
Indiana University, Indiana
Oberlin College, Ohio
Phillips Academy, Andover, Massachusetts
George Washington University, Washington, DC
Defense Language Institute, Monterey, California
Northwestern University, Illinois

*Place of work or study at time of participation.
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